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Would you like to become safely and permanently

exempt from income taxes, withdraw your support from the

dark age regimes, and enjoy a new life of freedom and

sovereignty?  Exactly these blessings are rapidly spreading

exponentially throughout the world, and we would like

everyone to learn more about it.  The key to developing sov-

ereignty consciousness is knowing "who you are".

As the dawn of the Golden Age brightens more

and more towards the full sunshine of the Age of

Enlightenment, understanding what this New Age is and

what your role in it is, naturally grows.  As this

understanding reaches ever larger portions of the population,

the old ways of documenting "who you are" change, and

new ways take their place.

The momentum of the old dark ages will continue

for a few more years, and then it will climax and fizzle out

altogether.  One of its final scenes is the pathological "New

World Order" culminating in an ill-fated attempt to rule the

world through subjugation to a one world government.  Its

instruments are the Council on Foreign Relations, the United

Nations, the Trilateral Commission, and the U.S. Presidency.

That their attempt will fail, has been known in advance by

the Wise for millennia, because such an attempt depends on

the use of force.

Such an attempt perpetuates slavery, and its

creators suffer from a very deep ignorance of the experience

of universal pure consciousness.  As the tiny candles of

world consciousness awaken into millions of blazing suns in

this decade, so will the efforts of those who would rule the

world through fear fail, and their organizations dissolve into

the warmth of the rising new Love and Light.

The Phase Transition between the ages was

predicted by various seers, including Edgar Cayce, to be

between about 1958 and 1998.   As predicted, millions of

people are feeling less and less aligned with the structures of

the ending dark ages, and more and more attuned to the

rising New Age.

This is the time in which the "apostasy" takes

place, prophesied in the Bible's Book of Revelations.  The

word apostasy is defined as "the abandonment of a former

loyalty".  This will spread to billions of people, most of the

planetary population.  In expression of this, in 1987 the

Enlightened Master Osho Rajneesh authored "The

Manifesto for a New Humanity", in which he says that "the

New Man is the only hope for the survival of mankind".

In 1975, His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

inaugurated the Dawn of the Age of Enlightenment in the

presence of dignitaries and heads of state on all five

continents.  He began re-numbering the years, "AE-1",

"AE-2", etc.  In 1976 (AE-2), he founded the World

Government of the Age of Enlightenment in Seelisberg,

Switzerland, "whose sovereignty is in the domain of

consciousness".

Accordingly, it is a sublime pleasure to share with

you that the writing of this book was foreseen by one of my

most Beloved of Friends, Shirsha, around 1961 or 62,

decades before we met.  She saw her ancient and future

consort writing something that would communicate the

nature of the new heavenly super-renaissance to important

people.  She now verifies that this book, and others

forthcoming like it, are indeed the fulfillment of that

precognition.

You are reading the materialization of her presage,

and herein are described many other such premonitions,

predictions, and foreknowings.  Some of them have come to

pass, and others are yet to manifest; but all are endowed with

deep, prophetic accuracy.  Like, some say that our

appearance on the world scene now, is in itself a fulfillment

of prophecies in ancient records -- of the Cosmic Magis,

Muses, and Artisans who would come at this time to herald

and facilitate the dawning Age of Awakening.

v
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1
THE WHAT, WHY, AND HOW OF
SOVEREIGNTY CONSCIOUSNESS

BEYOND WORDS

Greetings, dear reader.  For your interest in this

supreme knowledge, you are to be honored as a

distinguished co-creator of the New Society on Earth.  This

book shares with you some news and ideas showing that

we are presently in the early stages of a multi-thousand-

year Global Awakening of Sovereignty Consciousness.

This reality is beyond words, and so nothing in

this book can equal the reality being described.  The

consciousness being celebrated here is an experience; it is

beyond words.  Words cannot describe it, equal it, or be it.

All they can do is symbolize it.  You will have to simply go

deep within the meanings of these words, go into the

silences in the spaces between them, read between the

lines, go deep into the core of your being, and fathom the

depths of infinity here.

Sovereignty consciousness is existential; it is not

intellectual.  This is not about being scholarly,

philosophical, or head-oriented.  We're into keeping a cool

head and a warm heart.  This communication is heart-

oriented.  Sovereignty consciousness is an overflowing of

actual reality.  It is a fountain of energy, love, harmony,

wisdom, creativity, generosity, life-supporting light, and

productive substance from each highly evolved human

being.  It is not dogmatic; it is divine.

Therefore, the consciousness is not found in

these words.  These words are only reflections; shadows;

symbols of the real thing.  Perhaps, however, by their

contemplation, you may be guided into a deeper dimension

of yourself, where some of the clouds of misconception

will fall away, and your own already-existing

consciousness will be unveiled.  Then the sleeping giant

will awaken.  If only the beginning of that is accomplished

in you from reading these pages, the purpose of this book

will have been illustriously fulfilled.

THE METAMORPHOSIS HAPPENING

There are many influences contributing to this

awakening, and among them, the wayshowers  -- those

showing the way to the replacement of outer government

with inner freedom -- are pre-eminent.  It is our joy to

honor these wayshowers, and  everyone participating in the

exodus from the public and private sectors into the free

market, for creating one of the most significant services to

humanity for the realization of a planetary civilization

living in peace, prosperity, harmony, and happiness.

We are now at a point in the history of mankind

where there are only two choices left in this generation:

evolve or perish.  We can allow the world to go towards a

total police state and global suicide, or heaven on earth and

the age of enlightenment.  We can choose to align with the

downward wave or the upward wave; with the parasites or

the producers; with the apocalypse or the metamorphosis.

While the problems are getting worse and worse,

the solutions are getting better and better.  Those on the

downward wave identify with the problems; those on the

upward wave identify with the solutions.  Those

identifying with the problems have been "bamboozled".

They have been fooled.

The big surprise is that those who think they are

intelligent -- those who fancy themselves to be in the elite,

the government, the parliament, the congress, the royalty,
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the secret societies -- those who imagine themselves to be

the foolers, and not the foolees, are in fact, the ones being

fooled.   Ha ha ha ha !

The reason for this is beyond words.  It is

signified by the words: "their delusion is self-created".

However, these words alone cannot transfer the awareness,

the discovery, to them.  It has to be an experience from

within.  "Bamboozled" is a funny word to mean they have

been self-fooled.  Therefore we will say they are from

Bamboozleland.  Everyone participating in the public and

private sectors are in Bamboozleland, more or less.  Those

waking up, however, are moving into Laissez Faire Land --

the Free Market.

The human species is now at one of its most

important moments in history.  In times past as high as

over 99% of the people submitted to the thinking of others,

in one way or another.  It's a strange world.  Kings, queens,

politicians, priests, professors, and other chiefs obliged this

submission with the required domination.  It's weird.

When I look around at the craziness, sometimes I feel like

I'm an alien who landed here from another galaxy.

I'm reminded of the story about a pair of

Martians who landed on a country road on Earth in the

middle of the night.  "Where are we?"  one asked.  I think

we're in a cemetery," his companion answered.  "Look at

the gravestone over there -- that man lived to be 108."  So

the first one said, "What was his name?"  The second one

answered, "Miles from Omaha."

It really seems like an alien world sometimes

where 99% of the people have forgotten where we came

from, what we're doing here, or where we're going; and so

a few take advantage of the situation by making certain

scribbles on paper and certain noises with their voices and

all the rest of the people call those scribbles and noises "the

laws".  This is a system of dictators who think everything

should follow their every word.  So when the weather is

not exactly what they ordered, they'll say, "I distinctly told

you not to rain."

Now, a new Age is dawning in humanity, when

that 99% percentage is dropping precipitously, as more and

more people are waking up to what we call "sovereignty

consciousness."  Sovereignty consciousness is the essential

constituent of all experience of freedom.

Libertarian and freedom-oriented education

organizations and societies are serving that rapidly growing

segment of the present-day population who are getting

wise to the fact that we have always been free and

sovereign.  No one dominates us;  nor do we dominate

anyone else.  It is not a matter of creating sovereignty; it is

a matter of simply waking up and realizing we already are

sovereign.

BLOWING AWAY THE MYTHS

An important key to this realization is simply

dispelling the myths about sovereignty and getting clear

about what it really is.  A typical myth is that people and

organizations that dominate, such as those masquerading

under the name "government", are sovereigns.  "These (so-

called) 'governments' possess sovereignty", people think.

That's exactly what the imposters want everyone to think.

It's such "fun" to keep fooling people.

However, true sovereignty doesn't rule; it serves.

It earns its respect by providing valuable goods and/or

services.  We can very easily tell who is a true sovereign.

Are they respecting the freedom of others, and are they

producing something of value to everyone, especially

things like harmony and happiness?

From scientist David Hudson: "Our experience

with kings has been severely altered due to our European

background of military leaders and/or political powers

becoming kings.  Four thousand years BC, the term 'king'

was actually that of a person who had god-like attributes.

"The king knew all truth, he could discern good

and evil, and he could not be lied to for that reason.  The

king did not command troops or fight wars and he did not

have any authority to tax or spend.  No one in the country

questioned the king's wisdom and knowledge because he

was thought of as a god.  Some of the best documented

texts, of course, are about the pharoahs in Old Kingdom

Egypt.  How unusual this sounds in this era of government

filled with excuses, apologies, explanations and other

justifications for political actions." -- Science of the

Spirit Foundation newsletter, May/June 1997

The false sovereigns are those who put on a

disguise of authority and rulership, who practice coercion,

force, theft, and exploitation, and who thus produce

damage, not benefits.  False sovereigns are takers, not

givers.  They believe in "taxes", not purchases made with

free choice on the open market.  They believe in "necessary

evils".  They are really beggars.

True sovereigns are benevolent emperors.  They

need nothing from others that isn't offered.  In turn, they

have much to give, much to offer.  They respect the

freedom and property of others.  They see these as intrinsic
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rights of all humans.  While they may not agree with

everyone's ideas, they respect the freedom of others to have

those ideas.  They regard the attempt to exercise mind

control over others as ridiculous, absurd, retarded, and

wasteful.  On the individual level, sovereignty

consciousness reduces conflict between loved ones.

Harmony flowers in relationships, because one gets all the

love and happiness one needs from within, and doesn't

need to beg for it from others.

One of the most strange concepts, and one of the

most important, to people first becoming aware of this, is

realizing that those who dominate are simply an innocent

expression of the collective submission mentality.  Master

and slave are co-dependent; one cannot exist without the

other.  Therefore the slave voluntarily grants the master his

position.  The big surprise is that when all the slaves are

liberated, only then are the so-called masters liberated as

well.  They are two sides of the same coin.

Waking up to sovereignty consciousness means

one realizes that one is intrinsically free by nature, and that

by neither trying to control others, nor allowing oneself to

be controlled by others, one will actually enjoy a far

superior life, both subjectively and objectively.  Likewise,

the contributions of goods and services from someone with

sovereignty consciousness will bring benefits for society

far beyond what subjects and slaves and those who

dominate them can produce, in both quantity and quality.

The Founding Fathers of America possessed this

consciousness, and gave expression to many aspects of it in

their writings of the 1700s.  They defined an American

Citizen as a "sovereign without subjects".  We find that

quote in the U.S. Supreme Court case from 1791,

Chisholm versus Georgia, 2 Dallas.

Sovereignty up until then had been understood

as the position of rulership over subjects.  The Founding

Fathers re-defined it to mean the same power, but with a

different application:  instead of using one's sovereignty to

try to control others; one can use one's sovereignty to

simply live free, and voluntarily allow everyone else to live

free as well.  Live and let live.  They respected the freedom

of all people.

However, at that time, the collective

consciousness of mankind was far less advanced than it is

today.  Only an estimated ½% of the population back then

really lived and understood sovereignty without subjects.

About ten times that, or perhaps 5%, were learning it.

Today, about 10% of the population are both

living and understanding sovereignty consciousness, and

more than 50% are somewhere on the curve of learning it.

A critical mass is coming closer and closer, when all of a

sudden it will spread to 100% . . . all on the learning curve.

This could come within the next ten or fifteen years,

worldwide.

Therefore, those who are already becoming

aware of it are ahead of the rest of the population.  Being

ahead means realizing, among other things, that one is not

a "leader".  Only non-sovereigns believe in leaders, because

leaders and followers are like masters and slaves.  The idea

of leaders and followers is a primitive notion from the old

ignorance.

Those who wake up to sovereignty ahead of the

rest of the population don't become leaders; they become

"wayshowers".  They show the way.  Just like when

someone on the road asks us  directions, and we tell them

"go north to this street, then turn left, go one mile," and so

on.  Once they have shown us the way, it's our free choice

whether to follow it or not.

A "leader" is one who thinks we're "right" if we

follow his way, and "wrong" if we don't.  He expects we to

be a follower, and he may even try to force us to follow.

The more followers he has, the better he thinks he feels.

He is basically suffering from a deep inferiority complex,

and so his so-called "leading" is just an effort to cover up

his inferiority.

A wayshower, by contrast, is someone who

expects us to think for ourselves and make our own

decisions.  He may share information with us, and show us

the consequences he has observed of taking various

courses, but he recognizes that everyone is unique, and

whatever we decide must be right for us.  He doesn't try to

push his opinions on us, because he clearly sees the

absurdity and futility of such an effort.

A society of people awakening to sovereignty

consciousness is a civilization of wayshowers, who

voluntarily share the benefits of their experiences with each

other, and who have outgrown the retarded and backward

practices of trying to overwhelm the wills, the opinions, the

rights, the possessions, the actions, or the freedoms of

others.

Skeptics may demand to see an example of such

a civilization before they will believe it is possible.  They

need only remove the blinders from their eyes to see that

small minorities of every population on Earth have been

successfully living sovereignty consciousness for
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thousands of years.  These are the peaceful and

harmonious artisans and intelligentsia who have given

every valuable invention, advance, virtue, and blessing that

has ever benefitted and uplifted humanity.

History books that are mainly concerned with

the chronology of the wars between those masquerading as

so-called sovereigns, conveniently fail to mention the long

periods of peace and plenty that existed because of these

societies of authentic sovereigns.

THE WEAKNESS OF FORCE AND COERCION

Another common misconception about

sovereigns is that they somehow fit the  stereotype of the

"Freemen" or the other militia groups.  Only slaves, or at

best babies in sovereignty consciousness, carry guns and

believe in their usefulness against government terrocrats.

On the subject of force of arms, some people have asked

me, from the perspective of the most mature sovereignty

consciousness, which is more correct, to continue to allow

people to own guns, or to pass laws against them and make

everybody turn them in?

The perspective of the mature sovereign is above

and beyond both of those choices.  There is a third position

which is transcendental to the either-or dilemma.  It is one

that allows the freedom to have anything and do anything,

while at the same time provides the education and training

in maturity to know most wisely how to use that freedom.

Those in wisdom have the freedom to possess guns, but

voluntarily choose not to, because they rely instead on

something far more powerful . . . advanced thinking skills.

An example of using thinking skills over brute

force is once when I was mugged.  I was walking to the

mailbox to mail a letter one night at midnight in San

Francisco, and a man walked up to me with a gun.

"Gimme your money or I'll shoot".  It was the classic image

of the crazed mugger, trying to rely on the weakness of

coercion, under the delusion that it somehow possesses

strength.

It was in 1977 and I had just returned from a

year in Switzerland on meditation courses with Maharishi.

I was feeling so much love, peace, joy, and compassion,

and nothing like this had ever happened to me before, that I

was simply astounded at the stupidity and ridiculousness of

his demand.  I simply stared at him in disbelief.

Then, with a big smile on my face, looking

directly into his eyes, with great compassion and sincerity, I

was like, "You have all wealth within you.  Just look

within."  And I turned and calmly continued walking.

There was not a sound.  I kept walking.  After a

while, I turned to look back, and he was still standing there,

apparently transfixed in shock.  Perhaps nobody had ever

responded to him like that.  I don't know.  But it worked.  I

never saw him again.  Thinking skills are infinitely more

powerful than the force of arms, because it is still necessary

for a human being with a thinking process to operate the

weapon.  If he is overpowered by someone with a higher

awareness, his destructive thought is nullified, and

therefore his weapons are inoperative.

The advancement of one's thinking skills is

accomplished through the unfoldment of the essential

sovereignty consciousness, which is their source of energy,

intelligence, and power.

There are endless examples of the victory of

thinking skills over the force of arms.  Probably one of the

biggest and most famous of this century is the defeat of the

British army by the wayshower Gandhi and his

unsubmitting fellow Indians.  They defeated one of the

most powerful armies of the day without a single weapon,

but rather simply with the power of a very clear

consciousness and its expression through advanced

thinking skills.  And there are countless other examples of

the superiority of thinking skills.

I've been a practitioner of Transcendental

Meditation for over two decades, and in 1978 I participated

in a World Peace Project which went to Iran at the end of

the Shah's reign there.  There was a kind of civil war going

on at the time, and violence was exploding all around us.

The experiment was to see if by doing nothing other than

creating a group field effect with the power of our

meditations, we could influence the reduction of violence

in the surroundings.

About a hundred of us checked into some hotels

in three cities and practiced our meditations for about two

months.  During that time the violence decreased by up to

58%. When we left Iran, it went back up again.  Similar

experiments were conducted in Lebanon, Rhodesia,

Nicaragua, and many other war-torn areas. In every case,

invariably when the group meditations were conducted, the

violence in the surrounding areas would decrease.

Numerous scientific studies have been conducted by

prestigious researchers in various universities to verify

whether this effect was due to any coincidences or other

explanations.  By now 40 or 50 elegantly done studies have

been replicated over and over again, each time indicating
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that the drop in crime and violence in surrounding

communities is indeed attributed to nothing other than the

arrival and presence of the Transcendental Meditators.

One of these studies was at first rejected and

refuted by the Journal of Conflict Resolution at Yale

University, but after another replication of the same study

which was even more impressive was presented to them on

their own terms, it blew their minds and was accepted for

publication in December of 1988.  If you would like to

review any of this research, read a book called Creating

Heaven on Earth: the Mechanics of the Impossible, by

Robert Oates.

The point is that coercion and physical force are

not the most powerful force in the world, contrary to the

popular belief that has dominated the dark ages.  The

reason thinking skills can defeat coercion and the force of

arms is that consciousness is a field, not just an effect of

the brain. The most advanced quantum physicists in the

world are now saying that Einstein's unified field is nothing

other than the most pure dimension of this unbounded field

of pure consciousness, and the most sophisticated scientific

laboratory in the world for researching this field is none

other than the human body and brain physiology.

A genuine sovereign is a wayshower, someone

who has matured in the actual strength that only comes

from true sovereignty consciousness.  Imposters in the

disguise called "government" have been referred to as

being "in power", but that is not power, it is weakness.

Most man-made so-called "government" is not power, it is

force.  When power is absent, weakness is present.  They

don't know what real strength is, so force is substituted.

This, people erroneously call "power".  Read the

masterpiece book Power Versus Force, by David Hawkins,

MD (Veritas Publishing -- 520-282-8722).

Government originated in the most primitive of

tribal clans with the idea of coercion.  If we're too weak to

attract what we want, then let's coerce someone into giving

it to us.  Once a few people starting using coercion, then

the protection business began.  We needed somebody to

protect us.  Of course, the protector has to use force also.

He's on the same mental plane as the aggressor.  They're all

in the same game, just on opposite sides of it.  Pretty soon

people learned they could hire aggressors and they could

hire protectors.  That's how governments of force began.

This one psychological mistake has resulted in

5000 wars in the last 3000 years, plus countless smaller

crimes.  And we think we're advanced?  Sounds pretty

barbaric.  The mistake is to think that there is something

good to be accomplished through coercion.  This one flaw

in thinking has resulted in eons of losses in human

productivity and happiness.  Developing "thinking skills"

starts with correcting basic flaws like this one.

To coerce means to overwhelm the will of

another with force.  It means to violate the other person's

freedom of choice, which of course then makes him your

enemy.  Imagine if you will, for a moment, a world where

coercion has become extinct.  We read about it in the

history books as some very backward characteristic of dark

ages long gone.  We read about a time when people used to

coerce and force each other, and we pity them, because

there came a time when they woke up and realized that

after thousands of years of trying it, it never worked.  It

never produced a happy society.

First a few people, then more began to

experiment with voluntarily giving each other freedom.

Former users of force and coercion began to embark on

paths of nurturing, uplifting, serving, and educating their

fellow citizens.  They abandoned force and began to

experiment with softer but more powerful things such as

persuasion, kindness, and re-training.  And then it spread to

the whole population.

Ever heard the Aesop's Fable on the Wind and

the Sun?  The wind and the sun were arguing over who

was the more powerful.  The sun said, "I provide the light,

warmth, and energy for everything on the Earth to exist."

The wind replied, "Yes, but I circulate the air, I distribute

the seeds, I make the waves and tides, and I distribute the

weather patterns.  I'm more powerful."

So the sun said, "Okay, let's put it to a test.  See

that man walking on the road down there, wearing a long

cloak?  Let's agree that whoever can get his cloak off, wins

the title of being the more powerful.  You go first."  The

wind agreed, and he started blowing and blowing.  The

man tightened the cloak around him more.  The wind blew

harder.  The man tightened the cloak even more.  The

wind blew harder and harder and harder, but no matter

how hard he blew, the man just pulled the cloak more

tightly around him.  No amount of wind could make the

cloak come off.  Finally he gave up.

Then the sun came out from behind a cloud.  He

shown warm and bright.  The man loosened his cloak.

The sun radiated more brightly, and it got warmer.  Pretty

soon the man loosened his cloak even more.  As it got

warmer, he took it partly off.  Finally it got so warm that he
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took it off altogether.  And of course the sun was the

winner.

The moral of this Aesop's Fable is:  persuasion

and kindness are superior to force.

Here's another example.  Teachers of

Transcendental Meditation have had great success in

rehabilitating prisoners in the few prisons where it was

allowed to be taught.  A few years ago the small country of

Senegal commissioned meditation to be taught in the

prisons.  As a result, the prisoners actually got rehabilitated,

and recidivism dropped precipitously.  They ended up

closing half the prisons in Senegal, because there weren't

enough prisoners to fill them.  I saw the video on this.

Fantastic, isn't it?  It could bring you to tears, hearing the

prisoners explain how every day before, they lived in fear

of getting knifed, or robbed, or murdered.  Now they sit

peacefully in meditation together, and their stress has been

released.  They live in harmony for the first time in their

lives.

But have so-called great countries like the USA

adopted this?  No way.  You see, the prison systems in the

big wealthy nations are a business.  They're like hotel

chains.  Their owners don't want high vacancy rates.  Why,

that's bad for business.  They like crime.  But it doesn't

matter.  All the prisons in the world, all the police, all the

criminals, all the armies, all the governments, all the lesser

evolved humans who still believe in force and coercion --

all of them are suffering from one simple little flaw in their

thinking process. It's this retarded and mistaken idea that

somehow there is some good in coercion.

That flaw is being corrected in more and more

people.  As this spreads, a time will come when critical

mass is reached.  That means a certain percentage, perhaps

ten, twenty, or thirty percent of the population -- will have

discovered from direct experience that coercion doesn't

work, and that a more effective alternative exists.  Then it

will spread like wildfire to the rest of the population.

HOW TO REALIZE IT

True power is intrinsic to every human being.

We possess it right now.  All members of the human

species already have true power, but most have been

ignorant of it.  This power is one's own essential being, the

field of pure consciousness.  It is expressed in our freedom

of thought.  We can think anything we want.  No one can

force us to think something we don't wish to think.  This

freedom of thought, that you and everyone on Earth

possess here and now, is the reason you are already free.

Not realizing this, most people have been in a

state of sovereignty un-consciousness.  They have been

unconscious of their already-existing freedom.  Asleep at

the wheel.  No one and nobody outside of us dominates or

enslaves us.

Perhaps you have heard the story about the bugs

in the jar.  Or perhaps you actually conducted this

experiment when you were a child.  You catch some flying

insects in a jar, and put the lid on.  The lid is a screen lid, so

they can breathe, but they cannot get out.  You can even

put a little food and water in there, and they have air to

breathe, so they stay alive.

Naturally the bugs fly around incessantly, batting

and banging against the lid and the sides of the jar, trying

to get out.  They do this for hours.  Then after a while, they

give up and just sit there.

They are still alive, but they have become

conditioned into believing that there is no way to get out.

Now you can take the lid off, and they won't leave.  They

may still crawl around, they may even fly a little bit, but

they won't go out of the jar.  Even though the lid is off and

they are perfectly free to leave, they will not.  They will

stay, and stay, and stay.  They will never leave.

Such is the conditioning of human beings.  After

years, generations, centuries, of habitual thinking in terms

of limitations, subjection, submission, enslavement . . .

most people came to think of themselves as boxed-in, even

though it is just a fantasy.  It is just a hallucination, a

mirage.

Hence, the spectacularly good news is that the

power is within the hands of each of us to simply realize it,

and start living free.  Part of that awakening is realizing

how much abundance is already around us.  So many

people say they can't do this or that because "I don't have

the money".  And yet they are swimming, unconsciously,

in an ocean of abundance.  All that is needed is to wake up

and start distributing what is already here, into more useful

manifestations.

THE FREE CHOICES OF DESTINY

Whether one becomes a taker or a giver; a

beggar or an emperor; a thief or a philanthropist . . . all this

is determined solely by each one's freely-made choices.  It's

all in the mind.  "As a man thinketh, so is he".  We all

create our reality with our thoughts.  No one is a victim or

a slave, except by what one thinks from within.
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As Harry Palmer of the Avatar course has said,

"Your beliefs create your reality.  If you believe that to be

not true, the reality you create will cause it to be not true,

which proves that it is true."

Why is it half the population parasite off the

other half, believe there's not enough to go around, believe

that crime-poverty-sickness-war cannot be eliminated, and

believe in "necessary evils"?  Why is it they are always

depressed, pessimistic, concerned with the 6-o'clock news,

the newspaper headlines, complaining, arguing, fighting,

hurting each other, interfering, restless, can't sleep, always

suffering, in misery, and creating ugliness?

They are like that due to ignorance.  Not

intellectual ignorance; but rather an existential ignorance.

It is low consciousness -- plain and simple.  Like a crowded

marketplace suddenly plunged into dim light, all kinds of

accidents are bound to happen.

On the other hand, why is the other half of the

population abundantly productive of universally life-

supporting values, endowed with creative intelligence,

overflowing with contributions that are beneficial to all life,

and blessed with an enjoyment of happiness, harmony,

peace, progress, growth, expansion, refinement,

improvement, learning, evolution, and celebration?

The answer very simply is -- high consciousness!

In the bright light, one can see clearly.  Abundance is

everywhere.  One sees plainly that there is no need for

crime, no need for Big Brother protector, no need for

poverty, no need for sickness, no need for suffering.

As consciousness grows, one sees more and

more that we have always been, and always will be,

swimming in an unlimited ocean of energy, intelligence,

power, harmony, and beauty.

Therefore, all the public sector slaves -- kings,

presidents, politicians, bureaucrats -- everyone supported

by government directly or indirectly -- are participating in a

low-consciousness system, one that is destined for oblivion.

This is because the public sector is a taker of life, not a

giver of life.  It is a giver of death.  That's why armies and

police forces are so heavily relied upon in the public and

private sectors.  They are weak, so they rely on force.

Anything that can only give death and take life;

anyone who relies upon guns and jails, weapons and fear,

and brute force, has no real power.  That is a very low state

of human evolution, very backward, retarded, barbaric,

primitive, stunted, infantile.

You know the biggest political and social

problem we face today?  Dope addiction.  We keep electing

dopes to public office!  "Con"gress is the opposite of

"pro"gress.  And we don't even need the existence of a

public office in the first place!  They can just disappear.

Outer government can disappear, because people are

learning how to be inner-governed.

People talk about the so-called secret

government; the global elitists.  Why dignify them by

calling them "government" or "elite"?  They're not the elite,

neither do they govern.  They're just people, monopolistic

types, like anyone else, trying to figure out what to do with

the massive amounts of energy and wealth the masses have

given them, because of their amnesia.  It's the fault of the

amnesiac masses -- not that of the monopolists.

Most people fell asleep at the wheel, and the

monopolists were just kind enough to oblige them in taking

over the driving until they wake up!  So they're just

chauffeurs of the collective limousine.  The people don't

tell them clearly where they want to go, and then they

wonder why they're not getting there, and they're blaming

the monopolists!   Waking up is what sovereignty

consciousness is all about.

If we want a New World Order, we have to fill

out a New World Order Form.  It's up to us to place the

order.  If we don't order a free world, we can't complain

that it didn't come.

The life-supporting producers -- the intelligently

creative -- givers of life -- those more highly evolved --

those in higher planes of awareness -- more advanced

intelligence -- are on their way to developing sovereignty

consciousness.

Collectively a Laissez Faire paradise of true

capitalism, true free enterprise, becomes possible

worldwide -- where everyone -- ALL human beings --

become creative and life-supporting.  This is already

growing, spreading, gaining momentum.  Heaven on Earth

is spreading, and it is irreversible.  It is becoming one

hundred times more irreversible with each year that passes!

The more this spreads, the more everyone knows

that there is plenty to go around, so no one needs to steal

anymore.  Not that the police are preventing; rather, people

just lose interest in crime.  What's the need?  It's no fun.

It's much more fun to engage in creative enterprises.

As the laissez-faire world of anarcho-capitalism

spreads, everyone becomes creative and life-supporting.

The purveyors of death lose interest in continuing their

morbid profession.  They lose popularity and support.
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They shift into more intelligent careers.

Everyone begins respecting each other's freedom

and each other's property.  No one takes what isn't offered.

Everyone is free to do anything one pleases, as long as one

doesn't interfere with the freedom or property of others.

That will be the day when we can call up the

IRS, and a recording will say, "I'm sorry, that number has

been disconnected."

TAP INTO THE INFINITE AFFLUENCE

You know what could help facilitate a more

intelligent distribution of the already existing wealth in the

world?  Allow high yields on investments to be given to all

the creative and life-supporting people in the world, which

is most of the population.  The only ones we don't want to

give high yields to are the thugs, thieves, and war mongers

who believe in the force of arms.  Fortunately, they are

relatively in the minority.  For everyone else, high yields

should be widely available.  But is that what the banks are

doing?  Nooooo.  They keep it a secret.

Sometimes we see ads for "Incredible CD offer -

- 6.35%".  Per Year -- incredible!  Can you believe that?

Why, that yield is so high, how can they be so generous?

See, the ad says, "INCREDIBLE"!  How can they pay so

much?

Those unfolding their latent sovereignty

consciousness know that high returns exist, in the financial

markets -- yields of 100% a month exist, and they have no

problem with it.  But they're kept hush-hush.  The party

line in the media is they don't exist, and those who claim

they do must be frauds.  That's all a smokescreen put up by

the monopolists.  In the G-7 countries, one can be put in

jail just for offering high yields to the common people.  But

they're the very same countries where some of the banks

are that facilitate them.  In the USA it's the SEC that bullies

people; if you promise high yields they'll accuse you of

selling securities without a license, or some such nonsense.

Here's a true story that's quite funny.  From an

AT&T employee magazine:  "Our February 9 issue

reported our 1987 earnings per share as $1.88 billion.  The

addition of the word 'billion' was a typesetter's error, and

we apologize for any ecstasy the error may have caused."

The so-called common people are supposed to be

content with 6% a year on their savings accounts, while the

banks secretly make a thousand percent or more and keep

it.  Oh, if we have ten million or more to participate, then

fine, we can be introduced to the right sources and receive

the royal treatment.  The minimum is kept so high to

narrow the market.  But narrowing the market is no longer

necessary when the masses wake up from their victim

mentality, and the monopolists wake up from their egoist

fantasies of dominating the world.  All that is necessary to

spread prosperity to everyone is to guide mankind in life-

supporting programs of education for higher

consciousness, which will give people the wisdom to be

responsible in the handling of freedom.

The day will come in the not very distant future

when this monopoly will break up and high yields will

become available to all people everywhere, at all financial

levels.  As world consciousness rises, the time will come

when 100% a month or even a week will be available at

the local bank on the corner, with as little as $100 invested.

There is absolutely nothing unnatural about high yields.

Look at nature.  Plant a kernel of corn, and after a while we

have thousands and thousands of kernels.  What kind of

rate of return is that?  Plant an acorn and get an oak tree.

How many millions of percent is that?  Only the human

species seems to be miserly about rates of return.

You know, many people tell us about global

conspiracies.  They're really afraid that  the international

bankers are trying to buy up the whole world.  But another

perspective on it is that they already own the world.

They're desperately trying to sell it before the cleaning bill

arrives!

Some people would say, well, if you let

everybody in the world have enough to be financially

independent, nobody would work anymore and everything

would fall apart.  Nonsense.  Yes, some things might fall

apart, and perhaps that's good!  Why, the alphabet soup

agencies (IRS, CIA, FBI, KGB, SEC, FTC, DEA, FDA)

might even fall apart!

And they are falling apart anyway, with the

"Millennium Bug" -- the failure of the big mainframe

computer systems at the year 2000.  This is because back

in the 1950s and 60s, when they were programmed, they

left out the "19" in the programming of years, to save

valuable hard disk space.  So the failure of the computer

systems is caused by the arrival of a new millennium. This

in turn causes chaos and confusion in the big establishment

centers of governments and corporations.  Chaos brings

dissolution and transformation -- exactly when freedom is

awakening and spreading.

When prosperity spreads to everyone, and people

don't have to work in jobs they don't like, just for survival,
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a lot of the unnecessary and less interesting organizations

in society might dissolve.  But guess what?  When people

have had a rest, they've played around and sat on the beach

long enough, what are they going to do next?  They're

going to find something creative that they love doing, and

all of a sudden you will see the greatest explosion of

productivity in the history of the world.

Some people, still stuck in the old paradigm of

cubicle thinking, argue that when survival basics are free

for all human beings, then everything will collapse because

nobody will work.  Nobody would work?  Ridiculous!  On

the contrary, productivity will become light years beyond

what it is now under slave system.  We ought to have

learned that lesson from the tremendous prosperity

generated by what limited degree of free enterprise the

world has enjoyed.  People who are free become inventive,

they become creative, and the quality of their work soars,

far beyond what it was in the dark ages.

Prosperity is everywhere, yet because of

hoarding, mismanagement, monopolizing, disinformation

campaigns, waste, and ignorance, most people have

absolutely no idea of the abundance around them, and thus

seemingly have no access to it.  For example, John

Robbins, another great realist, calculated that if Americans

alone were to reduce their beef consumption by just 10%,

that would free up enough crops to feed all the starving

people in the world -- the crops that would have otherwise

gone for feeding cattle.  And the reduction in beef

consumption would also improve the health of everyone.

It would also save the rainforests, because the

rainforests are being destroyed to create cattle grazing

lands.  And that's only if Americans reduced their beef

consumption  -- what if the whole world did?  And what if

the whole world gives up beef altogether?  Millions of

diseases would disappear, health would be dramatically

improved, millions of tons of crops would be suddenly

available for humans to eat, rainforests would come back

again, the oxygen in the atmosphere would be restored,

prices of food would come down, and tidal waves of even

greater economic abundance would wash into all

industries.

These are simple solutions here.  People wake up

enough to stop paying income taxes, and automatically

billions of dollars otherwise wasted on destructive

government terrorist gangs evaporates.  People reduce their

beef consumption, get healthier, eliminate worldwide

starvation, and save the rainforests.

UNIVERSAL FREE ENERGY

Another area where the monopolists have been

very destructive and have been depriving the entire world

population is that of free energy.  Inventions for powering

vehicles with no fuel and no batteries have been in

existence for decades, but this represents limitless free

energy, and oh, we don't want to give that to the masses,

do we?  Why, they might just become limitless and free

themselves, wouldn't they, and then we could no longer

dominate and exploit them, could we?

Inventions have also existed for many decades,

with more and more coming year after year, that can create

unlimited free electricity to power homes, businesses,

factories, vehicles, everything -- even cities -- completely

free and clean, with no consumption of fuel of any kind

whatsoever -- infinitely renewable.  These are technologies

with very high C.O.P.s -- co-efficients of performance --

far beyond the typical photovoltaic solar panels or wind

machines, which are expensive to set up and have

relatively small power outputs.  The new free energy

technologies have very high power outputs with relatively

low cost to set up -- high C.O.P.s.  And that is perceived as

a serious threat by the power tyrants of the dark ages.

These technologies exist and are real.  They're

proven.  And the intense and well-orchestrated suppression

of them, suppression even of information about them -- has

also been very real.  But even that now is changing.  They

can hold back the tides only so long.  More and more

people are losing their ignorance.  More and more people

are getting wise.  It's starting to spread.  Public awareness is

the one thing monopolists fear most.  So . . . let's all wake

up -- and that'll scare the living daylights out of them!

An inventor had gone to show his invention to

the patent office once, but the patent officer was too busy

to see him.  So the inventor said, "If you're too busy to see

my time machine now, I'll come back yesterday."

Here's another one.  While vacationing in

Europe, an oil sheik and his wife decided to send presents

to their friends back home.  They sauntered into an art

gallery, where they picked out a van Gogh, a Rembrandt,

and a Picasso.  "That will be 1.6 million American dollars,"

said the dealer.  The sheik paid in cash, then turned to his

wife and said, "We've got the cards, now let's get the

presents."

That's a joke from the dark ages now ending.  In

the future we'll be referring to a whole new class called the
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"free energy sheiks".

Why suck oil out of the ground and burn it,

when unlimited free universal energy is available?

FROM NIGHT TO DAY

These two areas -- money and energy -- are like

the right and left wheels of the axis of world power.  These

are the two areas of the fiercest competition, which is

totally silly, because they should know deep within

themselves that in the end, there is no way they can win.

As stated  before, consciousness is a field -- that's what they

failed to realize -- quantum physicists have proven it, and

besides, the best proof is that you can experience it directly,

in deep meditation.  Consciousness is not just an effect of

the brain.  The universe is created out of an unlimited sea

of consciousness, and dissolves back into it.  Therefore

how can the monopolists dominate it?  The very attempt is

foolish.

There is a saying from Proteus:  "Man laughs at

his greatness in taming the atom, but man has tamed

nothing and man is only a fool.  When man has begun to

tame the power of Love, then man has tampered with

power."

Those who are wise and awake just go with the

flow.  It's a lot more fun!  It's a lot more intelligent.  We can

ride the crest waves and be in ecstasy.  We can have

friends everywhere.  We can live with no enemies.  We can

live with no fear, because we have prevented the birth of

an enemy.  The greatest victory is the victory without a

fight.  Fighting is stupid.  It's difficult, it's tedious, it's a

strain, and it's unnecessary.

Those who live in true sovereignty

consciousness live in grace, effortlessly.  What's the need to

push the river?  The river is already flowing.  Just sit back

and enjoy the ride!  Already an infinite stream of energy is

flowing within us.  Like the cable running under the San

Francisco cable cars, all we have to do is harness it, and it

will pull us effortlessly wherever we want to go.

We can live in peace, plenty, happiness, and

enlightenment without enslaving anyone, without

dominating anyone, without stealing from anyone, and

without taking anything from anyone that isn't voluntarily

offered.  We can live in freedom, just by waking up.  We

don't have to fill out an application for it and ask

permission for it.  It's not something we have to wait for

when some future utopia somehow gets organized outside

of us.  In fact that future utopia will never come if

everyone waits for it to come outside of themselves.  The

utopia starts within us.

Government doesn't have to exist.  It isn't

needed.  There are free-market solutions for everything.

Why is government needed?  Government is force, and

force is weakness.  Force is not power.  But since all

politicians have an inferiority complex, they put a fancy

label on their force and call it power.  It is not power; it's

the exact opposite of power.  Power is a magnetic field

around you when you've been harmlessly giving something

of great life-supporting value to many people for a long

time.  That's power.  Government is force, which means it's

an organized crime racket hired by the lowest, most

ignorant, most helpless, unconscious, and retarded segment

of the population.  They hire this organized crime racket to

use force to extract a living for themselves, like parasites.

Then they glorify it by calling it "authority" and "the great

society".

As world consciousness rises, government as we

know it today is going to dissolve.  What will be left will be

more like the postmaster, just an administrative

organization that will truly serve the needs of society.

People may still call it government, out of habit, but why

even call it government?  There is no need for it to rule

over people and dominate people.  We can make our own

decisions quite well enough, thank you.  What's needed are

simply a variety of service organizations that handles public

administrative affairs, and nobody is required to finance it.

Taxes will be a thing of the past.  You can voluntarily

support it, and receive credits for the use of its benefits in

proportion to the amounts you have contributed, rather like

a club membership.

And if you don't like the particular club your

country is running, you are free to pick up and move to a

different country that has a better club.  Countries all over

the world will be competing with each other in the free

market for customers, just like businesses -- in fact, they

will be businesses.  They will be part of the true free

enterprise world, true capitalism, with voluntary exchange

and liberty of purchase, just like any other business.

Already this is happening in the field of tax

havens.  For example, the Bahamas have had no taxes,

almost of any kind, since 1717, and this tiny country

became the largest financial center in the world ten or

twenty years ago.  It is still in the top ten.  The Caymans

are an even bigger financial center.  Why is so much capital

being attracted there?  Because under the British Royal
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Crown, a successful experiment has been conducted.

Economies with no taxes far outcompete economies with

taxes.  Slowly, slowly, this lesson is going to sink in and

catch on.  People are going to learn that failing to respect

each other's freedom and property is simply bad business.

The wealth will go elsewhere.

THE FEW CAN BENEFIT THE MANY

It isn't necessary for the whole world to become

a tax haven before everyone is free.  It only takes a small

percentage of the world having a transforming experience

with freedom, for it to then automatically spread to the rest

of the world.

Did you know that in chemistry, if you crystalize

only 1% of a solution, all of a sudden the other 99%

automatically becomes crystalized?  In physics, if you

magnetize 1% of a bar of iron, the other 99% of the bar

will become magnetized.  Likewise, ever heard of the

"hundredth monkey"?  This study has now become

famous.  A couple decades ago a group of scientists in

some islands off Japan were studying the monkeys.  They

were observing their potato eating habits.  They noticed

that the monkeys were eating dirty potatoes, with dirt and

sand on them.

One day one of the monkeys started washing his

potatoes in the water.  Pretty soon a few of the other

monkeys noticed this, and began doing the same thing.

Perhaps the potatoes tasted a lot better that way.  About the

time around one percent of the monkeys on the island were

washing their potatoes, an astonishing thing happened.  All

of a sudden all the rest of the monkeys started doing the

same thing, everywhere on the island, even in areas where

they could not have seen what the originals ones were

doing.

But then later it became even more mind-

blowing.  Upon further investigation, it was discovered that

on that very day, all the monkeys on all the islands began

washing their  potatoes.  Researchers on every island

verified this fact.  This study has become famous, because

it illustrates the principle of critical mass.  But it is only one

in thousands that provide evidence that consciousness is a

field; it is not just an epiphenomenon of the brain.

Thought-waves from each of us are carried throughout the

universe, and infinite correlation occurs without regard to

time or space.

Some may think that the so-called utopian

transformations of human society discussed earlier may not

be possible in our lifetime.  The people who say this are

like the people down in the valley who don't have the

mountain-top view.  They can't see very far.  He sees

farthest who flies highest.  The transformations necessary

for freedom projects to succeed on a vast scale are coming

inevitably, as irreversibly as the sun rising in the morning.

There are thousands and thousands of freedom

organizations in America and all over the world, each

working from different angles to educate millions of people

about ways to create free societies.  Many of them operate

completely in the Free Market, totally outside any

government system and its laws.  They are having a

profound influence on the changes in thinking of the

masses.

So here we have thousands of freedom

organizations working in the Free Market, outside the

system, and then we have a few powerful freedom

organizations working in the public sector, totally within

the system.  And then some of them integrate the best of

both.  Some organizations wage negative campaigns

against various evils.  Some fight against government

corruption, and they try to reform it or defeat it.  A far more

powerful and effective strategy is not to fight at all, not to

reform at all, but rather to simply build positive alternative

mechanisms in the Free Market.

That's what those in sovereignty consciousness

are doing.  We're creating such magnetically attractive

positive alternatives in the Free Market, that the economies

of the world will naturally be drawn into them.  We don't

have to fight anything or reform anything.  We don't focus

on what we're against.  Rather, we can just focus on what

we're for, and by building these alternative financial

opportunities and solutions, we can draw millions of people

our way, and out-compete the dying dinosaurs of bumbling

bureaucracies.  Free associations of sovereign individuals

on a planetary scale like this, with such far-reaching

potential influences, are unprecedented in modern history.

THE SPREAD OF UTOPIA

It was heard once that David Rockefeller was

asked "what are we going to do about the growing

influence of all these patriot groups?"  He is said to have

replied, "nothing to worry about.  None of them have any

money."  Well, that's, changing now.  Of course the more

advanced freedom groups are far beyond being just patriot

groups; they're becoming global freedom education

organizations that are showing the way into the planetary
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free Earth.  And they're making their members wealthy, so

now the time has come when big money and freedom

consciousness have formed the formidable synthesis.

You might find this interesting.   There was a

prophecy made in the Far East many centuries ago.  To

quote from The Way Ahead , by Robert Thurman:

"The Time Machine Enlightenment Technology

(Kalachakra Buddha Tantra) spread in India and Tibet

toward the end of the first millennium C.E., and states its

origins as the teaching of the Buddha.  The Time Machine

literature contains a detailed prophecy about the future of

the planet.  It predicts that sometime around now, the

entire planet comes under the control of a Big Brother,

unified under oppressive, militaristic rule.

"At that time, the land of Shambhala, previously

hidden, becomes visible to the rest of the world.  Big

Brother decides to conquer it, but the Shambhala forces

emerge with overwhelmingly superior technology and in

one short battle remove Big Brother and his coterie of

power.  This ushers in a Golden Age on Earth, during

which individuals all over the globe find the conditions

ideal for pursuing personal evolution and enlightenment.

Science and technology develop unprecedented

understanding and effective methods of improving the

quality of life.  The Earth is restored and regains

abundance.  All beings are happy and healthy, growing

intellectually and spiritually, living life meaningfully."

So that's the Shambhala prophecy.  Then Big

Brother won't even be a little cousin!

Would anyone doubt that now is the time in

history to which that was referring?  There is an upward

wave and a downward wave.  Those in sovereignty

consciousness are on the upward wave.  The old dark age

regimes are on the downward wave.  Both are increasing

simultaneously.  So whenever someone says, "things are

getting worse in the world", they're right.  And whenever

anyone says, "things are getting better in the world," they're

also right.  Both are correct.

A multi-thousand-year dark age is coming to an

end, and so it's climaxing right around now.  The so-called

New World Order is actually the Old World Order making

its last desperate attempts to save its sinking ship!  At the

same time a multi-thousand-year Golden Age is dawning,

and it's just beginning right around now.  There is an

overlapping between the ages, in a kind of phase transition.

The great seer Edgar Cayce put the dates of the phase

transition to be between approximately 1958 and 1998.

He was pretty accurate.

Whenever we talk about positive and optimistic

things, sometimes people can't understand how we can be

so upbeat, and they look at the increasing police state the

world is becoming.  It's true, it is moving towards a police

state.  And it's also moving towards an Age of Freedom,

both at the same time.  The downward wave and the

upward wave.  Which one do you think has more power to

prevail?  It's a simple law of physics.  The destructive will

self-destruct and the creative will become exponential in its

endless power to create.  The point where the two waves

cross is coming very soon.

The magnetic field of the Earth has been

dropping precipitously since the turn of the century, while

at the same time the vibratory frequency has been rising.

Some scientists say that in February 1997 our solar system

entered into a photon belt.   The stock markets of the world

are precariously high, vastly over valued.  And the phony

bogus United States debt to the Federal Reserve has gone

right off the chart.  So as you can see, all kinds of things

are converging to spell one thing: perish or

metamorphosize.

On the downward side, we have enough nuclear

weapons to destroy the planet 70 or 80 times.  Once is

more than enough, but 70 times?  We have the so-called

secret government, with its agencies the Council on

Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, and the

Bilderbergers.  We have the secret societies, their puppet

governments, and Clinton with his 74 dead or missing

advisors, his lies and drug trade, and his  Executive orders

calling for a total police state under the United Nations.

And then we have the "alphabet agencies", the

multi-headed octopus monster of the  government doing a

fabulous job of facilitating the downward wave's progress

on a royal carpet.  We have fluoride & chlorine in the

drinking water to subdue the people, mercury in the dental

amalgams to poison everyone, the dental syndicate outright

lying and saying that it doesn't leak from the amalgams and

doesn't cause any harm -- because they're frightened to

death of billions of people realizing their fillings were

deliberately put there to poison them.  We have the AMA

and the hundreds of major cures for major diseases, most

of which have been quashed, discredited, stopped, and

suppressed by the AMA and its twisted sister, the FDA

(Federal Death Agency).  Their job is to keep the suffering

business as profitable as possible and snuff out as many

real cures and solutions as possible.
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Then there's the IRS, of course, with its gestapo

fear tactics and its raids and seizures.  There's the SEC,

whose job it is to prevent as many people as possible from

getting wealthy; there's the NSA, the National Security

Agency, whose nanotechnology computers can supposedly

detect the location and the thoughts of anyone anywhere at

any time, plus read the files in your computer from a

distance through subtle electrical signals.  There are the

FTC, the CIA, the CFR, the FBI, the EPA, HUD, and so

on and so on.  The job of all these agencies is to create as

much suffering, as much theft and loss, as much

deprivation, distortion, subjugation, and death as possible.

Then there's genetic engineering, some of which

under the guise of blessings for mankind, is moving in the

direction of creating gross monstrosities.  And there are the

world domination power tyrants trying to stop the free

energy inventions from getting released to the public.

We have Hollywood, where the movies and TV

shows are completely saturated with abject stupidity, gross

violence and ugliness, and sheer retardedness, with great

technical skill, mind you.  In his book Hollywood Versus

America, author Michael Medved points out that where the

money is coming from to fund all these abysmal failures in

human culture, is somewhat of a mystery.  He provides

abundant evidence that the funding is not coming from box

office sales, advertising, or video sales and rentals, all of

which are insufficient.

Ever since the so-called golden age of

Hollywood back in the 40s and 50s, the entertainment

industry has strayed farther and farther from what the

public really wants.  Medved shows graphically how ticket

sales at the box office are at an all-time low, as a

percentage of the population, and yet money keeps coming

from somewhere to fund all these infantile films.  And now

we hear the Mafia has taken over the top management at

Walt Disney.

Of course, if you're a multi-billion-dollar

pharmaceutical company selling pills for headaches and

depression, do you want a world where nobody has any

headaches or depression anymore?  No, you want as many

people as possible to have headaches and depression.  So

let's fund the entertainment industry to give as much

suffering as possible to the people!  Then let's outlaw all

the health foods, let's stop any so-called alternative cures,

let's invest in suffering!

You know, one of the surest signs that intelligent

life exists in outer space, is that none of it has tried to

contact us . . .

A definition of government was observed the

other day.  A guy comes along with a box of bugs that fly

out and start driving people crazy, and right behind him is

his partner selling bug spray.  Of course, create the

problem and sell the solution at the same time!

For example, crime.  There are many ways to

reduce crime, but none of them are being implemented.

But do the people masquerading as so-called "government"

want crime to disappear?  Would they like a crime-free

world?  Well if we had that, then how would they justify all

their police, all their armies and laws, all their so-called

protection, national security, and other wonderful

solutions?  So they've been doing everything in their power

to stop the solutions and to keep the problems coming, as

much as possible.

It is very true that there are some good people

who happen to be in government positions, some even at

high levels.  It is also true that the various government

agencies do some good things once in a while, in spite of

themselves.  It is additionally true that in an ideal society,

there are many worthwhile functions the government could

perform, in a service role, without ruling over people,

without dominating them, and without violating their

freedoms.

Our response to that is, then why even call it a

"government"?  Why not call it simply a collection of Free

Market service organizations?  They could be supported by

voluntary purchases of the services in question.

The downward wave has a lot of other things

going on as well, like environmental disasters, disease

epidemics, famines and poverty, and so on and so on.  The

downward wave consists of all that is ignorant,

unintelligent, destructive, and death oriented in the world,

and the upward wave consists of all that is conscious,

intelligent, creative, and life oriented in the world.  Until

recently the percentage of the population participating in

the upward wave has been in the minority, but that's okay.

Fear and destructiveness spread numerically, which is

slow, whereas Light and life-supporting creativity spread

exponentially, which is fast.  It only takes a small candle to

eliminate the darkness of an entire room.

A lot of people may say all the negative things

described herein are sure to result in a major global

catastrophe very soon.  But what would happen if all of a

sudden tomorrow morning five billion people were to wake

up thinking differently?  If there are trillions of dollars
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worth of weapons threatening the planet's existence, but

nobody wants to push the button, what harm can they do?

If the world domination madmen want to use psychotronic

mind control on the world's population, but the scientists

who assist them suddenly decide they don't want to support

them any more, then what harm can they do?  What if one

day you get a knock at the door and it's the Hundredth

Monkey?

When the Soviet Union dissolved people couldn't

believe it.  And when the Berlin Wall came down, people

said Oh Wow, the world is changing so fast.  It's not

changing so fast -- those changes were developing

underground for decades.  It's just that one day they

suddenly became obviously visible to everyone.  Likewise,

there are changes taking place right now in the minds of

the human species.  All it takes is a small shift in

consciousness.  Just a 5% increase in awareness in five

billion people, and a turning point in world history has

occurred.

Did you ever hear of George Washington's

vision?  The first President of the United States had a

vision in the late 1700s in which an angel appeared to him

and showed him the whole future of the US.  The angel

showed him the revolutionary war and George

Washington's victory, she showed him the industrial

revolution of the 1800s, the Civil War, the tremendous

economic and scientific breakthroughs of the early 1900s,

the two world wars, the continuing acceleration of science,

and everything.  He saw awesome energies being released,

with vast explosions in both blessings and problems, all

mixed together.

In all of this he saw a cloud accumulating over

the country, kind of a dark cloud, like pollution in the

mental atmosphere of the people, with pressure building

underneath.  The cloud got thicker and thicker, while the

pressure got greater and greater.

All of a sudden he saw a blinding white light

issuing from the people, dispersing the dark cloud, and

creating a beautiful clear sky all around.  It was revealed to

him that this was the beginning of a Golden Age, a New

Age of lessons having been learned -- of mistakes having

been put into the past, resulting in a tremendous new

wisdom, joy and celebration, peace, prosperity, and

unlimited freedom.

This was George Washington's vision.  It was

taught in the history classes a long time ago, but in recent

decades it's been left out.  It really shows the stage we're in

right now.  And this more or less parallels what's

happening in countries all over the world.

It is estimated that there are over 10,000

freedom organizations in the USA alone.  Each of the

10,000 freedom organizations influences thousands of

people, and each one is raising issues from different angles

that the government terrocrats and business  monopolists

have to face.  The edifices of centralized domination are

falling apart.  The Federal Reserve is going to lose its

monopoly on money.  Digital cash, smart cards, and private

computer financial transactions encrypted with PGP all are

coming to mainstream business.  Thousands of private

electronic currencies will be arising in the Free Market.

This spells doomsday to centralized banks and

centralized economic manipulation by obsolete

bureaucrats.  They will have to compete in the real markets

with real values, or perish.  Thus with the vast downsizing

of the Federal Reserve, its collection agency, the IRS, will

go through a vast downsizing as well, perhaps disappearing

altogether.

Public sectors all over the world, and the private

sectors that go with them, will be shrinking and dissolving

in the next couple of decades, yielding to the tidal waves of

humanity shifting into the global Free Market.  That's why

those in sovereignty consciousness can "ride the global

economic shift into the Free Market".

Freedom organizations are multiplying, and

freedom characteristics of global economies are spreading.

International Living Magazine's 1997 Quality of Life Index

says that in the last year it had a "huge increase in the

number of countries scoring 100 in the freedom category.

Twenty seven countries did so this year.  Another 22

countries have scores in the 90s, far more than ever

before."

So, if you're living in Bamboozleland, you better

pack your bags now and get out, or else you'll be left

holding an empty bag.  The beautiful, brave new world of

Laissez Faire Land -- the Free Market -- is "where it's at" --

it's the golden future of mankind.

Newcomers to the idea of little or no

government often react at first by asking, well then who

would pay for the schools, the roads, the bridges, and all

the other things that are publicly subsidized?  The answer

is that the Free Market would provide all of those things

and far more, at a tiny fraction of the cost, and with a

superior level of quality far beyond anything a government

ever provided.
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Question: "How many bureaucrats does it take to

change a light bulb?"

Answer: "Two.  One to assure us that everything

possible is being done, while the other screws the bulb into

a water faucet."

The Free Market already far outcompetes the

public and private sectors.  Therefore it's inevitable that it

will soon grow from being the smallest segment of the

world's population to the largest.  It will make the public

and private sectors obsolete.

Vast amounts of energy that were previously

wasted in everyone giving their power away to the

purveyors of hoaxes, will be liberated for productive uses

by everyone waking up to the tremendous inner power all

humans already possess, to be inner-directed, governed

from within.  This is the beginning of real freedom,

happiness, and enlightenment.

A mind using the old terminology might say,

"then the libertarians will dominate the world".  But no,

that's not true, because the very idea of domination is

backward and obsolete.  Rather, best and purest libertarian

ideals will permeate the world, or will be well-known to the

world.

The Free Earth already exists; it's just not well-

known yet.  As people awaken from their ignorance, they

will realize it has always been here.  That realization, on a

widespread scale, is the end of the dark ages.  It is the dawn

of the Age of Enlightenment. v
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GOVERNMENT IDEAS OF GARRY DAVISGOVERNMENT IDEAS OF GARRY DAVIS

Those in sovereignty consciousness recognize

and honor all other individuals and organizations who

are contributing to the spread of Freedom in the world,

in the creation of a world free from domination and

coercion, where individual rights, property, and liberty

are universally respected.

Garry Davis is one such individual. Although his

approach is somewhat different, his goals are similar.  He

founded the World Government for World Citizens in 1953,

and the World Service Authority in 1954, "for global

representation of Registered World Citizens".

"I am eager to express to the . . . war veteran

Davis  my recognition of the sacrifice he has made for the

well-being of humanity."

        Albert Einstein

A COMPARISON OF THE IDEA

OF WORLD GOVERNMENT

AND THE STATE

OF SOVEREIGNTY CONSCIOUSNESS

While the approach of those in sovereignty

consciousness is to reduce and eventually eliminate

government as such, by replacing it with the

SOVEREIGNTY OF ALL INDIVIDUALS and the decen-

tralized global free market, Garry Davis appears to have

taken an opposite approach, by establishing a new govern-

ment, to serve the entire world. However, upon deeper

examination, one finds that his "government" is not so dif-

ferent from sovereignty consciousness's "no-government" as

it at first might appear. This is because Garry Davis's idea of

government is simply a service organization, to truly and

humbly serve mankind, rather than to dominate, exploit, and

rule.

It is only necessary to be cautious with such an

arrangement, that in "serving" mankind, the freedom of the

individual is maintained. lt is imperative, in any organization

claiming to serve the whole human race, to avoid the danger

of it devolving into the few claiming to "represent" the many

. . . because that is where all the problems started, in the old

coercive hierarchies of the past.  (See further discussion on

this point in the later section, "A Word of Caution," under

"The Ideas at the Basis of WSA's Activities.")

The old idea of so called "government" as a tight

and tense organization of force, where the infliction of pain,

taxes, and death is essential to maintaining an iron-grip

domination.  This is the old feudalistic approach of the dark

ages, which is really obsolete now, even though many so

called "governments" are still desperately attempting it.

Thus, when most people hear the idea of a "world

government," at first the implication is just more of the same

nonsense, only on a world scale.

But the idea Garry Davis has of world government

is more similar to the function of sovereignty consciousness .

. . to simply provide information and services that furnish

guidance towards total freedom . . . for the one world family

of human beings, regardless of nationality, race, culture,

class, or religion.  The goals of sovereignty consciousness

and Garry Davis's "World Government" are similar, and our

missions run parallel.

"As long as there are sovereign nations possessing

great power, war is inevitable. There is no salvation for

civilization, or even the human race, other than the creation

of a world government."   Albert Einstein

"I have long believed that the only way peace can

be achieved is through World Government." --

Jawaharal Nehru, Former Prime Minister of India

Like those in sovereignty consciousness, Garry

Davis's World Government for World Citizens and World

Service Authority, headquartered in Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A., has no interest in the old barbaric and retarded

attempts to dominate people, so characteristic of
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"governments" of the past.  It has as its goals world peace,

world harmony, the universal respect of individual human

rights, the abandonment of systems based on coercion, and

the spread of freedom and prosperity in a world of sovereign

individuals.  Thus, Davis's influence has been very beneficial

for all of humanity, and his vision is similar to that of those

in sovereignty consciousness.

PRACTICAL BENEFITS AND RESOURCESThe

practical benefits and resources provided by Garry Davis's

World Service Authority, available to everyone, include:

* World Citizen Registration

* World Passport

* World Birth Certificate

* World Kilowatt Dollars

* World Political Asylum Card

* World Citizens Party

* World Marshalls

* World Mutual Abundance Bank

* International Exit Visa

* International Residence Permit

* World Citizen ID Card

* World Marriage Certificate

* World Postal Stamps

* World Syntegrity Project

* World Flag

* World Court

* World Refugee Fund

* World Citizen Legal Fund

* World Citizen News

* Educational materials

The most significant practical benefit in becoming

a "Registered World Citizen," besides alleviating travel

restrictions, is to feel that you are making a substantial and

tangible contribution to the spread of world oneness and

world peace.  Since the trends of history are now quickly

arriving at the dissolving of rigid nationalisms and the dawn

of the single global family, why cling to your old

nationalistic citizenship from the dark ages?  Why wait for

some future utopia, to become a World Citizen, when you

can go ahead right now and begin participating?  This is

what organizations like Garry Davis's are providing.

THE PERSONAL STORY OF GARRY DAVIS

On May 18, 1948, Garry Davis, former Broadway

actor and WWII bomber pilot, walked into the United States

Embassy on the Place de la Concorde in Paris, France, and

renounced his American citizenship.  Since that spring day

in 1948, Garry Davis has been a World Citizen.

"I wish to make clear that my original

renunciation of nationality was in no way an act of disloyalty

to or disaffection for America.  On the contrary, I consider

my espousal of the one-world cause the highest act of loyalty

I could perform both as an American and as a conscientious

human being.  In its negative aspects, my gesture was a

personal protest to the exclusiveness of the institution of

nationalism itself, which encloses all countries today and

which has been, in fact, rendered obsolete by actual world

conditions." . . .

"Man's deadliest, self-imposed, restrictive device is

nationalism...

"'Every man possesses the right of

self-government...' wrote Thomas Jefferson in 1790."   from

the book, The World Is My Country,  by Garry Davis

That September, the United Nations General

Assembly came to Paris, declaring the Palais de Chaillot

"international territory."  Davis asked the UN Assembly to

serve as a World Government for World Citizens, sanctioned

by Article 109 of its charter.  But the UN asked the French

Government to rid it of the troublesome idealist.  Davis was

expelled from UN territory by French police on 17

September, but not without worldwide publicity.  Thousands

of letters of support poured in, and momentum gathered.

On 19 November again he addressed the UN Assembly, and

was again forcibly expelled.

Worldwide support, including prominent thinkers

such as Albert Einstein, Albert Camus, Albert Schweitzer,

Lord Boyd Orr, Claude Bourdet, Richard Wright, Jean-Paul

Sartre, Andre Gide, and Carlo Levi brought praise and

increased attention from the media and public alike. Articles

about him, mostly favorable, appeared in many French

periodicals, plus The New Yorker, Life, Manchester

Guardian, Montreal Gazette, Harper's, Moscow's Prarda

(unfavorable), and many others.

"One of the chief objects of my gesture of

renunciation was to demonstrate that the nation-state need

not be overthrown.  For, in fact, it does not exist.  Men's

minds need only be dis-abused.  The nation-state is a
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whole-cloth myth, perpetuated by the slavery of tradition,

unreasonable loyalties and pieces of paper which at best only

pretend to recognize rather than bestow existence upon the

individual.  If I could show that it was possible for me to

survive in the world without papers, cross frontiers without a

passport and conduct myself as a free human being without

benefit of any national credentials, I would be striking a blow

at the very heart of nationalism itself."    from the book,

The World Is My Country,  by Garry Davis

Dr. Herbert Evatt, then president of the UN

General Assembly, later received Davis and a World

Citizenship delegation promising to transmit to the delegates

the World Citizens' petitions.  On 3 December 1948, at the

Velodrome d'Hiver in Paris, attended by over 20,000 people,

Davis read Evatt's response to his question as to whether the

UN had a definite plan to make world peace.  Dr. Evatt's

answer was a categorical "no."

By early 1949, more than 50,000 letters of

support had poured in from World Citizens around the

world.  That year Davis founded the International Registry

of World Citizens.  The same year, more than a half million

people from over 150 countries signed up.  (By now over

1,000,000 individuals from 150 countries have registered.)

When Garry started traveling out of France in

1949, he began experiencing what was to become a long

series of confrontations, hassles, and problems at

international borders, not surprisingly.  Encounters with

passport and visa officials became an education for him that

was to fully capture the extent of the ignorance of mankind

about the unity of humanity.

Bureaucrats typically had never met a person with

no country, and were at a loss as to what to do with him.

France tried to issue him papers essentially affirming that he

was paperless.

"What intrigued me about my new credentials was

that I had not sought them so much as that they had been

foisted upon me.  Both the American and the French

governments had been so eager to issue me some form of

document that they had twisted and tortured their laws in

order to give me papers declaring that I was paperless, or

symbols of existence to verify my non-existence.  Who, I

began to ask myself, was the beneficiary of this transaction?

Surely it was not I.  My sense of belonging to the human

community, my self-awareness and indeed my self-esteem

had not been increased.  The true beneficiaries of my papers

had been the nation-states themselves, I reasoned.  It was

they who had gained a measure of existence in the world, or

come one human-unit further into being, for having issued

credentials which I was willing to bear . . .

"Papers give status, dignity and privilege to the

issuing authority rather than to the bearer   although the

opposite is generally assumed   and I believe that this is

equally true in the case of passports, driver's licenses,

honorary degrees, permits to practice law, licenses for

marriage . . . or even certificates of good health.  In all such

cases the individual unwittingly surrenders his right to

assume command, status, or direction of himself in human

terms by acknowledging and then accepting an outside

authority's right to grant these things to him."   The

World Is My Country

Aboard the ship S.S. America crossing the

Atlantic, he met Dr. P. Natarajan, founder of the Gurukula

Movement of South India.  In conversation, he told Davis:

     "The notion of world citizenship is grounded in an

ancient, unitive science-philosophy known in India as

Advaita Vedanta.  Citizens come before governments, but

men come before citizens. Until men are educated to have a

global or universal attitude toward all life, there will be no

true world citizens."- - The World Is My Country

     Davis was intrigued, and decided to make a trip to India

some day, after staying in America for a while.

     On 4 September 1953, from the Town Hall of Ellsworth,

Maine, USA, he declared the founding of the World

Government of World Citizens based on fundamental

human rights.  For Davis, the act was neither frivolous nor

utopian, but entirely pragmatic and legitimate.  Still stateless,

he had been imprisoned 16 times since 1948 for lack of

"valid" papers.  Along with other stateless World Citizens, he

needed a legal base from which to deal with national

bureaucrats.

In January 1954, he founded the World Service

Authority (WSA) in New York, as the administrative organ

of the new government.  It began serving thousands of

World Citizens.

Many adventures followed, including travel to

many countries.  While in India, Davis studied with Dr.

Natarajan, who taught him to be a "lover of humanity."

Natarajan related that while he was teaching at the
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International School in Geneva, Switzerland, he would listen

to the daily broadcasts of the United Nations debates and

think about what was missing.  The UN had only recently

been formed, but Natarajan quickly pointed out the flaw.  No

one represented humanity.  This was a missing function.

He taught Davis that "the maturing of wisdom

develops along with the capacity to love. ln fact, love is the

cup that wisdom fills.  And to be a lover of humanity," he

said, "one must first acknowledge its existence.  This is

difficult for most people to do.   It means giving up many

false notions."

Garry Davis began learning to deepen his motive

for being a World Citizen beyond merely a political solution

to the war-making of nations.  He began seeing a more

positive motive, in the ability to love mankind as a whole, as

a single family, and to work for the realization of the

intrinsic oneness of humanity to dawn on all people.  Thus

became his mission.

Natarajan suggested that Davis go meet the Prime

Minister of India, Jawaharal Nehru.  The meeting was

arranged.  A long and interesting conversation developed

between them.  At one point, Davis said, "'Our basic

principles, of course, are yours,' I added, 'one world and one

mankind.'

"He looked up. 'One world, yes, and even one

mankind . . . but it is a difficult job.  Look at the immense

task we have right here, in uniting India.'

"'Oh, we don't do any uniting, sir,' I said hurriedly.

'We start from the premise that mankind is already united

and the world is already one.  We merely advertise the fact,

and when necessity arises, act upon it.'

"'Yes, as a World Citizen, I dare say you would,'

he returned mildly."    The World Is My Country

Similar conversations took place with government

officials and bureaucrats all over the world.  In Hannover,

Germany, Davis met with some wealthy industrialists who

liked his ideas. It was in their company that the first

handdrafted versions of World Government Currency were

drawn up and distributed.  Davis influenced many people of

all kinds, in many countries, making them reconsider the

limitations they had placed upon themselves with their

thinking.  He relates many funny stories, such as this one:

"A young man, a United States citizen, once asked

my advice about a problem.

'I want to travel to Bulgaria,' he said.

'What stops you?' I asked.

In reply he handed me his passport, on one page

of which was affixed a rubber stamp stating that the passport

was restricted for travel to Bulgaria along with several other

nations.

'How does this prevent you from traveling to

Bulgaria?' I asked.

'They won't let me!' he exclaimed.  'That damn

restriction! See for yourself.'

'Yes, I see,' I said, 'but if you really want to go to

Bulgaria, come back in three days with your passport, and I'll

fix it.'

'On the third day, he and his passport were back.

Before he could protest, I produced a rubber stamp and

quickly stamped the restricted page directly beneath the

restriction.

'Hey, what the hell are you doing?' he exploded.

'That's illegal.  You can't do that.'

'Here, read it,' I said, handing it back.  He did so,

stood for a moment perplexed, then burst into laughter.

'Of course, of course,' he said.  'Don't know why I

didn't see it. Thanks a million.' The next time I heard from

him was six months later after he had returned from

Bulgaria.

"The stamp I had affixed on his passport read: The

above restriction is hereby removed."   The World Is My

Country

Today, the World Service Authority (WSA) is

centered in Washington, D.C., with agents throughout the

world.  Over 400,000 WSA passports, World Government

ID Cards, and birth certificates have been issued.  Over 135

countries have recognized the passport on a de facto basis.

The phrase, "the above restriction is hereby

removed", has become a common theme in much of WSA's

activities.

THE PHILOSOPHY AT THE BASIS OF WSA's

ACTIVITIES

How To Improve on Some of Garry Davis's Ideas

It is interesting to observe the beautiful unfolding

of Davis's thinking.  In general, his ideas are universally

beneficial.  One area, however, in which it appears he needs
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clarification, is in his blurring the line between the good of

the whole and the good of the individual.  For example, he

greatly admires the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

which was adopted in theory by the United Nations on

December 10, 1948, even though in practice its good points

have mostly been ignored.  Although the Declaration says

many good things, it still has one fatal flaw. It leaves open

the door for the individual good to become secondary.  The

Declaration, for example, "mandates the right to organize a

world electorate," where the few will represent the policies

of the many, through a vote.  Garry Davis praises this on

page 12 of his book, Passport to Freedom.  While it is

admirable to bring wars between nations to an end, by

replacing old dark-age nationalist governments with a new

"world electorate" espousing world unity, it must be plainly

seen that this still furnishes the mechanism through which

government coercion and oppression can re-enter.

The idea of the "collective will" is referred to by

Davis as being mentioned in Article 21 of the Declaration.

As long as any organization claims to represent the

"collective will," it sows the potential seeds for future loss of

individual liberty.  It is this very failure to distinguish

between the good of the collective and the good of the

individual, that has been at the basis of much of the

oppression and corruption in history.

While Davis's wish to end war and bring world

unity is praiseworthy, and his tireless service in liberating

countless people from the restrictions of nationalist

institutions is admirable, his ideas on exactly what role his

World Government will play, need refinement.

Any group, whether a "World Government" or

whatever it calls itself, needs to abandon the notion of

collectivist human rights that it claims to "represent," and

favor instead the freedom of the individual.  Garry Davis

speaks of the sovereignty of the individual, which shows that

he recognizes it.  But if his recognition is to be clear and

complete, then he will drop his ideas of the "collective will"

and the "world electorate," which are incompatible,

contradictory opposites to the sovereignty of the individual.

If the freedom of the individual becomes

absolute, the good of the whole is automatically and

simultaneously achieved.

Admittedly, the abuse of such freedom will

inevitably occur, but it will decline quickly, as familiarity

with the new freedom brings maturity.  And the

consequences of abuse, resulting from too much freedom,

are far, far less than, and greatly preferable to, the

consequences of restriction, subjugation, and coercion,

resulting from thousands of years of too little freedom.

Philip Dubois, a freedom-oriented attorney, put it

this way, in relation to freedom of communication in a

country: "We can have the kind of country where people can

speak freely and privately and take the consequences of that.

Or we can have the kind of country where they can't, and

take the far worse consequences of that."

If you set up a group that is supposed to serve the

world, and fail to explicitly clarify its mission as the good of

individuals everywhere   individual property, individual

rights, individual freedom   then you have left the door open

for the possibility that the small group will someday start

deciding for others, acting on behalf of others, legislating for

others, and eventually ruling, dominating, coercing, and

exploiting others . . . all in the grand name of 'liberty, justice,

and freedom." How many countless pathological actions

have been committed against people by priests and

politicians, down through history, in the name of "God,"

"social good," "liberty," and so on?  The way to prevent this

retardedness from being repeated in the future, is by making

sure the mission of any "world group" is crystal-clear about

being against collectivist ideas, where the few act for the

many; and being in favor of ideas of individual freedoms,

individual rights, individual property, and individual

decisions.

This is why the political sentence in Davis's Credo

of a World Citizen is potentially dangerous.  It says:

"Politically, a World Citizen accepts a sanctioning

institution of representative government, expressing the

general and individual sovereign will in order to establish

and maintain a system of just and equitable world law with

appropriate legislative, judiciary and enforcement bodies."

No matter how high their stated principles,

inevitably the course of events have accumulated with

sufficient energy so as to overwhelm the best intentions of

such "representatives."  Tidal waves of seemingly insoluble

dilemmas present themselves with such increasing force and

quantity that their high principles soon start going out the

window.

This is because ultimately, the very idea of using
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"representatives" reduces precision, and allows the

possibility, even the likelihood, of confusion and

misrepresentation.  Using representatives diminishes the

power of those who are represented, to communicate

directly.  It therefore compromises individual sovereignty

and freedom.

Why are representatives, or any kind of

government, even necessary?  If decisions affecting billions

of people need to be made, why not let the billions of people

themselves make the decisions, and communicate them via

computers? The technology already exists. The coordinators

of this could operate like a business, much the way 900

number operators conduct public polls.  This information

can be easily networked and processed by a group operating

as a free market business.  Who needs a "representative

government?"  Furthermore, there should be many such free

market businesses, all providing similar needed global

services, so as to keep a healthy level of honesty and friendly

competition, and prevent a monopoly.

No ideals, no matter how virtuous, can be decided

by a few on behalf of the collective. Each individual must

have the complete and absolute freedom to discover his or

her own ideals and virtues, without having them voted,

mandated, legislated, coerced, mind-controlled,

brain-washed, or even lightly promoted by any "world

government," "world electorate," or other hierarchy.

Although Garry Davis fails to identify or eliminate

the contradictions between his stated ideal of individual

sovereignty, and the collectivist statements in his Credo of a

World Citizen and in the U.N. document he praises,

Declaration of Universal Human Rights, he does clearly

acknowledge:

"The truth is:  no one can hand us freedom or

security.  And no one can exercise our reason and

conscience on our behalf.  Every one of us is absolutely and

solely responsible for his or her thoughts and actions

regarding our personal welfare.  Only when we secure and

use our conscience and reason will we discover the joyful

world of sovereign humanity."  -- Passport to Freedom, Ch.

3

However, he shows fuzzy thinking again in

Chapter 6 when he says, "Humankind in turn represents the

ultimate sovereign on planet Earth, the whole of which each

of us is a part.  Any government that refuses to recognize

humanity as the ultimate sovereign is actually denying the

source of its own authority.  Plainly, no constitution can

deny, inhibit or limit the sovereignty of humankind."

And in Chapter 13 when he says: ". . . you place

yourself at the threshold of a new allegiance   to humanity

and the world."

While the intent of these statements is appreciated,

namely, to transcend national differences and realize

planetary harmony, nevertheless he makes the mistake of

identifying humankind as a sovereign, in singular, rather

than human beings as sovereigns, in plural.  At first glance,

most people may think this difference is insignificant.  But it

is precisely in such "insignificant" mistakes from where all

the evil of politics begins.  It is much better to nip it in the

bud.

By calling humankind a sovereign in singular, the

way is opened for a certain "select" few to eventually claim

to be the "spokesmen" for this singular "sovereign

humankind." Since obviously "humankind" doesn't have a

single voice, but five billion voices, there is no way for every

individual on the planet to automatically agree on the

thinking of this singular entity called "sovereign

humankind."

Therefore inevitably there are always a few who

will presume to speak on behalf of this entity, claiming to be

its voice, and expecting everyone else to pay heed.  This is

exactly what priests and politicians have been doing, down

the ages, fooling the people for their own greed on behalf of

"God" or "justice" other supposedly great "entities" or

"ideals."  And it is under the guise of these so called "noble

ideals" that some of the greatest crimes and violations of the

individual have been committed.  It is fuzzy thinking like this

that sows the seeds for later corruption, domination, and

oppression.

The correct way, as defined by what is most

universally beneficial for all individuals, is to replace

nationalism with an unconditional, uncompromised, and

complete sovereignty of all individuals everywhere free from

domination and coercion of any kind, where the individual

rights, property, and liberty of all individuals without

exception, are universally respected by everyone all the time.

The world this idea creates is one where no one

would ever even dream of imposing his or her will over

another, or interfering with the freedom of another.  To
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move towards this kind of world, no single idea or entity can

ever be allowed to take priority over the freedom and rights

of the individual, as applied to all individuals individually.

Everyone in the world who otherwise likes the

ideas of Garry Davis, needs to understand this.   His thinking

again sounds fuzzy when he says:

"Only through the recognition and enforcement of

world law can our basic rights be protected and the

warmaking of the nation-states be stopped."   - - Passport to

Freedom, - - Ch. 28

This raises the question, what does he mean by

"enforcement?"  Does he presume to think he will use

weapons of force to defeat all the armies of the world?  This

would be wrong in principle, not to mention grossly

ineffective   impossible.  There is no way we can compete

with them on that level, and even if the fantasy were to

come true, that we were to succeed in using violence to

actually defeat all the violence, what would that accomplish?

It's like using a pesticide on crops . . . a billion

pests are killed, but the few who are the strongest survive,

and within a few weeks a billion have reproduced again, this

time a much stronger strain.  So now you have to use even

stronger pesticide, and on and on it goes.  Likewise, if you

use violence to defeat the violent, the mind of the enemy still

remains.  As soon as he can get arms again, you're back at

war.  Peace cannot be achieved this way.

"You cannot fight fire with fire."

If Davis does not mean enforcement through

weapons, then what does he mean by "enforcement"?  He

doesn't say.  As it is, he left his statement as a contradiction

in terms. You cannot "enforce world law" and at the same

time have "rights protected" and "the warmaking of

nation-states be stopped."  If a world government were to

succeed in actually ruling the world through "enforcement,"

then it would be nothing more than the Orwellian

dictatorship and police state on a global scale.

What is the alternative? If there are no police and

no armies, you might ask, how will criminals be dealt with?

The answer is: People can use "neighborhood watch" pro-

grams, "citizens arrest" tactics, "private eyes," and other free

market approaches.  There is no need for a "government" to

do it, especially when you consider all the monstrous abuses

of a population that come with making the mistake of

empowering a government with force.

One of the most fantastic advantages of this idea,

is that then the millions of people employed in militaries and

police forces worldwide, and the trillions of dollars in

funding they receive, could all be converted to constructive

peacetime projects working for the social good.

A perfect analogy to illustrate how world law can

be managed through a World Court of Justice without the

use of violent force, is the example of the international

standard of time. Greenwich, England, has a "world clock"

against which all the other clocks are measured. Is anyone

forcing you to set your watch by it?  No, that would be

ridiculous.  If you set your watch half an hour later, no one is

going to point a gun at you and put you in jail because of it.

You have created your own disadvantage, by being late for

your appointments.

Like that, the World Court can simply set the stan-

dard of individual rights, freedoms, ethics, laws, and so on.

Enforcement using weapons and jails will be made obsolete.

Garry Davis has made some major contributions

to the well-being and advancement of mankind.  That is why

we are appreciating him by taking this much time to study

his ideas. And, because of this, we would like to see him

round out his rough edges, and polish his thinking even

further.  It would be well for him to sharpen his blurry vision

on notions like "enforcement" and the other issues raised in

this section.  Otherwise, he has done a magnificent job of

penetrating to some of the deepest solutions to the problems

of the human species on Earth.

Davis's Brilliant Insights on “Paper Power”

The more people advance in intelligence and

awakening, the more we realize that what we've been calling

"governments" are really just illusions.  They're really just

groups of people with no intrinsic superior status; no

intrinsic right to dominate. The same is the case with the

groups of people they pretend to dominate, called "nations"

they are also illusions. These illusions have been supported

by nothing more than the thin, ephemeral communication of

concepts and ideas   usually via pieces of paper   which can

change at any time.  Tomorrow morning, if a billion people

wake up and think differently, all those concepts could

disappear   and the pieces of paper that register them could

be shredded.  Government could evaporate overnight.

"Nations are a myth, perpetuated by the slavery of
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tradition, blind loyalty and pieces of paper that pretended to

legitimize the existence of human beings.  I would survive

without papers, I thought.  I would cross frontiers without a

passport, acting as a free being without national credentials

of any kind.  I would strike a blow at the very heart of

nationalism and prove that the nation-state didn't really exist

but was only a creature of our minds . .

"Who or what gains most in the document game

the individual or the authority that issues them? . . .  In each

paper transaction, the individual is actually surrendering

freedom. Instead, the documents legitimize the existence and

privileges of the institution that provides the paper.

"Whether it is a passport or driver's license, a

degree or license to marry, the dynamic is the same.  You

surrender the right to assume command or determine your

own direction by accepting some outside authority's power to

grant these things.  A person who hangs a degree on the

office wall unwittingly admits that he has forfeited his power

of discernment to an institution.  The document says he is

educated; education itself is thus vested in the institution.

The degree is the graduate's receipt for having bargained

away his intelligence.  The person who provides the paper,

usually a bureaucrat, doesn't think about such issues.

Enmeshed in hierarchy, bureaucrats surrender their

humanity and substitute anonymous power for individual

personality. Ask for a bureaucrat's name and you'll often

receive a brush-off.  Personalizing the process is considered

offensive, since the official is considered merely part of the

machine.

"The cog in the machine is anonymous, and acts

without personal responsibility.  The machine itself,

meanwhile, has the power to dominate and punish anyone

'inside' its domain. Documents are the central tools that

consolidate and extend this power.

". . . Like a foreign country, I had become suspect

simply because no national law or regulation covered my

actions . . .  In the eyes of the nation-state, I no longer

'existed.'

"On the other hand, by permitting me to give up

my nationality, the United States had also done something

quite profound.  It had denied its exclusive sovereignty and,

in the same stroke, had recognized the sovereignty of

individual human beings."    Passport to Freedom, by Garry

Davis, Chapter 5

Sovereignty and Identity

Davis brings out an important observation about

the contradictions in most national constitutions.

"Virtually all modern constitutions refer to 'the

people' as sovereign . . .

"When we agree to act in a reasonable way toward

one another, something ennobling and profound occurs:  we

become a community . . .

"So far, so good.

"But most national constitutions also contain a

crucial caveat.  In some places it is called 'national security,'

in others 'public order.'  Whatever the label, it essentially

overrules sovereignty and nullifies human rights.  When

human rights collide with national security, the result is

typically outright violation, with disastrous consequences for

any citizen in the way.  Ultimately, security becomes a

euphemism for aggression, an excuse for violence against

nature and other living beings."

      Passport to Freedom,  Ch. 6

Davis thus pinpoints a fundamental weakness in

most national constitutions, created by the conflict between

two opposite, coexisting, and irreconcilable principles.  He

then continues with an on-key discussion of the paradoxes in

various other social agreements, including the Nuremberg

Principles and the International Court of Justice.

Davis then further develops the theme of identity.

He faced the irony that, although he wanted to prove that he

could live and travel without national identity papers, he

ended up having to create his own papers anyway, to replace

the others.  His individual human-beingness was more

important than nations, but in practice, the obsession of the

bureaucrats with nationalism was so complete that they

made his life nearly impossible.  He eventually had no choice

but to create his own papers.

"In essence, I had been told to live perpetually in

international waters, seek asylum on another planet, die, or

go to jail . . .

"There was no longer much choice.  I had to take

the bureaucratic bull by the horns.  If I was going to battle

bureaucracy with any hope of success, I would need

documents of my own.

"The first was a simple white paper   the United

World Citizens International Identity Card . . .  By creating

papers and staking my claim to world citizenship, I was
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exercising individual sovereignty . . . .

"Over the next five years several hundred

thousand people joined me as World Citizens." 

Passport to Freedom,  Ch. 7

He then identifies and describes four levels on

which people find identity.

"As human beings, we communicate on four

levels of Dynamic Identification.  The first is to One, the

most intimate relationship we have with our spiritual nature.

Our whole life is spent identifying with and identifying this

dynamic.

"The second is with the family.  As we pass

through life, our family takes many forms: biological, legal,

social, and spiritual.  It is always an intimate group

identification, the place where we apply our value system,

where we test our strength and expose our weaknesses.

"The third level moves us beyond the family and

into a personal area of immense variety. While stimulating

cooperation and sharing, communication on this level also

breeds fear, aggressiveness, and distrust. . . . Alliances,

treaties, and charters between sovereign states also stem

from this dynamic identification, the political manifestation

of the accumulated debris of war.  Although we live in a

'global village' of information, we are prisoners in exclusive

'villages' called states.

"Virtually all governments express fear or

paranoia of some enemy; for most this is the rationale for a

suicidal arms race.  Expressing fear, government deprives its

citizens of individual freedom in the name of security.  The

legal term for this is Inter armes, silent legis; or 'Between

armed states, the law is silent.'  When law is silent, humans

become mere subjects of dictatorships, either overt or covert.

This is the point at which communication between citizen

and government breaks down.  The nation-state itself

becomes part of a dictatorial system of government.

"The way out of this trap lies on the fourth level of

Dynamic Identification.  Holistic, or fourth level, values have

been defined throughout human history.  In the past, this

was the province of sages, prophets, poets, philosophers,

artists, and pirates.  Before the technological and electronic

breakthroughs of our age, each of these innovators

demonstrated the concept of inalienable rights.  They related

the individual to his or her humanity, often under pressure

from exclusive, third level regimes.

"Today the key to re-establishing communication

between citizen and government is available to everyone.

Human rights, world law and world citizenship are fourth

level expressions of a new and primal sovereignty.  They

recognize humanity and the individual human being..."

    Passport to Freedom,  Ch. 8

Government: Transformation, then Evaporation

In Chapter 13 of Passport to Freedom,  Davis says,

"Government ought to function as humanity's brain,

fulfilling the needs of the individual and the entire

organism."  One might ask, then, how would individual free

will be maintained?

This still leaves open the question of where does

individual free will come in?  How is the mistake of

mankind's past history, the infamous coercive and

exploitative dictatorship, avoided in the future?   Should

government be really so much like a brain, or should it even

exist at all?

The answer to all of these questions is the same as

has been realized before.  The awakening of personal power

and personal intelligence in each and every individual . . . is

the only way.  Each and every individual must evolve,

become more intelligent, more responsible, more powerful,

and more self-directing.  Sovereignty consciousness must

dawn in each individual.

Then government's "baby-sitter" and "taskmaster"

roles diminish.  People give it less power, less funding, less

respect, less importance.  People stop giving it significance

over their lives, because they gradually realize they can get

along quite well enough without it, thank you.

As this spreads to more and more people,

whatever government is left may function more like a

"friendly brain," in that it may serve useful "central

clearinghouse" and informational functions.  For example,

some area of the world has too little food; some area has too

much food. Rather than dumping the excess in the ocean

and letting the needy starve, the government simply provides

the administrative information necessary to arrange transfer.

Nothing is done against the will of anyone; coercion has

long since been abandoned, having been recognized for the

ineffective and self-defeating mechanism that it was.

In this sense, government functions rather like the

post office, and its "president" is like the postmaster general.

Most people don't even know his name, and he certainly
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doesn't receive much media or press coverage. It's just an

administrative function; not a dominating source of dictates

or coercive directives.  It's more like a free-market business,

and in fact, business would be best suited for such functions.

So, in this light, why even continue to call it by the name,

"government?"  Call it a business   "World Cooperative

Services," or something.

Later in this process, as billions of individuals

awaken further, intelligence becomes so highly advanced

and universally achieved that even the coordinating and

administrative role of "government" becomes unnecessary.

Everyone just "knows" from within; there's no need for an

outer mechanism.  Then anything even remotely resembling

government can finally evaporate altogether.

This is where those in sovereignty consciousness

look beyond the vision expressed by Garry Davis.  Then the

focus of those in sovereignty consciousness is not on

creating any interim governmental function, but rather on

going ahead and creating the new world of freedom,

individual sovereignty, personal power, the free market,

inner directedness, and the replacement of government per

se, with more beneficial and efficient decentralized

arrangements.

As an interim function, however, it is at least

reassuring to see that Davis's "World Government" operates

according to voluntary and mostly noncoercive principles.

Like a creative and life-supporting merchant, it offers

products, for which customers voluntarily choose to

purchase, or choose not to purchase, as they like.

"Unlike most governments, which are heavily in

debt, World Government is self-financing.  Citizens who

request services pay modest fees to cover its operating

expenses.

". . . In essence, World Government is a

sustainable and self-sufficient community of sovereign

individuals who have given their prime allegiance to an

emerging body of 'common world law,' including various

human rights covenants, the Stockholm Environmental

Declaration and the Nuremberg Principles.  It is neither a

parallel government nor a supra-national federation. It is a

'meta-government' of individual human beings." 

Passport to Freedom , Ch. 24

The question, then, is why even call it a

"government?"  Why not just call it a business, an institute,

or just some kind of service organization?  Is it because if we

don't call it a World Government, some other group will

come along and create another world government anyway,

but with far less noble qualities, and therefore we should

beat them to the challenge and show them how it should be

done?  Or is it because people are so conditioned with

looking up to territorial governments for thousands of years,

that they can't just make the sovereignty consciousness

quantum leap directly to a global decentralized free market,

absent of government altogether?  That an interim period is

necessary, where all political divisions dissolve into a

consolidated one world government, before the arrival of

mankind at a utopia where government disappears

completely?  And if national governments were difficult to

dissolve, will it be even more difficult to dissolve a world

government, or will it somehow be easier?

These are all needed questions to ask, and there

may not be any one final answer.  One thing is for sure: that

many of us consider it entirely possible for the world

government phase to be skipped.  We could go right from

the extinction of the nation-state governments directly into

the decentralized global free market.  There is no built-in

requirement that world government be a temporary bridge in

between.  Whole segments of the world population are

already building decentralized free markets, anyway.

So whether the whole world comes to recognize a

single world authority called a World Government or not,

either way the free market is already multiplying. As it

exponentially expands, it is inevitable that it will eventually

out-compete all governments for every one of their good

functions, and put them out of commission.  This is the crest

wave that those in sovereignty consciousness are riding.

If, as an interim mechanism, Davis's World

Government can play a non-coercive role to assist in this

process, and contribute to the liberation of all people, then

we support his choice and celebrate our alignment, our

parallel missions, and our shared destiny.

World Citizenship Theory and Practice

For Sovereigns who travel, Chapters 9, 10, and 11

of Davis's book Passport to Freedom provide a lot of useful,

important, and interesting information on understanding

bureaucrats, learning bureaucrats' language, and ten steps on
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how to overrule bureaucracies, particularly as it relates to the

right to travel. His ten steps are quite lengthy, detailed, rich

with useful practical tips.

Chapters 14 and 15 provide an excellent

understanding for World Citizens of the destiny of the

nation-state.  A November 1990 issue of the Washington

Post is quoted as having the headline, "Is the nation-state

headed for the dustbin of history?"  Davis observes the

multiplication of nation-states, from only nine of them two

centuries ago, to over 160 in 1980; simultaneous with the

gradual demise of the nation-state as an institution, as

indicated by the political, social, and economic trends of the

world.

"A world of nation-states is essentially a lawless,

anarchic world in which conflict is the defining political and

social force.  For the nation, 'national security' is another

word for repression.  War is a way to protect the 'common

welfare,' often by destroying it.  Environmental degradation

is defined as merely a 'trade-off' for progress.  And 'human

services,' managed by government and dominated by a

repressive ethic, are programs that quite often promote moral

and social disintegration.  Leaders are commonly liars and

criminals; commercial institutions are machines that market

violence for profit.  In the nation-state, the social contract

called 'national citizenship' becomes a collective suicide pact.

We simply don't know when we'll be asked to die -- or for

what."

Clear understanding of the backward, retarded,

barbaric characteristics of the nation-state, and the national

citizenship that goes with it, is a prerequisite to fully

appreciating the superior nature of universal citizenship, and

ultimately sovereignty consciousness.  Davis points out that

". . . national citizenship is actually a form of imprisonment.

If you don't believe that, try not paying your taxes, or try

leaving the country without 'proper' papers.   Endless other

restrictions and abuses of a nation's 'subjects' occur every

day."

Likewise, the so-called "benefits" the government

provides, such as national security, are greatly exaggerated.

National security would actually be much better without the

institution of the nation-state and its government.  So in

conclusion, the benefits of the nation-state are none, and the

disadvantages are countless.  Seeing this, it doesn't take

much intelligence to prefer universal citizenship, or worded

more plainly, pure individual sovereignty.

One of the services of Davis's World Service

Authority is defense of World Citizens.  "If the rights of a

registered World Citizen are violated," he says, "the WSA

takes up the defense."  For example, "In countless cases,

refugees have succeeded in remaining in the country of their

choice with WSA intervention."

As a perfect example of how World Citizenship

resolves serious practical problems, Davis brings up a

fascinating story about Fred Haas, who was a Conscientious

Objector (CO) (someone who objects to being conscripted

into the military, for moral or religious reasons).  The U.S.

military Selective Service Board at Forest Hills, New York

had rejected Haas's CO application because it was based on

philosophical and political, rather than religious, beliefs.

Then Fred met Garry Davis, and Davis provided some

solutions.

Haas became a World Citizen, and sent copies of

his World Citizen and World Government documents to the

head of his Selective Service draft board, to the UN

Secretary-General, and to President Eisenhower.

"Though the draft board responded coolly to his

letter, ordering him to report for induction and threatening

charges of desertion if he didn't, his deadline passed without

incident.  By June his case had been passed up the Pentagon

line, but still no decision.  The more the government lawyers

studied the issue, the more intriguing -- and troubling -- it

became.

"This was no longer just a simple CO case.  First

of all, there was the question of World Government:  what

the hell was it?  That was a political issue they preferred to

ignore.  A second, related question was whether a U.S.

citizen could pledge his allegiance to this so-called World

Government.  And third, if he could do it, was he still a U.S.

citizen?  They didn't want to get into that one either.

"If Fred Haas was prosecuted as a deserter, he

could bring up international law to justify his actions.  The

Pentagon was already having problems with the Nuremburg

Principles.  Lawyers for the Selective Service certainly didn't

want to defend national soldiery against human rights.  Of

course, they were also afraid of publicity.  Once the case

went public, thousands of other draft-age men might try to

use the same route.  Even people already in jail might turn to

World Citizenship as a defense.  Finally, the government
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could not forget the international implications.  In short, it

was a can of global worms.

"Clearly, geo-dialectical logic was at work.  By

pledging allegiance to World Government, Fred Haas was

able to neutralize an oppressive law in his nation.  His

simple, sovereign act exposed just how weak the nation

actually was.  In Civil Disobedience, Thoreau had likened

the state to an old lady counting her spoons -- so weak it

could be bent to one person's will.  Sometimes the resistance

of a single person can bring change to an entire government

-- witness Gandhi, Gorbachev, and Nelson Mandela.

". . . a constitutional lawyer working for the

Pentagon provided the final argument . . . against the

government.  If Fred Haas was prosecuted, this attorney

predicted, he could use the Ninth Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution as his defense . . . the 'sleeping giant':

AMENDMENT IX

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall

not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the

people.

"Fred could simply claim that one of those rights

was his right to claim a higher civic allegiance.  Although

there was nothing in the Constitution about delegating

power to a world government, there was also nothing about

denying or prohibiting it.  . . .  This was, at the very least, a

legal bombshell, one the U.S. government did not want in

court.

"As you might guess, Fred Haas was never

prosecuted.  He left for India several years later, became a

disciple of Guru Nataraja, and adopted the Sannyasin way of

life."

- - Passport to Freedom , Ch. 25

Passports, Other Official Papers, & World Guards

As with national or world citizenship, it is likewise

good to first recognize the inferior implications of the

national passport, as compared to the world passport.  This

will give one a stronger, deeper, and more enduring

appreciation for the world passport, as well as sufficient

incentive to defend it when questioned by border officials.

"A national passport legitimizes and represents the

arbitrary frontier of a particular nation.  As property of the

government that issues it, this license can be denied for

virtually any reason.  In essence, it is a control device, used

by government to limit the movement of its citizens, and to

regulate the entry and exit of 'foreigners'.

"When you are issued a passport, you are actually

giving something up   your inalienable right to 'leave any

country' and return again, confirmed by Article 13(2) in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  In order to travel,

you are forced to accept a bureaucratic device designed

deliberately to control your movement.  In legal terms, such

a deceptive inducement to surrender a legal right is called

fraud.  Thus, if you have such a document, in a sense you

have been robbed.  To put it plainly, the national passport

system is a swindle, the conscious theft of the individuals

right to freedom of movement.  In the world of nation-states,

claims that citizens have freedom of travel are a hollow

mockery.  All states collude in perpetuating this fraud,

beginning with their use of the word 'passport' itself.  The

name of the document implies that it recognizes the right to

travel when, in reality, it does just the opposite . . .

"For non-citizens entering the U.S., of course, a

visa is always mandatory.  In 'the land of the free,' no foreign

passport is accepted by itself.

"More appalling still, they make you pay for it . . .

"The fee is not merely a form of extortion; it is

unconstitutional.  In Aptheker v. Secretary of State, the U.S.

Supreme Court affirmed a constitutional right to travel

closely related to rights of free speech and association.  This

right is linked to both the First and Fifth Amendments, and

cannot be abridged even on political grounds.  It follows,

then, that imposing a financial penalty or refusing a person

entry into his own country for lack of an 'official' document

violates the letter as well as the spirit of U.S. Law."

Passport to Freedom , Ch. 16

Davis goes on to explain that on January 17,

1953, in the USA a state of national emergency was declared

by President Harry Truman, which has never been

terminated.  It established a permanent state of emergency,

and among other things it gave the Secretary of State

authority to issue passports and limit their validity to travel in

certain places.

Davis then gives a short history of passports,

noting that it was still possible as recently as the early

twentieth century, to travel overseas with nothing more than

a boat ticket.

Conversation then turns to Davis's own World
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Service Authority passport, the first thousand of which were

printed on May 10, 1954.  It had 16 pages and a green

cover.  It was written in two languages, English and

Esperanto.  Ecuador, Laos, and Yemen agreed to recognize

the passport on a de facto (case-by-case) basis.

The second edition came out in 1972.  Now it was

in five languages and had 36 pages, with space for a full

medical history   a first for any passport.  Ecuador, Zambia,

Upper Volta (Burkina Faso), and Mauritania gave the

passport "de jure" (official and legal) recognition.

The third edition came out in 1975, with 42 pages

in seven languages.  As of about 1993, over 400,000 WSA

passports, World Government ID Cards, and birth

certificates had been issued.  Over 135 countries have

recognized the passport on a de facto basis.

The edition issued in 1992 has 40 pages, with text

in seven languages   English, French, Spanish, Arabic,

Russian, Chinese, and Esperanto.  It has 27 visa pages with

six pages for affiliate identifications.  In the back is space for

medical information.

"Identifying its holder as a sovereign being with

the right to travel, the WSA passport represents that right in

a form that no nation can ignore," Davis says.

On the subject of residency, he says,

"A little known but revolutionary fact is the right

of residency . . . anywhere!  Allied with freedom of

movement, the right of residence is cited in Article 13(1) of

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 'Everyone has

the right of freedom of movement and residence within the

borders of each state.'  What the framers had in mind is not

entirely clear, but interpreted literally it means exactly what it

says: anyone can live anywhere.  Based on that right, the

World Service Authority issues an 'International Resident

Permit' to registered World Citizens.  It is inserted in their

World Passports on an empty visa page." -- Passport to

Freedom, Ch. 20

Davis then goes on to give many pages of very

interesting and useful guidelines for how to use the passport,

including how to think, how to look, how to speak, and so

on.  He recommends carrying with you a copy of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the United

Nations Charter.  Have a World Judicial Commission

questionnaire form with you in plain view, and inform the

official that you are obliged to report all violations of

fundamental human rights to the World Judicial

Commission in Champaign, Illinois.  That and many other

valuable tips are shared.

Many stories are related as to how the WSA

Passport has solved the problems of its users. There are even

examples of those in high positions of political power

benefiting from it, such as this one:

"On March 2 [1990], Czechoslovakian President

Vaclav Havel expressed open support for world government

when I presented his honorary World Passport.  'Since I

became president,' he told me, 'they took away my civilian

passport, so I have no identity documents at present.  This is

the first I have received since becoming president.  It is a

most precious document."'-- Passport to Freedom , Epilogue

Other documents, such as the World Birth

Certificate, have been used to solve problems as well.  Many

problems with nation-states can be traced to the birth

certificate issued by the nation.  National governments use

such documents to "prove" that the baby is national

property.

"The birth certificate thus becomes a form of

theft, the theft of the child's true identity as a free sovereign

individual human being.  By affixing a national seal of

approval to a child, the state denies the freedom, rights, and

dignity guaranteed by the UN Declaration.  To reclaim them,

then, requires another tool, one that confirms the being's true

identity as a human   a World Birth Certificate.

". . . Standing before a judge, accused of refusing

to serve in the military, a young person can produce a World

Birth Certificate and explain that he is not permitted, under

Article 30 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 'to

engage in any act aimed at the destruction of any of the

rights and freedoms set forth herein.'  Furthermore, he or she

can claim to be subject to, and the subject of, international

law.  A World Birth Certificate can also be used as the basis

for refusal to pay war taxes.  Thus, World Citizenship,

combined with proof of identity, can help to neutralize the

state's power to coerce."      Passport to Freedom, Ch. 25

Next, the WSA has created "World Guards":

"Enforcing world law, however, is substantially

different from seeing that laws of a local or national nature

are obeyed.  Violations at the global level   making or

preparing for war, violating basic human rights, polluting the

environment   are crimes against humanity itself, the entire
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species.  They cannot be stopped or redressed by more

violence.  In essence, such crimes are manifestations of

mental illness at the mass level.  Only by dealing with the

mental, emotional, or material causes can the cycle of

violence be halted.

This work calls for 'World Guards' who combine

the qualities of an Old West Sheriff, Indian sage and Robin

Hood.  World Guards act as direct representatives for World

Citizens whose rights are violated, settling disputes between

individuals and attacking national ignorance, intolerance and

hypocrisy.  Physically unarmed, they are roving ombudsmen

who attempt to put wisdom to work for the benefit of

humanity."

-- Passport to Freedom , Ch. 25

Mundialization:  All Land is World Territory

Consistent with the ideas of universal respect for

individual rights, property, and freedom, and the dissolution

of the institution of the nation-state, the old idea of

conquering and dominating areas of land through force is

now obsolete.  Using the "might is right" approach to

claiming and defending land is backward and barbaric,

having many more disadvantages than advantages.

Damaging the land through warfare ruins the environment

and the ecosystem planetwide, which is stupid and

self-defeating.

"In such cases, like the U.S. crusade in Vietnam,

the logic is that a country might have to be destroyed in

order to 'save' it.  Insane as it seems, nations even treat their

own alleged 'property' as if it were expendable.  Obviously

such 'ownership' is no more legitimate than the primitive

practice of slavery   domination in a crude disguise.

"Territory can be viewed in another way,

however, one which is both holistic and absolute.  In the

holistic sense, territory is not 'property' but rather part of one

great living being that includes land, sea, air and all living

species.  Looked at this way, destruction of territory is

self-destruction, an act bordering on suicide.  In the absolute

sense, territory cannot be 'owned' by any limited group,

whether a people or a government.  Everyone owns the

Earth   and at the same time, no one does.

"This holistic and absolute approach to the notion

of territory is the basis for a revolutionary claim: that the

entire surface of the planet is, in reality, world territory."

- - Passport to Freedom, Ch. 26

Accordingly, wherever there are World Citizens,

areas of land around them are being declared "World

Territory."  Davis's house called "Chaggara," on a small

piece of land near the French-Swiss border, in the

community of Hesingue, was declared "Territoire Mondiale"

a territorial base for World Government, in 1976.  Many

other groups have claimed their locations "international

territory"   from the United Nations offices in various

locations and the Holy See of the Vatican in Rome, to the

"Free City of Danzig," the "Free Territory of Trieste," and

others.

In the south of France, by early 1949 a

community of 300 called Trouilla decided to become a

"world town."  Most of the residents had declared

themselves World Citizens.  In July of that year, another

town, Cahors, with a population of 15,000, became the first

major community to be officially "mundialized."

     "Over the next months, 'mundialization' spread quickly to

other towns in France and Germany.

"Mundialization is, essentially, a grass roots

movement for world citizenship. The word is derived from

the Latin word for world   mundis.  For a place to become

'mundialized' means to become 'worldly,' to adopt a holistic

world view.  It means social maturation . . ."

Mundialization was also taking place in Japan and

elsewhere:

"Since the '50s, hundreds of places have declared

themselves 'mundialized,' including Toronto, Bordeaux,

Nimes, and various holy sites.  By the late 1950s, the

movement had reached major Japanese cities such as

Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Tokyo.  In the 1960s, Richfield,

Ohio became America's first 'world town,' followed by Los

Angeles, St. Louis, Minneapolis and Boston, among others.

"The city of Dundas, Ontario, joined as the first

mundialized Canadian community in June, 1967. . . With

the UN Secretary-General in attendance, Ottawa became a

World City in 1970 . . . In the United States, four state

governments   Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois

made declarations of world citizenship . . .

"As of 1988, there were about 1000 mundialized

places around the world.  The list includes communities in at

least 15 U.S. states, countless towns and cities across France

and Japan, and communities in Italy, Germany, Belgium,
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and India.

". . . Each community that makes its declaration

helps to extend an atmosphere in which global cooperation

replaces force as the way to resolve the world's complex

problems."

   Passport to Freedom, Ch. 26

World Economics, One World Money,

and Global Prosperity

It has long been recognized by many, that there is

no actual shortage of supply in the world, either of raw

materials or of man-made goods.  The late Buckminster

Fuller, the multi-genius who had over 48 Ph.D.s, once

calculated that there are enough man-made goods alone,

already in the marketplace globally, to make every last man,

woman, and child on the planet a multi-millionaire.  And this

was two or three decades ago.

The reason, then, that over 80% of the masses

have barely enough to survive on, is that there is a problem

of distribution, not of supply.  A tiny minority have far more

than they need, depriving the many.  Garry Davis recognizes

this:

". . . multinational business entities manipulate the

resources, accounting systems, revenues and even the

governments of numerous nations with diverse currencies.

Of the world's 100 largest economic units, almost half are

corporations.  The annual sales volume of General Motors is

larger than the gross national product of 130 developing

states.  Able to subvert law and circumvent most

government controls, the corporate 'state' has become the

most powerful tool for private profit   at public expense

ever devised.

". . . Can this be changed?  Can multinationals be

made accountable?  Can economic power be diffused,

reducing the gap between the owners of corporate equity

the haves, and the have-nots   the other 95 percent of

humanity?"

Now the important point is this: while we

recognize that improvements in distribution are the solution,

and that it is possible and desirable to make such

improvements, it is of paramount importance to understand

that by far the best vehicle for this to happen is the

decentralized free market.  This is the arena of those

developing sovereignty consciousness.

A more universally beneficial and equitable

redistribution of planetary wealth cannot be mandated or

forced.  The 80 year experiment in the Soviet Union, which

ended in a grand failure, is perfect proof.

Davis addresses the rightness of improved

distribution:

"According to the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, everyone has a right to a decent standard of

living   to food, clothing, medical care, housing, social

services, and security against unemployment, sickness,

disability, widowhood, and old age (article 25).  Each of us

also has the right to own property, alone or in association

with others (art. 17)."    Passport to Freedom, Ch.

27

While it is true that it is possible for the entire

human population to be supported on the Earth in a decent

standard of living, no one has the intrinsic "right" to it if it is

at the expense of others.  The idea that everyone should have

the basics to live in dignity is appreciated, and we would

celebrate the achievement of all human beings realizing such

a life of abundance and wellness.

The improvement we would make, however, on

Garry's statement, is to define and qualify the word "right".

The notion that "everyone has a right to a decent standard of

living" could be interpreted by the parasites of the world to

imply that someone else must be forced or coerced to

provide that "decent standard", which is quite absurd.

"Government is the myth whereby half the

population tries to live off the other half."

-- Frederick Bastiat

The currently ending dark ages have been a time

in which taxes, both obvious and hidden, consumed well

over 50% of the income and productivity of the masses --

just like mosquitos and other parasites.  Likewise, the

"public sector" -- that segment of the population whose

salaries and support comes directly or indirectly from taxes

and government resources -- has constituted approximately

half the adult working population in most countries.  When

one considers that the public sector produces very little that

is life supporting, and much that is destructive, one can

easily see the truth in what Frederick Bastiat said.

Thus, the statement "everyone has a right to a

decent standard of living" could easily be the motto of the

parasitic bureaucrats who leach off the productive part of the
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population.  What might be more accurate is to say,

"everyone has a right to the equal opportunity for a decent

standard of living".

Basically, these principles should be followed:

RESPECT ALL INDIVIDUALS, THEIR PROPERTY,

AND THEIR FREEDOM.

TAKE ONLY WHAT IS OFFERED.  NEVER TAKE

WHAT ISN'T OFFERED.

While it may appear inequitable and unfair that

giant corporations and super-rich individuals control vastly

more than they need, while billions of other people starve,

nevertheless the solution to this problem is not found in

legislating, mandating, requiring, or trying to force or coerce

the rich into sharing with the poor.  However

uncompassionately they may appear to be using what we all

consider to be our collective planetary resources, it would

still be a violation of the rights of the rich to do as they wish

with their wealth, if they were to be required or forced to

distribute it differently.  Such efforts have been tried, and

they didn't work.

Morality cannot be legislated.

It is recognized that Garry Davis's World

Government could be celebrated as a hero that brings virtue

and integrity into the field of authority, and it may be making

major contributions to the good of mankind by inspiring

improvements in politics and economics.  It is also

recognized that gentleness and non-coerciveness are

qualities with which Davis is credited.

It is therefore not that any of his principles are

"wrong," so much as that he omits and neglects to mention

many of the critical ingredients in how his good intentions

will get fulfilled. To be complete, he needs to make crystal

clear the realization of the inferiority and ineffectiveness of

coercion, and explicitly state that the absolute abandonment

of any form of coercion is an essential factor in all of his

World Government activities.

Davis correctly identifies the obstacles to healthy

economies posed by governments trying to interfere and

control prices, production, and so on.  In relation to this,

someone once said, "If legislation is passed to control buying

and selling, the first things that will be bought and sold are

legislators."  Davis further points out the fallacy of believing

in the "full employment" panacea.  Full employment is

touted by governments as some kind of worthy goal to solve

social economic problems, but Davis correctly observes that

even if it were achieved, full employment would still not

guarantee sufficient purchasing power or improvement in

living conditions.

Thus, he understands well what doesn't work.

But he is very incomplete on what will work.  He advocates

"democratic ownership," where ". . . the current automatic

flow of most newly formed capital into the hands of the

upper 5 percent will have to stop."  His "Mutual Affluence

System, the philosophical basis of World Government

economics," would redistribute shares in global industry into

the hands of the workers, giving them equity ownership.

Meritorious as this sounds, Davis fails to mention

at least very two very important conditions:

1)  that such a redistribution be based on natural

free market laws, such as actual results of investment savvy

and creative productivity, instead of some individual or

council merely  deciding how much each worker gets . . .

and

2)  that the property already in the ownership of

the upper 5 percent not be taken by force, against their will,

to satisfy this redistribution.

In other words, Davis fails to express the wisdom

of letting it happen naturally!  If you simply take from the

rich, like Robin Hood, and distribute it evenly to the lower

class, like they tried in Russia, you destroy everything.  The

rich just leave the country or become less productive,

because their incentive has been killed, and the lower classes

likewise don't become more productive, because in such a

project, there is nothing given to furnish a logical

relationship between individual initiative and results.

Does Davis understand this, and just failed to

mention it, or did he fail to realize it altogether?  His writings

don't give a clue.  Anyone with any IQ at all should be able

to understand that only in a completely free enterprise

marketplace economy will creativity, productivity, and

happiness flourish.  Reward has to be self-produced, not

handed down from some World Government or some

committee.  Reward has to be directly linked to each

individual's choices, decisions, and actions.

It is true that national governments should get

their hands out of the pie, and dissolve.  It is true that

monopolies and corruption in business, capital markets, and

banking should be replaced by equal opportunity, universal
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access to capital, and real asset-backed currency.  Davis

observes these ingredients well.

However, Davis doesn't appear to understand

capitalism.  He says:

"Neither socialism nor capitalism can meet both

the material and spiritual needs of humanity as a species or

as free individuals."

  Passport to Freedom , Ch. 27

He doesn't seem to realize that capitalism has

never really fully existed.  All the success, progress,

abundance, and blessings that have been achieved are due to

the small degree to which true capitalism has survived, in

spite of the multiple burdens of government restrictions,

parasitic taxation, the absence of real money, and widespread

public ignorance, misunderstanding, and mistrust.  So for

Davis to say that it hasn't worked, and can't fulfill humanity's

needs, simply shows his ignorance.

Real capitalism doesn't make capital the master,

where "cash is king" and artificial shortages of money supply

are created to fabricate high interest rates, which is usury.

Real capitalism doesn't use capital to enslave and exploit

people.  No wonder capitalism has such a bad name!  It has

been grossly misunderstood, and society has largely been

ignorant of what it really means.

    Real capitalism makes human relationships

primary . . . and capital is just the secondary worthy tool for

the exchange of goods that enhance those relationships.

Real capitalism is the freedom to unleash unlimited

creativity, and enjoy unrestricted value-for-value exchange.

Real capitalism is the free market   where no taxes exist,

where no support for coercive regimes exists, and where no

interference by any government controls exists.  Real

capitalism gives people unlimited freedom to create anything

they want, as much as they want, and gives honor to the

opportunity for everyone to enjoy the good life.

No one takes what isn't offered, and no one

interferes with the freedom, property, or rights of others.

Everyone is free to choose the work they like, and everyone

is free to enter into agreements and contracts of their own

design, with other sovereign producers, without public

restrictions.  Everyone is free to create and distribute any

products or services they like, as long as no one is harmed by

such activity.  The only licenses that will exist are

professional competency licenses, issued by free market

trade organizations, not granting-of-permission licenses

issued by bureaucrats.   The latter will be unnecessary and

obsolete.

As natural, logical, and normal as this sounds, this

is not at all the way society has been functioning.  Wherever

all of the above mentioned qualities of capitalism have been

present, the economy has enjoyed explosive success!  But

only limited degrees of these ingredients of capitalism have

survived in some areas of the world, and only a few small

groups and individuals have practiced it 100%.

Then Davis addresses the subject of money and

currency, and he has some good things to say about it.  Real

capitalism uses real money   objects of intrinsic value, such

as gold and silver, or the equivalent in genuine redeemable

currency.  One insight Garry Davis can be given credit for is

the use of electricity as a unit of value.  If the electrical

power goes out in a community, the merchant who can sell

electricity will get all the business   not the merchant who

just has gold sitting around.  Thus, Davis has created a

currency called "World Kilowatt Dollars."

Davis basically exposes the problems with

national currencies, which have nothing but confidence

backing them, and which lose their value as public

confidence goes up and down.  He shows the advantages of

a single world currency, which could be backed by a stable

economic standard, and which would not be subject to the

roller-coaster of inflation and deflation. Making an adequate

and abundant real-money supply available for credit and

cash markets would be a key ingredient in the

universalization of prosperity worldwide.

Unfortunately, Davis's economic ideas suffer from

his lack of understanding free enterprise.

Current Implementation and

Actions in Development

Davis discusses the need for a world constitution,

and some of the elements that would need to go into it.

Then he shares information on a series of meetings that

started with an initial planning conference in 1989 in

Toronto, Canada, that are developing the ideas necessary to

lead to an acceptable world constitution.  This group of

World Citizens created the World Syntegrity Project, guided

by renowned cybernetician Stafford Beer, President of the

World Organization of General Systems and Cybernetics.
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Thirty people form an "Infoset," in which they

communicate across geographic and political borders

through phone, fax, computer, and other modern tools of the

technosphere.  The Infoset can then turn their decisions into

action, and the Infosets can multiply and network together.

Satellite conferencing will assist in addressing collective

concerns.  Then a procedure called Team Tensegrity

organizes the Infoset as a non-hierarchical democracy and

coordinates various Infosets, thirty at a time.

"His mathematically-based design embodies the

structural strength (tensegrity) of the geodesic dome

invented by world-class thinker Buckminster Fuller and

translates it into human terms . . . through cybernetics, the

science of effective organization, World Government will be

able to develop and coordinate new designs for peace.  The

old world, characterized by the need to manage 'things,' is

vanishing, Beer has explained.  In the new world, the

greatest need is to manage 'complexity'.  Through cybernetic

processes, world citizens can now take on this management

challenge and ultimately achieve the horizontal

reorganization of the planet."   Passport to Freedom, Ch.

28

For those who have a message to communicate to

the world, and would like to attract media publicity for it,

Davis gives some very sound advice.  Anyone who plans to

get media coverage should read pages 160-161 of Passport

to Freedom.

CONCLUSION

We trust that individuals will use the same

intelligence and wisdom which led Garry Davis and his

friends to create World Citizenship and World Government

so far, to embrace and expand  the refinements we have

suggested.

It is to be celebrated that the millennia of dark

ages characterized by the oppression of nation-states and the

division of mankind are coming to an end.  A major new

phase has arrived, wherein people are awakening to the ideas

of planetary citizenship and harmony.  Where divisions in

language and culture might remain as secondary enjoyments

of the spice and variety of life, differences in politics,

religion, and geography will no longer be causes of conflict.

Divisions and differences of any kind will remain

secondary, as respect for individuals and their property will

spread.  Garry Davis and his associates are making a

significant and worthwhile contribution to this vision.

CONTACT INFORMATION
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3
A  CONSCIOUSNESS  SUCCESS  STORY

For about two and a half years between high

school and college, I travelled around America visiting most

of the major spiritual centers.   I was celebrating music with

my dulcimer, guitar, sitar, and various other instruments

with other musicians.

  I was attending concerts and conferences, seeing

films and creating art, attending courses and camps,

gatherings and tours, and sojourning with various New Age

communities.  I was initiated into many practices and

studies, and became familiar with the varieties of approaches

to Truth and Enlightenment.  Most of this travel was in the

western states, a lot of it in Colorado and California.  In

California I was usually in the San Francisco Bay Area,

which had become one of the main magnets, a mecca of

world higher awareness activity.

Already many visions, hearings, and cognitions

had been coming to me, and then my experimentations with

various meditation practices brought this to a crowning

culmination.  One of these practices produced an all-time,

twenty-four-hour-a-day communion, pervading all activity

with its Love, bliss and silence.  It became only natural, as

well, to take some time every day to just sit with it, and go

into just the sweet depth of peace of the Fourth State of

Consciousness all by itself.

Two weeks before being initiated into the practice,

just after my nineteenth birthday, a very powerful, blissful

experience came to me one night while waiting to fall asleep.

For about fifteen minutes, an overwhelming feeling of

indescribable Love brought me into a tremendous ecstasy,

and all of a sudden I could see through walls, in 360 degrees

in all directions.  Everything was luminous and transparent,

and even though it was nighttime, I could see the beautiful

subtle dimensions of the land around me.  I felt such power,

compassion, abundance, peace, magic, sacredness, and

reverence.  A number of such experiences had been coming

to me by that time, but this was the most blissful ever.

Years later, I learned that this was a flash, a

preview, of the sixth state, God Consciousness, which

meditation would eventually flower into completely and

permanently.  Since the initiation into the meditation that

would finally lead to this state was to take place two weeks

later, it was apparent that this experience was a kind of

Royal Welcome from the Angels, to the resuming of the

supreme effortless "pathless path" of meditation in this

lifetime.

In this experience, among other things, an Eye

also appeared.  Just a vivd, three-dimensional, real, genuine

eye, hovering right in front of me.  Later, although the

overall experience faded away, the eye has remained.  It has

continued to appear to me ever since then, unpredictably, at

any time when my eyes are closed; it may flash for a second

or two.  I have had no intellectual understanding of it, what

it means, but it has seemed to be a kind of constant

companion . . . a sort of Sign or Signal from the quantum

planes.  Sometimes, in especially high states of awareness, it

has appeared as a whole mandala of eyes.

Ever since that time, meditation  has daily graced

my life.  Every day, in the morning and evening, I sit in a

comfortable place and close my eyes.  Instantly, I feel the

power of pure, unbounded Being beginning to flow, tangibly

infusing into my head and physiology, growing greater and

greater in strength, and rearranging the molecular and

cellular structure of my body to glow with its presence ever

more brightly.

The bliss is so soft, so gentle, so tender and sweet,

and yet so powerful at the same time.  My attention is drawn

by the irresistably appealing, magnetic inner attraction of the

infinite ocean of "no-mind".   What others have also called
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the "spiritual sky" pours into my entire body, flooding me

with a calmness and peace that goes beyond all

comprehension or description.  My breathing frequently

becomes barely perceptible, sometimes totally suspended.  I

am still quite well aware of my surroundings, of the room I

am in, of any sounds in the environment, but gradually they

seem farther and farther away.  They seem less and less

important, until eventually all time and space seem as far

away as a faint distant star.  The boundaries of my body and

everything I define as "myself" have merged with the pure,

unfathomable silence, and the whole journey was entirely

effortless.  I am unmanifest existence itself, pure, timeless,

omnipotent, absolute.

Wonderful daily variations of this completely

effortless and innocent transcendence of the accepted

definitions of "experience", have changed my life

continuously and immeasurably.  My limited sense of "I", of

whom I am, has been steadily fading over the months and

years, transforming into a much more expansive identity

with universal oneness.  My heart has melted and over the

years has more and more come to be filled to overflowing

with Love, with tenderness, with friendliness, warmth,

compassion, thankfulness, and genuine appreciation for

everyone and everything.  It flows evenly, consistently,

smoothly, and uninterruptedly upwards.

My mind is increasingly absent.  This may sound

strange, but it actually is the experience of growing clarity of

mind.  Its absence means its small boundaries and traffic of

thoughts have been evaporating, making more and more

room for spaciousness, crystal clarity, pure awareness, and

universal intelligence to shine through.  It is energetic,

brilliant, creative, and endlessly full of genius and dazzling

insights into everything.  Simultaneously, there is a growing

background silence, a deep, profound inner quietness.  It is

not just an absence of mental static -- not an empty silence,

but a fullness, a Light, a blissful sacred feeling of Presence,

of Reality.  It is a pleasurable silence which almost seems

"loud", as some who have experienced it put it.  Out of this

nourishing silence has blossomed all of the mind's growing

new fruits.  Its psychic intuition is becoming unmistakable,

and the vastness of its comprehension is becoming cosmic.

My physiology has enjoyed the benefits, too.  It

has been almost entirely free of ailments all my life, and it

has a vitality and energy which are even and enduring.  I

have no attraction to athletic exertion, yet due to the growing

infusion of higher consciousness, it feels like an endless

supply of strength is always available to the body.  Nor do I

feel any obsession with food or the lack of it, or any special

diets.  Yet spontaneously, I find only the simple, natural,

wholesome, light, and pure foods appealing.  No one ever

asked me to change my lifestyle, because it was never

necessary.  It just came naturally.  My ascending baseline

pleasure from meditation is too permeating for me to find

any interest in the usual toxic indulgences typical of the

ending dark ages.

This direct communion with the Unified Field

beyond the mind is possible for everyone, and indeed, is the

birthright and destiny of all people.  Its benefits are limitless

and multi-dimensional, for it is the single source of all good

things, of all Life.  This majestic state we call "meditation" is

the ecstatic identity with the ultimate essence of all

philosophies, teachings, and traditions.  It is the fountainhead

of all inner realizations and all outer accomplishment.  It is

the master key that unlocks all vibratory frequencies, all

truths, all possibilities.  And thus, it has opened me to my

purpose on Earth, known from before birth, bringing the

Age of Enlightenment and Heaven on Earth with the

celestial audio-visual communication abilities.

There is the story of the two children who were

studying the alphabet.  One said to the other, "Why does 'b'

come before 'c'?"   And the other replied, "Simple . . .

because you have to 'be' before you can 'see'!"

Therefore, the sovereignty conscousness described

in this book, consciously originates in the omnipresent,

delightful, effulgent Unified Field of No-mind.   As a result,

its virtues are beyond the range of most communication

expressions known by mankind so far.  Because of this, it

requires the highest quality physical mind-body to transmit

it.  Brain hemispheres are found fully enlivened, balanced

between intuition and analysis, and between spontaneity and

planning.  They are magnetically harmonized and made one

by the peaceful charm of Love-luminescence flowing from
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the heart.

Thus, the effect of the communication of

sovereignty consciousness will always be found entirely

life-giving and nourishing, never destructive in any way.  For

this, deep refinement and sensitivity of the nervous system

are necessary.    v
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4
POLITICS, SOVEREIGNTY, CITIZENSHIP,
AND THE FREE NATION OF CYBERSPACE

Those with fully-developed sovereignty

consciousness usually have no interest or participation in any

form of politics, because they rise entirely above any interest

in external government.  They realize that the spread of this

awareness will result in the evaporation and elimination of

external ruling forces, to be replaced by merely

administrative functions that will simply carry out the

directives of the inner-governed populaces, who are living in

complete freedom.

However, in the meantime, a transformational

process is occurring, in which those governments that

remain, are losing their grip on external force, and are

coming under the sway of the evolving consciousness of

mankind.  This means that influences both from outside the

public sector -- in the free market -- and from within the

public sector  -- from rising consciousness and increasing

freedom-oriented policies -- are developing.

Accordingly, a major influence of Love and Light

is entering the political field through the influence of

freedom-oriented political parties.  Such parties work within

"the system", while those developing sovereignty

consciousness are working without the system.

Examples of parties working within the system are

the Libertarian Party and the Natural Law Party.  Their

influence is sweeping the world.  In fact, it has been said by

David Friedman, son of the famous University of Chicago

free-market economist, Milton Friedman, that "the

discussion of libertarianism is the central axis of debate in

most political discussion on the Internet".  Harry Browne,

the U.S. Presidential candidate for the Libertarian Party, has

shared an abundance of beautiful and wise ideas with the

world.

The Natural Law Party was founded in England in

March 1992, in the USA in April 1992, and many other

countries around the world since then.  It is a global party

whose purpose is NOT to rule mankind or exploit people,

like most governments, but rather to serve all people with

the grace and blessings of higher consciousness to help bring

real FREEDOM to the human species on all levels,

spiritually, intellectually, politically, economically, and

physically.

Ex-Beatle George Harrison helped promote the

Natural Law Party in England, and various other celebrities

have joined around the world.  In the 1992 USA campaign,

the Natural Law Party was the first party in USA history

besides the Democrats and the Republicans to achieve both

National Committee Party Status AND Federal Matching

Funds.  And they did that on a shoestring budget in only six

or seven months.  Further, Bill Clinton quoted directly from

the NLP platform and mentioned it on a C-Span TV show.

So if it may appear that the NLP is unlikely to succeed, think

again.

The Presidential Candidate for the United States

Natural Law Party is Dr. John Hagelin, who is a Unified

Field of Consciousness scientist, with his Ph.D. in Physics

from Harvard.  He has been credited by the international

physics community as having completed Einstein's Unified

Field Theory, and assisted with the cognition of the physics

aspects of the Constitution of the Universe.  He is the head

of the physics department at Maharishi University of

Management.

He has coordinated "superradiance" projects, in

which large groups of meditators have gathered in various

locations to experience the unified field together, the

radiance from which has been scientifically measured to

reduce crime and violence in the surrounding communities.

This is one of the great gifts of the Natural Law Party.

While most people with highly developed

sovereignty consciousness do not vote, we celebrate those

who do, who vote for parties like these that represent the rise

of world awareness and the dawn of collective human

fredom, to bring Light within the governmental systems of

the world.  The beginning of real intelligence can now come

into those dark systems by way of such parties.
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Regardless of the elections, the campaigns

themselves have definitely been having an impact.  The

response to the campaigns from the public has been

overwhelming!  They are the laser-focal point for a powerful

dimension of collective consciousness destined to transform

the New World Order Government from within, by flooding

it with superradiance from within . . .

We celebrate the awakening givers of life who are

voting for Heaven on Earth and the Age of Enlightenment

entering the old chambers of parliaments, presidencies, and

royalties throughout the world.

At the same time, outside the public and private

sectors, in the free market, cyberspace is developing into a

global consciousness-based, information-rich, country that

has no borders.  It extends across all traditional borders.  It is

a tax-free world-wide free-enterprise zone.

It is now possible to transcend all countries, and

raise one's citizenship, if any, into cyberspace.  The word

"cyberspace" came from communicating via the Internet,

however, we define cyberspace as anywhere in existence,

any vibratory frequency or wavelength, where people are

mentally attuned.

 Worldwide voluntary associations of free

sovereign citizens are spontaneously forming.  Without

relocating, one can become a sovereign in cyberspace, if the

essential sovereignty consciousness has been developed.

One can still remain a citizen of any other country, if desired,

but if it is still a "citizenship" in the old sense of subjection

and submission, then such citizenship will eventually wither

and evaporate along with the dewdrops in the morning sun.

Herein is occuring the crystalization of a powerful

concept advanced by Harry Schultz of Lausanne,

Switzerland, author of the famous international political and

financial freedom "Harry Schultz Letter".  The concept is of

a "mental nation"; a non-localized country of free sovereign

individuals, existing globally and floating above the limited

and declining jurisdictions of outmoded governments.

Likewise, in the freedom community worldwide,

there has been increasing talk of "Planetary Citizenship".

Meditators whose awarenesses open to the universal unified

field, begin to feel less concerned with national boundaries

and more identified with the feeling that "the world is my

family".  The world economy reflects this, as national

boundaries blur and trade becomes more and more global.

Indeed, the word "citizenship" has been taken out

of its old dark-age meaning of subjection to some monarch.

It has been lifted into the bright light of universality and

expanded freedom.  As another example, His Holiness

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi has given the title "Citizen of the

Age of Enlightenment" to anyone who practices his

Transcendental Meditation technique.

In tune with this, the "Planetary Passport" is a

wave of the future.  Issued by Planetary Citizens, a group in

Mount Shasta, California, one can use it in international

travel as an educational supplement to one's "official"

national passport.   Accepted at a small but growing number

of borders, carrying it helps lead the way towards the day

when perhaps it will be officially recognized everywhere  - -

and then - - the day when no papers at all are needed to cross

a border.

Adding to these expressions of Citizens of the Age

of Enlightenment and Planetary Citizens, there are those

whose legal research indicates that the original American

citizenship  was one of "sovereignty without subjects".  They

say the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in the

1800s introduced a second, inferior, federal citizenship, and

that therefore there are two types of American citizenship.

There is controversy both ways about this, among the

scholars of law, but it remains beyond question that the

original founding fathers of America definitely had in mind a

type of citizenship which made the people the sovereigns,

and the government officials their servants.

      Ascended Masters on the spiritual planes gave divine

guidance to the founding fathers of America, who authored

the Declaration of Independence in 1776, the Constitution in

1787, and the Bill of Rights in 1791.  In a world of

monarchies, dictatorships, and governmental oppression,

America was envisioned as a place where, for the first time

in recorded history, "We the People" would be sovereign,

and the government, if any, would be merely an

administrative servant.  It was with this genius that the

Declaration of Independence was written, and it is for this

reason that in modern times, spiritual masters from as far

away as India have declared the American Constitution as

"the greatest constitution of any government in the world".

Yet, they have also said, we also have some of the worst

politicians in the world, who have done everything in their

power to eliminate the original intent of these documents.
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The fact is, only a small minority of the population

has ever had the awareness for it.  It was a small minority,

less than 5% of the American population, who supported the

Revolutionary War that liberated America from the British

king in 1776.  It was a similar small minority who

comprehended the principles on which the freedom

documents were created.  And it has continued to this day to

be a small minority who have understood those principles

and lived by them.  It is about time we spread that awareness

to the whole population!

As the international bankers and politicians try to

create a forced New World Order and make Americans

surrender our Constitution to the United Nations, the

sovereignty of states and individuals will be challenged.

While a hellish world of domination and subversion is being

built upon the sands of fear and force, which will inevitably

sink and wash out to sea, Heaven on Earth is also being built

upon the solid rock of Love and Consciousness, which will

prevail and flourish permanently.

The authentic Saints, Masters, and Communities

of the Enlightened have a different World Government, one

that gives freedom, does not dominate or exploit, and one

that is graced with compassion and wisdom.  And this

government is within each person's heart.

In January of 1992 Maharishi published the

"Constitution of the Universe".  Through Vedic Science as

well as the latest corresponding quantum physics theory, it

reveals the subtle planes of sound in which the universal

laws of nature have always been present, guiding everything

in existence without a problem.  At their source is the

interface with the unified field, and that interface is the

Constitution of the Universe.

On Earth, this is appropriately the Constitution of

the World Government of the Age of Enlightenment.

However, as addressed in the chapter on Garry Davis, the

Age of Enlightenment idea of "government" is exactly the

opposite of what "government" has come to mean during the

dark ages.  The Age of Enlightenment idea means simply a

fountain of light and love, giving freedom and life-

supporting benefits and blessings.

World slavery or world freedom depends on world

ignorance or world awareness.  Two centuries ago the great

statesman John Adams said, "A nation that would wish to be

ignorant and free, wishes something that cannot be."

Someone else said that the most effective form of slavery is

the one in which the slaves don't even realize they are

enslaved.  So first, people need to fully understand exactly

what freedom is, where it has been limited, and how to

dissolve those limitations.  Education is the key, and it has to

start here and now, with each of us.

Let the shining light of Sovereignty for all people

radiate everywhere, and the long-awaited transformation

point in history will occur.  And succeed it will, as the word

spreads to everyone.  No amount of darkness in the universe

can have any power over even a spark of conscious light.

Organizations now rising in the planetary

civilization of virtuous laissez faire capitalism and teaching

people how to learn "freedom technology":  the knowledge,

skills, and methods to live free; the practical know-how to

outwit freedom-violators at every turn; bulletproof oneself

on taxes; protect one's income and assets with the most

private and secure sovereign trusts; take back one's personal

power; deter freedom-violators for fun and profit; create and

participate in the most profitable freedom-expanding,

money-making programs; and enjoy maximum freedom,

health, wealth, and happiness.

Cyberspace is the most advanced   and at the same

time, the most practical   freedom wavelength.   If one's

awareness is presently high enough to endow one with an

appreciation of real freedom in all three main categories:

political, financial, and in consciousness, then in a sense,

one is already a prestigious member of the laissez faire

community worldwide.

The basic philosophy of the free market,

populated by those developing sovereignty consciousness, is

that one is free to do and have anything one pleases, with no

limits, as long as one live up to one's agreements, and don't

interfere with the same freedom of others.  This is the well-

known essence of natural common law.

In reading the books, magazines, reports,

newsletters, and essays of the freedom-oriented literature,

one discovers a profundity as deep as the ocean and an

eloquence on par with the great classics of literature.

Happily, the focus of most of it is wisely positive.  Rather

than angrily decrying the problems of government

corruption, like so many Patriot organizations, the good

freedom literature focuses instead on the freedom success

stories, and ideas that work.
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At the same time, one finds more than just

beautiful theory and philosophy;  the libertarian-oriented

literature of laissez-faire capitalism and the free market, is

graced as well with an equal abundance of well-organized

practical information on how to easily generate wealth and

how to protect it from excessive and unlawful taxes and

other government interference.  In fact, the Internet and

cyberspace is quickly becoming a central clearinghouse for

the information-at-one's-fingertips, plus the channels of

secure  transactions and encrypted commerce, that all

sovereigns need.

Some groups in the free market specialize in

finding the best of all the different freedom technology

teachers, organizations, consultants, service centers,

publications, and other resources.  Some serve as a one-stop

source for all the contacts one may need for common law

lawyers, state-of-the-art legal tax-avoidance systems, advice

on freeom from licenses, info on passports, trusts and asset

protection, allodial title to real estate, freedom from

government identification numbers, non-state schooling for

children, techniques and methods for stopping coercive

agents in their tracks, sources for the finest freedom

literature in the world, ideas for sovereigns on money,

currency, and credit issues, exchange of other unusual and

creative freedom ideas, and all the other varieties of key

concerns for living in real freedom.

The free market provides all this and more,

through its cyberspace communication media, by honoring

those who tune in, with generous literature, tapes, seminars,

business and investment opportunities, and more.

v
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5
INNER CONSCIOUSNESS AND OUTER

DOCUMENTS

Another common misconception about developing

sovereignty in one's personal life is that we have to cancel all

ties to any government and travel around with no drivers

license, no plates on our cars, and endure all kinds of other

inconveniences because we are so-called "out of the

system".  While this may definitely demonstrate one's

sovereignty on the level of adhesion contracts, and while a

few people have found ways to live relatively gracefully this

way with a minimum of inconveniences, it is by no means

essential to being a sovereign.

One of the most typical characteristics of

bureaucrats and the slave mentality is that everything about

us has to be represented in documents on paper.  Words,

names, and numbers become paramount, because they're too

blind to see the simple reality standing right in front of them.

What's your number?  Show your papers.  What's your

name?  Words, words, words.  This is a very backward and

retarded way to relate to people.

Since in the USA we're fortunate to have two

kinds of citizenship, one of which is supposed to be

sovereign, many people have put a lot of emphasis on

getting rid of all the numbers, licenses, government

contracts, and other documents that indicate the 14th

Amendment slave citizenship.  The Social Security number

is called the Super Slave number and great attempts are

made to cancel it and no longer use it.  Some no longer use

bank accounts, credit cards, or any aspect of the credit or

financial system.

While this is all fine and good for proving one's

independence, it has also been observed with amazement

and amusement that the extremes to which some people

have gone to accomplish this disassociation has created so

much tedious study, endless clerical work, legal battles,

closed doors, alienation from society, paranoia, and other

important inconveniences, that many of the most valuable

benefits of being a sovereign have been sacrificed.  They are

still slaves -- this time to an ideology, but slaves nonetheless.

Those in  well-developed sovereignty

consciousness are all in favor of reclassification of one's

status if necessary, and having beautiful documents as far as

it is practical; but sovereignty consciousness is not found in

one kind of papers or another, or the absence of them.

Being a sovereign is not caused by how one is documented

or not documented with government agencies.  Sovereignty

consciousness is first of all an internal state, a state of mind,

a subjective condition of freedom one lives in 24 hours a

day.  We are sovereign first and foremost if we simply

realize it within ourselves.  It is an inner awakening.  How or

even if one documents it on the outside is less important, and

varies from case to case.

There are stories of kings who used to disguise

themselves sometimes as ordinary citizens and go wandering

in the kingdom to see what's going on anonymously.  If he

temporarily shows papers indicating that he is just a citizen,

a merchant on the street corner, does that cancel his

sovereignty?  No.  It doesn't change anything about his true

status.  It simply serves as an expediency to fulfill the role he

is pretending to play.

Likewise, a contemporary sovereign without

subjects simply assumes sovereignty from within by his or

her level of consciousness and understanding.  It's good to

have nice, beautiful documents, and to have all one's proper

descriptions of status ready for the courts, but not to the

point of becoming obsessed with names, numbers, and

papers.  There has to be a balance.

Likewise, sovereignty is not something for which

you fill in an application.  One of the most funny forms of

conditioning is that we have to fill in forms for everything.

So when it comes to reclassifying our status from slavery to

sovereignty, at first many people ask how to apply for it, like

you're supposed to receive some "certificate" from

somewhere that makes you a sovereign.  Come to think of it,

that's a good business idea -- has anyone thought of

marketing these certificates?  (Ha ha)  They could say the

proud owner is a validated, licensed, card-carrying

"sovereign" -- and we could sell them for $1000 apiece!  (Ha

ha ha)

Sovereignty is first of all a state of consciousness,

secondly a way of thinking, thirdly a variety of qualities and

virtues, and last what's written on paper, if at all.

Nevertheless, to be practical, and to live in this

crazy world with some semblance of grace, it seems some
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documents are necessary, if for no other reason than for the

less conscious, more robotic types with whom we share this

blue-green planet.  Hence, in some pages following, you will

find a document, the "Affidavit of Sovereignty", which for

those who like them, can be recorded at a courthouse or

county recorder, or advertised in the newspaper.  This makes

it public record, and copies of it can be carried when one

travels, to show in case ever needed.

There are those who much prefer to make nothing

public, keep everything private, show nothing to government

agencies, and stay as invisible as possible.  That is an entirely

valid and legitimate approach to sovereignty.  Someone who

has developed a high level of consciousness and simply

wishes to remain mostly invisible, can do so.  The "PT"

lifestyle goes a long way towards facilitating this.   ("PT"

stands for Perpetual Traveler, Prior Taxpayer, Prepared

Thoroughly, Permanent Tourist, Passing Through, etc.). The

benefits and advantages of such privacy, secrecy, and

invisibility are quite obvious and understandable.  The low-

profile approach to personal protection works.  It drives

bureaucrats crazy, and they are therefore working feverishly

to come up with electronic ways to make all the invisible

people visible, such as with biometric ID cards and

implanting of microchips.  Little do they know how

miserably they will fail.

On the other hand, the high-profile approach can

work, too.  Widely publicizing one's status suits other types

of people who realize that with a little fame, it is much more

difficult for the terrocrats to make a false and illegal case

against one.  When one's virtues are widely known and

accepted, in the bright spotlight of public recognition,  it is a

far more daunting task for any would-be attacker to make

the court believe a lie.  Often it is nearly impossible, and so

they just give up and avoid such people, preferring instead to

move on to the millions of easier pickings.

There are thousands of examples of famous

wayshowers in the freedom movement worldwide who fit

this category.  Precisely because of their high profile, their

popularity with the public, and their well-documented and

widely known stance in the law, most of them have lived

entirely free from any attacks.  Any would-be enemies know

that such figures are well-shielded by the multiple armors of

mastery of the law, high awareness, invincible attitude,

seasoned experience, and the bright spotlight of extensive

positive publicity.  This gives them thousands or even

millions of strong allies . . . something which most terrocrats

would much rather avoid.

It is true that a number of such people have been

assassinated, such as President John Kennedy, after he

started created U.S. Treasury money; or Osho Rajneesh,

whose communes challenged the priests and politicians;  or

Princess Diana, whose humanitarian projects became an

embarrassment to the British Royal Crown.  However, these

exceptions occurred only in very rare instances.  Each of

them is the one in a million who were taken out because of

their great power and success.  It is highly unlikely that most

of us who may take the high-profile avenue will ever be so

powerful as to become such an attractive target.  In the cases

of thousands of less famous but nonetheless high-profile

sovereigns, utilizing the methods of public disclosure has

proven to be a very effective means of protection indeed.

With that, you may review the "Affidavit of

Sovereignty", and see if it is something that appeals to you.

There is certainly no guarantee that recording it at the

courthouse or county recorder will automatically protect you,

but it can possibly help to reduce the possibility that lies

could be told about you, and actually believed by a court, at a

future time.  And, through other free-market groups, there

are many other helpful documents you can also use.

RECORDING  REQUESTED  BY, ]

AND  WHEN  RECORDED  RETURN  TO: ]

]

NAME ]

STREET/BOX ]

CITY ]

STATE (SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY)

AFFIDAVIT OF SOVEREIGNTY
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Be it known to all courts, governments, and other parties, that I,                                                                    , am a natural,

free-born Sovereign, without subjects.  I am neither subject to any entity anywhere, nor is any entity subject to me.  I neither dominate

anyone, nor am I dominated.

My authority for this statement is the same as it is for all free Sovereigns everywhere: the age-old, timeless, and universal

respect for the intrinsic rights, property, freedoms, and responsibilities of the Individual.

I voluntarily choose to comply with the man-made laws which serve to bring harmony to society, but no such laws, nor

their enforcers, have any authority over me.  I am not in any jurisdiction, for I am not of subject status.

Consistent with the eternal tradition of natural common law, unless I have harmed or violated someone, or their property, I

have committed no crime; and am therefore not subject to any penalty.

Thus, be it known to all, that I reserve my natural common law right not to be compelled to perform under any contract that

I did not enter into knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally.  And furthermore, I do not accept the liability associated with the

compelled  and pretended "benefit" of any hidden or unrevealed contract or commercial agreement.

As such, the hidden or  unrevealed contracts that supposedly create obligations to perform, for persons of subject status, are

inapplicable to me, and are null and void.  If I have participated in any of the supposed "benefits" associated with these hidden

contracts, I have done so under duress, for lack of any other practical alternative.

Any such participation does not constitute "acceptance" in contract law, because of the absence of full disclosure of any

valid "offer," and voluntary consent without misrepresentation or coercion, under contract law.  Without a valid voluntary offer and

acceptance, knowingly entered into by both parties, there is no "meeting of the minds," and therefore no valid contract.  Any supposed

"contract" is therefore void, ab initio.

Typical examples of such compelled and pretended "benefits" are:

1) The use of fiat currency to discharge my debts.  I have used these only because in this country, there is no

other widely recognized currency.

2) The use of a bank account, with my signature on the bank signature card.  If there is any hidden contract

behind the bank signature card, my signature thereon gives no validity to it.  The signature is only for verification of identity.  I can be

obligated to fulfill no hidden or unrevealed contract whatsoever, due to the absence of full disclosure and voluntary consent.

Likewise, my use of the bank account thereof is due to the absence of a bank not associated with the central bank system.

In general, people have been prevented from issuing their own currencies, and such prevention is in violation of the national

constitution.  Were there an alternative, I would be happy to use it.  To not use any bank at all is impossible or very difficult, as

everyone knows, in today's marketplace.

3) The use of an identification number from a government agency.  The number normally assigned to persons

of subject status, I use exceptionally, under duress, only because of the extreme inconvenience of operating without one in today's

marketplace, where it is requested by banks, employers, lenders, and many other government agencies and businesses.  My reason for

using it is not because I wish to participate in the system, as I don't wish to participate.  Let it be known that I use the number assigned

to me for information only, if at all.

4) The use of a driver's license.  As a free Sovereign, there is no legal requirement for me to have such a license,

for travelling in my car, as technically, the unrevealed legal purpose of driver's licenses is commercial in nature.  Since I don't carry

passengers for hire, there is no law requiring me to have a license to travel for my own pleasure and that of my family and friends.

However, because of the lack of education of police officers on this matter, should I be stopped for any reason and found to be
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without a license, it is likely I would be ticketed and fined or obligated to appear in court.  Therefore, under duress, I carry a license to

avoid extreme inconvenience.

5) State plates on my car.  Similarly, even though technically, my car does not fit the legal definition of a "motor

vehicle," which is used for commercial purposes, nevertheless, I have registered it with the state and carry the state plates on it,

because to have any other plates or no plates at all, causes me to run the risk of police officer harrassment and extreme inconvenience.

6) Past tax returns filed.  Any tax returns I may have filed in the past, were filed due to the dishonest atmosphere

of fear and intimidation created by the tax collector and the local assessors' offices; not because there is any law requiring me to do so.

Once I discovered that the tax agencies are lying to the public, I have felt it is my responsible duty to society to terminate my voluntary

participation.  Because such returns were filed under Threat, Duress, and Coercion (TDC), and no two-way contract was ever signed

with full disclosure, there is nothing in any past filing of returns that created any valid contract.  Therefore, no legal obligation on my

part was ever created.

7) Birth Certificate.  The fact that a birth certificate was granted to me by a local hospital or government agency

when I entered this world, is irrelevant to my Sovereignty.  No status, high or low, can be assigned to another person through a piece

of paper, without the recipient's full knowledge and consent.  Therefore, such a piece of paper provides date and place information

only.  It indicates nothing about jurisdiction, nothing about property ownership, nothing about rights, and nothing about subject status.

The only documents that can have any legal meaning, as it concerns my status in society, are those which I have signed as an adult,

with full knowledge and consent, free from misrepresentation or coercion of any kind.

8) Marriage license.   The acquisition of a marriage license is now being revealed as being necessary only for

slaves.  The act of a Sovereign such as myself obtaining such a license, through social custom and ignorance of law, has no legal

effect in changing my status.  This is because any such change in status, if any may be supposed to occur, could happen only through

a hidden and unrevealed contract or statute.  Since no hidden, unrevealed, and undisclosed information, if it exists, can be lawfully

held to be binding, it is null and void.

9) Children in public school.  The attendance of my children in government-supported  "public" schools or

government-controlled "private" schools does not create any legal tax obligation for me, or any other legal obligation, because I never

signed a contract agreeing to such obligation for the supposed "privilege" of public school attendance.

If any of my children have attended government supported "public" or controlled "private" schools, such as done under

duress and not out of free will.  Be it known that I regard "compulsory state education" as a violation of the natural and universal

common law of freedom of choice.

10) Declaration of Citizenship.  Any document I may have ever signed, in which I answered "yes" to the question,

"Are you a ____ citizen?" -- cannot be used to comprimise my status as a Sovereign, nor obligate me to perform in any manner.  This

is because without full written disclosure of the definition and consequences of such supposed "citizenship," provided in a document

bearing my signature given freely without misrepresentation or coercion, there can be no legally binding contract.

11) Past voter registration.  Similarly, since no obligation to perform in any manner was ever revealed in print, as

part of the requirements for the supposed "privilege" to vote for government officials, any such registration on my part cannot be legal

evidence of any obligation to perform.  Likewise, I have granted NO jurisdiction over me, to any political office.  It is my inherent

right to vote on elections or issues that I feel affect all of society; NOT because I need anyone to rule over me.  On the contrary -- I

have used the voting process only to instruct my public servants what a Citizen and Sovereign would like done.

12) Use of semantics.   There are some immature people with mental imbalances, such as the craving to dominate
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over other people, who masquerade as "government."  Just because  they alter definitions of words in the law books to their supposed

advantage, doesn't mean we have to accept those definitions.  The fact that they define the words "person," "address," "mail,"

"resident," "motor vehicle," "driving," "passenger," "employee," "income," and many others, in ways different from the common

usage, so as to be associated with a subject or slave status, means nothing in real life.

Because the courts have become entangled in the game of semantics, be it known to all courts and all parties, that if I have

ever signed any document or spoken any words on record, using words defined by twists in the law books different from the common

usage, there can be no effect whatsoever on my Sovereign status in society thereby, nor can there be created any obligation to perform

in any manner, by the mere use of such words.  Where the meaning in the common dictionary differs from the meaning in the law

dictionary, it is the meaning in common dictionary that prevails, because it is more trustworthy.

Such compelled and supposed "benefits" include, but are not limited to, the aforementioned typical examples.  My use of

such alleged "benefits" is under duress only, and is with full reservation of all my common law rights.  I have waived none of my

intrinsic rights and freedoms by my use thereof.  Furthermore, my use of such compelled "benefits" may be temporary, until better

alternatives become available, practical, and widely recognized.

(  F o r   A m e r i c a n s   o n l y  )

FEDERAL JURISDICTION

It is further relevant to this Affidavit that any violation of my Rights, Freedom, or Property by the federal government, or

any agent thereof, would be an illegal and unlawful excess, clearly outside the limited boundaries of federal jurisdiction.  My

understanding is that the jurisdiction of the U.S. federal government is defined by Article I, Section 8, Clause 17 of the U.S.

Constitution, quoted as follows:

"The Congress shall have the power . . . To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever, over such district (NOT

EXCEEDING TEN MILES SQUARE) as may, by cession of particular states and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the

Government of the United States, [District of Columbia] and to exercise like authority over all places purchased by the consent of the

legislature of the state in which the same shall be, for the Erection of Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock yards and other needful

Buildings;  And -- To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers . . ."

and Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2:

"The Congress shall have the Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other

Property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of the

United States, or of any particular State."

The definition of the "United States" being used here, then, is limited to its territories:

1) The District of Columbia 6) Northern Mariana Islands

2) Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 7) Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

3) U.S. Virgin Islands 8) Military bases within the 50 states

4) Guam 9) Federal agencies within the 50 states

5) American Samoa

It does not include the 50 states themselves, as is confirmed by the following cites:

"We have in our political system a Government of the United States and a government of each of the several States.  Each one of
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these governments is distinct from the others, and each has citizens of its own who owe it allegiance, and whose rights, within its

jurisdiction, it must protect.  The same person may be at the same time a citizen of the United States and a Citizen of a State, but his

rights of citizenship under one of these governments will be different from those he has under the other."

-- Slaughter House Cases United States vs. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542 (1875)

"THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IS A FOREIGN CORPORATION WITH RESPECT TO A STATE."  Volume 20:

Corpus Juris Sec. §1785: NY re: Merriam 36 N.E. 505 1441 S.Ct.1973, 41 L.Ed.287.

This is further confirmed by the following quote from the Internal Revenue Service:

Federal jurisdiction "includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American

Samoa."  -- Internal Revenue Code Section 312(e)

In legal terminology, the word "includes"  means "is limited to".

When referring to this "District" United States, the Internal Revenue Code uses the term "WITHIN" the United States.

When referring to the 50 States, the Internal Revenue Code uses the term "WITHOUT" the United States.

Dozens, perhaps hundreds, of court cases prove that federal jurisdiction is limited to the few federal territory areas above

indicated.  For example, in two Supreme Court cases, it was decided:

"The laws of Congress in respect to those matters do not extend into the territorial limits of the states, but have force only in the

District of Columbia, and other places that are within the exclusive jurisdiction of the national government,"

  --  Caha v. United States, 152 U.S., at 215

"We think a proper examination of this subject will show that the United States never held any municipal sovereignty, jurisdiction, or

right of soil in and to the territory, of which Alabama or any of the new States were formed,"  --  44 U.S., at 221

"[B]ecause, the United States have no constitutional capacity to exercise municipal jurisdiction, sovereignty, or eminent domain,

within the limits of a State or elsewhere, except in the cases in which it is expressly granted,"  -- 44 U.S., at 223

"Alabama is therefore entitled to the sovereignty and jurisdiction over all the territory within her limits, subject to the common law,"  --

44 U.S., at 228, 229.

-- Pollard v. Hagan, 44 U.S. 221, 223, 228, 229

Likewise, Title 18 of the United States Code at §7 specifies that the "territorial jurisdiction" of the United States extends

only outside the boundaries of lands belonging to any of the 50 States.

Therefore, in addition to the fact that no unrevealed federal contract can obligate me to perform in any manner without my

fully informed and uncoerced consent, likewise, no federal laws apply to me or have any jurisdiction over me.  I hereby affirm that I

do not reside or work in any federal territory of the "District" United States, and that therefore no U.S. federal government laws have

any authority over me.

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

Furthermore, I hereby revoke, rescind, and make void ab initio, all powers of attorney, in fact or otherwise, implied in law or

otherwise, signed either by me or anyone else, as it pertains to the government identification number formerly assigned to me,                                        

as it pertains to my birth certificate, marriage or business license, or any other licenses or certificates issued by any and all government

or quasi-governmental entities, due to the use of various elements of fraud by said agencies to attempt to deprive me of my
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Sovereignty or property.

I hereby waive, cancel, repudiate, and refuse to knowingly accept any alleged "benefit" or gratuity associated with any of the

aforementioned licenses, numbers, or certificates.  I do hereby revoke and rescind all powers of attorney, in fact or otherwise, signed

by me or otherwise, implied in law or otherwise, with or without my consent or knowledge, as it pertains to any and all property, real

or personal, corporeal or incorporeal, obtained in the past, present, or future.  I am the sole legal owner and possess allodial title to any

and all such property.

I affirm that all of the foregoing is true and correct.  I affirm that I am of lawful age and am competent to make this

Affidavit.  I hereby affix my own signature to all of the affirmations in this entire document with explicit reservation of all my

unalienable rights and my specific common law right not to be bound by any contract or obligation which I have not entered into

knowingly, willingly, voluntarily, and without misrepresentation, duress, or coercion.

The use of notary below is for identification only, and such use does NOT grant any jurisdiction to anyone.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAITH NOT.

Subscribed and sworn, without prejudice, as said in the Uniform Commercial Code 1-207,

, Principal, by Special Appearance, in Propria Persona, proceeding Sui Juris.

My Hand and Mark as Subscriber

Date                                           Common Law Seal _____________________________________________

On this            day of           , 19     , before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for __________________(state),

personally appeared the abovesigned, known to me to be the one whose name is signed on this instrument, and has acknowledged to

me that s/he has executed the same.

Signed ___________________________________________

Printed Name ______________________________________

Date _____________________________________________

My Commission Expires _____________________________   
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6
THE ABSENCE OF RETARDED EMOTIONS

 The retarded emotions -- fear, anger, sadness, evil,

horror, conflict, violence, hatred, disrespect, depression,

greed, loneliness, sarcasm, putting others down, worry,

paranoia, aggression, weakness, competition, selfishness,

cruelty, pain, suffering, egomania, desire to dominate,

narrow-mindedness, peacelessness, hypocrisy, silliness,

negativity, physical or verbal destructiveness, and so on --

are all progressively absent in higher states of awareness.

They will be 100% totally absent from anyone who has fully

developed sovereignty consciousness.

This standard of evolution is exclusively of the

actual Enlightenment and the immortal Love that flows from

it.  Further, only those concepts coming from that level

which are of the greatest beauty and relevance to the present

Descent of Heaven on Earth, are acceptable.  Affairs with

the old "good-versus-evil" drama are not entertained, even if

they are supposedly intended from the enlightened level to

instruct and educate.  The presently dawning Age of

Awakening is making them less necessary and they will soon

be obsolete.  In the concepts we favor, ignorance is 100%

absent, and therefore evil, and the boredom that goes with it,

are also 100% absent.

One of the characteristics of that ignorance is the

misconception that perpetual goodness and blissfulness is

somehow monotonous and one-sided.  However, just the

opposite is actually the case.  Monotony and one-sidedness

are characteristics of ignorance, not of enlightenment.  Just

because happiness and bliss are always present does not

mean that they have stopped growing and expanding, or that

the forms in which they manifest are always the same.  They

are not.  The purpose of existence is the eternal expansion of

happiness and bliss, so perpetual goodness, if it is genuine,

cannot ever cause the boredom of monotony.  On the

contrary, only with the boundlessness of cosmic

consciousness can endless diversity really have its play.

People, events, forms, and phenomena do not

become more alike in the heavenly bliss of enlightenment, as

the ignorant sometimes have mistakenly supposed.  They

become more individual, more unique, more different . . .

while at the same time more centered in the timeless

sameness of absolute, unmanifested Being.

Goodness in and of itself does not indicate

enlightenment in a human, but if it remains good, it can lead

to enlightenment.  Enlightenment, on the other hand, always

represents goodness . . . it cannot become interested in

stupidity, in boring ugly mediocrity, or in low pleasure-joy

levels.  The ignorant, unenlightened people of the dark ages

who preferred violence, horror, destructiveness, and conflict,

somehow saw it as "strong" and interesting.  But as human

consciousness evolves to higher planes of advancement, one

sees all that as weakness, as

retardedness, and as boring.

In the arts, we have laughed when people whose

mentalities are of the past say that competition, conflict,

struggle, evil, and the like are "necessary" to add "realism,

color, spice, and variety" to stories.  It seems like most of the

millions of films and books of the twentieth century have

specialized in all the negative, undeveloped, retarded

emotions.  Even the "greatest" and most "celebrated"

filmmakers, like Steven Spielberg, George Lucas, and

Francis Ford Coppola, or like the now-deceased television

producer Rod Serling, have been technical masters in

creating fear and conflict.  They don't seem to realize that

this is inferior, stupid, and boring to the rapidly spreading

segments of humanity who are growing into higher levels of

subjective evolution.

Such ignorance is like the analogy of the frogs in

the bottom of the dark well, who thought that goodness is

only a tiny part of reality, because all they could see of it was

a small hole of light shining in at the top of the well.  If they

were only to pass through the hole into the light, they would

find an awesome and unlimited new world above, far more
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vast and infinitely diverse than they ever imagined . . . where

goodness is 100% of life, and negative distortions are

nowhere to be found.

 Heaven on Earth will be characterized by all good

everywhere and non-good nowhere.

"She who knows not, and knows not that she knows 

not, is a fool; avoid her.

She who knows not, and knows that she knows not, 

is simple; teach her.

She who knows, and knows not that she knows, is asleep;

awaken her.

She who knows, and knows that she knows, is wise; 

listen to her."            -- (author unknown)

Knowing . . . real Knowing can never be

understood without direct experience of the Bliss which is

beyond all words, beyond all knowledge, beyond all books,

all philosophy, all concepts, all thinking, and all so-called

education.  Only in the direct experience of the

boundlessness of the unified field of consciousness, the pure

sky of awareness, can a person become "the One Who

Knows".

"There is a very ancient story about an old man

who came to his master and said, 'I have been to see a great

number of teachers and I have given up a great number of

pleasures.  I have fasted, been celibate, and stayed awake all

night, seeking enlightenment.  I have given up everything I

was asked to give up and I have suffered, but I have not

been enlightened.  What should I do?'

"The master replied, 'Give up suffering.  Neither

music can prevent your enlightenment, nor your sense

perceptions, nor women.  Only one thing can prevent your

enlightenment, and that is suffering.  Enlightenment is the

ultimate celebration, so any small celebrations that you are

having will become just like steps towards it.  But suffering

cannot become a step towards enlightenment.'"     -- from the

masterpiece book Satyam, Shivam, Sundram (Truth,

Godliness, Beauty), by Osho

Someone once commented to me about this story,

that they thought they disagreed.  (Can you imagine?)  They

said, "Nothing in the universe is wasted.  Even suffering has

its function. Often suffering opens our hearts and minds to

issues we are otherwise too content to bother with.  We need

both sunshine and rain to grow the seeds we sow in life."

My response was that it is true that suffering has a

function -- it is nature's way of tellng us that we have

violated natural law!  If we put our finger in the fire, it will

burn.  Pain, fear, problems, all negative experiences -- result

from violation of some natural law.  As Ken Carey (author

of Starseed Transmissions and other masterpieces) puts it,

fear in its natural function is a good thing.  It prevents us

from stepping over a cliff, and many other dangers.  It is

instinctive in animals.  However, in man, it has become a

cancerous disease.  It has become excessive, far beyond its

intended function.  Fear, destructiveness, suffering, and all

life-negating emotions were never intended as a way of life.

Then the priests and politicians came along and

exploited the situation, seeing that it seemed to be quite

profitable for their temples to keep the masses in suffering.

That makes it possible to control, dominate, and exploit

them.  The priest can make them feel guilty, that they have

sinned, and can get them to confess and give donations; and

the politician can tax them.

If they are free of suffering, if they are enjoying,

having fun, reaching ecstasy, thinking for themselves, then

who needs the old miserable priests and politicians?  Their

whole profession is finished.  So they conspired to glorify

suffering.  They made it "virtuous" to suffer.  It's "good" for

you.  It builds "character".  Why couldn't people see that that

was all stupid nonsense, all lies?  Even common sense

knows better.

Then after living in all varieties of miseries for

thousands of years, if someone comes along and says, it was

all unnecessary, that it didn't lead anywhere, that it was a

dead-end, that it didn't contribute to character at all, and

furthermore, it didn't lead even one step towards divinity,

heaven, a better afterlife, or enlightenment . . . that seems

too much for some people.  They would like to criticize this

obvious wisdom.  They have so much invested in suffering

that to discredit it hurts even more.  They try to justify it, that

it was all worthwhile . . . it was and continues to be valid

somehow.

However, no matter how strenuously anyone may

try to defend it and dignify it, poverty, sickness, pain, and

misery remain as unvirtuous, as unhelpful, as opposed to

human advancement as ever.  The great Gautama the

Buddha said, "No need to suffer".  Christ and all great
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people in history -- if they were truly great -- have all said

similar things.  On what better authority do we need it?

They are not saying that suffering has no place on

the road to enlightenment.  They are not saying it has no

function.  Otherwise, it wouldn't exist.  They are saying that

it has no intrinsic value in and of itself.  The value only

comes in the lessons we learn after it.  People often say "we

learn from our mistakes".  That is not exactly accurate.

What in fact happens is that we learn from the WISDOM

which comes AFTER the mistakes; not the mistakes

themselves.  If everyone was learning only from mistakes,

the world should be full of super-super-geniuses by now!

No.  We don't learn from mistakes.  And it is never the

suffering which actually "opens our hearts and minds"; it is

the Love, the happiness, that we quickly rush back towards

-- AFTER the suffering -- that opens our hearts.

The suffering is not due the credit . . . except that

it alarmed us that we were off-track; and the credit goes to

our going BACK ON track -- not to the alarm alone.  It is

this simple misunderstanding and the undue credit suffering

has received that has exaggerated its value and prolonged it

far, far beyond its original capabilities of usefulness.

Further, one of the ridiculous traditional sayings is,

"Into every life some rain must fall", meaning that some

misfortune must befall everyone.  However, what pain is

there in rain?  There is none.  Rain is beautiful.   That is just

confused thinking.  People have used this analogy or

metaphor for suffering, and it is not a valid one.  Rain is

blissful -- it is beautiful!

It is true that we need both suffering and

happiness, both pain and pleasure, in the lessons in life, in

the education of life.  Pain and suffering have their place in

the universe, in nature, and in human experience.  When

Buddha says "no need to suffer", what he means is, simply

that there comes a point in one's evolution where one should

have learned those lessons and graduated from that

elementary school.  There comes a point in everyone's

evolvement when to keep violating natural law and suffering

because of it starts getting stupid.   How many times does it

take to learn?  Once should be enough . . . but even

thousands and thousands of years of misery don't seem to be

enough for most of mankind!

That is because of this same ignorance we have

been discussing -- the misunderstanding of the value -- or the

lack of it -- of suffering.  There comes a point when one

should simply learn to stop putting the finger in the fire and

move on out of the kindergarten of life.  A time comes when

one finally begins to experience the vast dimensions of

pleasures, happinesses, and joys of higher life.  If one

persists in suffering and the errors that cause it, then one

cannot advance.  That is what the Master meant by "Give up

suffering."

Most of mankind has been immature, as you must

know.  Most of humanity, from peasants to presidents, from

criminals to popes, from morons to celebrities, have been

adolescent, childish, infantile.  That is why there have been

so many problems everywhere, so much conflict.  Because

of this immaturity, people think problems are natural . . .

they think "mistakes are human", conflicts are normal,

suffering is inevitable.  They have had no memory, nor any

premonition, of anything better.  They have been simply

ignorant; asleep.

This relates to a funny story.  A man at an airport

came upon one of those coin-operated biorhythm machines.

It asks for your birthdate, name, and other information, and

it prints out a personal biorhythm reading.  He was putting

his coins in and punching in the required information, but he

was having difficulty remembering facts and figures.  Then

he dropped some coins on the floor, and bending down to

pick them up, he bumped his head on the machine.  He fell

on the floor, knocked out.  Then his reading came out of the

machine, saying, "You are at your high point in intelligence,

skill, energy, and charisma."  (This is definitely a perfect

example of dark-age humor).

Perhaps 90% of mankind have been living in a

subnormal level.  Perhaps about 9.9% have reached some

semblance of a normal level, but only around 0.1% have

glimpsed or attained the supernormal.  The level of the

supernormal is the future of the human species.  And that is

the level from which sovereignty consciousness comes.

That is the level from which our concepts and our creativity

originate.  Thus, the supernormal is the level on which our

whole lives are made.  It is forever beyond all suffering,

beyond all pain and problems, beyond all barbarian

mentality, beyond all violence and backwardness.

Our future arts productions and those of all

enlightened Golden Age artisans will create a bridge of

access for people to be attracted into the supernormal.  This
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will introduce most of mankind for the first time to the

higher expansions of pleasure, happiness, joy, ecstasy, and

bliss.  This . . . and only this . . . is what brings real maturity.

Without these higher experiences, realized from within

themselves, people only grow old . . . they never mature.

Our arts productions will deliberately be entirely

absent of all evil, problems, suffering, and unkind

unpleasantries.  So far, it seems we are almost the only ones

even talking this way.  It is from Supreme Wisdom that this

decision has been made: it is not without years of penetrating

discernment and sublime comprehension.

The world has already known far too much of

suffering, has it not?  Then why keep deliberately putting

more of it into movies, television, and storybooks?   Are not

tens of thousands of years of prolonged investigations into

every imaginable conflict and atrocity enough?   The lessons

that could have been learned by it have been learned by most

people.  Now it is time to awaken mankind to something

new.  Destructiveness, or in Sanskrit "tamas", or

"tamo-guna", has become vastly excessive in the last few

thousand years, and has imbalanced the world to an extreme

degree.  Mankind has fought five thousand wars in just three

thousand years.

Now it is necessary to counterbalance with an

over-abundance of "sattva" -- the sweetness, comfort, peace,

goodness, real strength, power, tenderness, kindness, Love,

and life-nourishing, life-supporting, life-strengthening

virtues.  That is why mankind is presently advised to gather

thousands of meditators together in groups -- to generate

sattva, to generate the essential uplifting positive influence of

"Superradiance".

Christians talk about how Jesus Christ "suffered"

on the cross and so on.  That is an insult to him, to think that

he suffered.  It shows the ignorance of the people about the

reality of the enlightened state, in which even the torture of

the body cannot affect the permanent and eternal state of

ecstatic blissfulness which enlightenment is.  No truly

enlightened being has ever suffered in the least after having

attained enlightenment.  Before, yes, but not after.

Otherwise it is not genuine enlightenment.  And once

attained, real enlightenment cannot be lost, cannot be

cancelled, defeated, or even lessened or diminished.  It goes

on growing and growing and growing infinitely.  It is

invincible and eternal.

Religions all over the world have glorified

suffering as some kind of great thing.  Priests and politicians

have been in cooperation with the merchants of death,

because it has been big business.  Huge profits have been

made on stress, suffering, fear, and ignorance.  This again is

due to the stupidity and ignorance and low level of evolution

of the masses.  And since suffering has been so pervasive,

even among the rich and privileged, and seeing no way out

of it, people began to console themselves by saying that it is

"God's will", that it is needed as part of life and so on.  This

shows the retardedness of man's mind.  He will suffer even

in God's name, and he knows nothing about God.

Man is the only being in existence who has been

suffering.  Otherwise, the whole universe is nothing but

ecstasy, celebration, orgasm, festivity, extravagance.  Man

has misused his free will, and suffering is his own making.

God has nothing to do with it.  God actually doesn't really

exist . . . outside of man's own essential identity.  Godliness

exists, and He-She-It is only Love, peace, comfort, joy,

pleasure, happiness, all things good.  The higher man's level

of consciousness, the greater the happiness.  Happiness

increases with consciousness.  That is why the master in the

story said that every small celebration is just a step towards

enlightenment, which is the ultimate and eternal celebration.

  Love, not fear, leads upwards.  Humor . . .

playfulness . . . celebration . . . not seriousness, lead to the

Divine life.  Freedom with sex . . . not repression . . . leads

beyond it towards Realization, if one is simply natural,

loving, respectful, innocent, and childlike with it.  Saying

"Yes" to life . . . "Yes" to everything in natural existence . . .

leads to Nirvana.  Being oneself, natural, authentic, relaxed,

in the flow, not trying to manipulate or control, but instead

allowing the Higher Intelligence to move through oneself . . .

harmlessness, gratitude, reverence for all things, allowing

freedom to all beings, practicing deep, natural, and effortless

meditation arts, being festive, creative, life-giving, bringing

Heaven on Earth . . . creating all good things, and

generously sharing them with all people . . . creating

paradise, pleasure, happiness, joy, beauty, freedom . . . these

are some of the true wisdoms of the real religiousness that

leads to Cosmic Consciousness . . . and flows from it.

 The arts and the expressions of sovereignty

consciousness of the presently dawning Golden Age will

reveal a range of realities that are infinitely more fascinating
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than even the best of the dark ages, including the twentieth

century.  Only uplifting, life-supporting influences will be

entertained.  The concepts, expressions, and arts of this

intelligence can harm no one and nothing except harm itself.

The criteria of enlightenment, however, is not in its actions.

It is on a far subtler level, in the consciousness itself.  This,

only similar or greater awareness can recognize.      

v
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7
THE FOUNTAINHEAD AND SOURCE
OF SOVEREIGNTY CONSCIOUSNESS

Let us board the royal Ship of Intelligence and

voyage on the Ocean of Love to the Shores of

Understanding.  We will arrive at a great treasure, the real

and genuine secret of sovereignty consciousness sought by

kings and queens and known by wise people throughout

history.  It is a magical treasure, for the more it is given away

to others, the larger it becomes for the giver.  Like a candle

lighting other candles, the first candle loses nothing.

Receiving this unquenchable flame, this indestructible

treasure, solves all problems and ends all suffering.

Sailing the Waves of Care, we begin to feel the

pleasant breezes of the peace that passeth understanding.

On the way, those who have received the treasure long ago

tell enticing stories of experiencing the comfort and security

of the wisdom made of bliss, and the warmth of the

sunshine of divine radiance.  Their legends say that receiving

the secret of sovereignty consciousness makes one feel the

tenderness and gentleness that always come with true

strength.

Anyone can receive it, and everyone who does,

begins to enjoy the fragrance of oneness, coherence,

harmony, and deep laughter.  It brings the vision of the

shimmering beauty present in everything.  We view the

panorama of creation through the magical lenses of the

overflowing heart, from the fantastic scenery of the summit

peaks of grace, to the mysteriously beautiful infinity in an

enlightened smile.

We hear the rapturous enchantment of the

overflowing silence of endless time and space, the ecstasy of

the poetry of friendliness, humility, and compassion, and the

exalting celestial harmonies of the angelic music of the

spheres.  We taste the delicious sweetness of the nectar of

purity of heart, and the incomparable ambrosia of the ending

of esoteric loneliness forever.  We are grateful for the

transcendental euphoria of the discovery of awesome riches

in the Ocean of Love, endless and inexhaustible treasures

deep within the center of the heart.

Where does all this vast, measureless, boundless

Love come from?  When the treasure of the secret of

sovereignty consciousness awakens, the vision of

Understanding dawns.  One realizes that the secret of it is

the experience signified by what people call "Love".  The

feeling center in the chest, which people call the "heart", is

like a cone-shaped lake:

The lake is shallowest around the edges, and is

deepest at the center.  Most people live their whole lives in

the shallower areas of the heart, near the edges.  They are

nice people, friendly most of the time, but shallow.  They

rarely if ever feel the greater depths of Love, and the power

and bliss it brings.  They don't know what they are missing!

The deeper we go in the heart, the more charming

it becomes, and the closer we come to the ultimate source of

all Love.  When we arrive at the center, in the depth of the

heart, a mysterious thing happens . . . it opens out into

infinity!   That's  why we have symbolized the source with

the infinity sign.

The nature of this source is not like any other

experience imaginable.  It is, in fact, beyond the definitions

of what we ordinarily call "experience"; it is actually the

essential constituent of all experience . . . pure

consciousness.  People have given it many names down

through history . . . No-mind, the Tao, the Holy Spirit, Zen,

Atman, Purusha, Samhita, the Self, God, Being, I Am,

transcendental consciousness, the spiritual sky, pure

awareness, hokseda, nagwal, and so on.  Some prefer just to

call it "indescribable".

The source of sovereignty consciousness, also

known as Love, then, is this unmanifest, invisible, silent,

absolute, timeless, eternal, nonchanging, infinite,

omnipresent, all-pervading, universal "something".  Drawing

upon it fills the heart to overflowing and nourishes the very

roots of life.
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It is also the unified field of the whole universe,

the whole existence . . . the same unified field that Einstein

intuited and tried to explain.  Physicists are slowly starting to

understand that it exists, and that the most sophisticated

instrumentation for observing it is nothing less than the

laboratory of the human nervous system.

The unified field has exactly all the same qualities

as the source of Love, pure unbounded bliss consciousness.

This is because they are one and the same.  Love is the

unifying power of existence.  Love harmonizes, brings

together, unifies.  And what could be more unifying than the

unified field itself?   Nothing less than the direct experience

of the unified field by all humanity will ever unite all

humanity.  Therefore, the unified field is the source and

ultimate reality of Love.  And Love . . . as Adruum-El

Dorado says . . . "is the only reason to live at all".

Now the actual location in the body where access

to the unified field is experienced, is in the head.  So in

reality the lake is upside down:

Anyone whose attention is inverted, who "turns

within", goes deeper into the ocean of the heart towards the

unified field.  This happens in deep meditation, which is

most effectively practiced effortlessly, sitting comfortably

with eyes closed.  The state reached at the deepest point in

meditation, where the awareness opens to the unified field,

has been called many names, including samadhi, satori, and

turiya.  It is the fourth state of consciousness, after sleep,

dream, and waking.  Meditation that leads to the fourth state

is a delicate process with powerful benefits, so it is best to

have the personal guidance of someone who genuinely

knows the way.

The bliss that fills the heart from the unified field

in deep meditation, is what automatically overflows from us

in waves of what we call Love.  Those who never dive into

the depth of the heart in deep meditation, or who never feel

the transforming impact of that beatitude, are ignorant that

such a field even exists within them.

So one can be in the heart without being aware of

the unified field, but one cannot enter the unified field

without going through the heart.

It is also possible to move deeper in the ocean of

Love just through right thought and action, without initially

practicing sitting meditation.  Those who engage in loving

service are moving deeper and drawing from the infinite

supply in the unified field, even without having any clear

transcendental experience of it.  By giving life-supporting,

life-nourishing influences, good vibrations, and following

the principles of Love such as "being grateful for

everything" all the time, fresh waters are always pouring into

the heart to replenish what was given, like a well which is

refilled as water is drawn out.

The magic of nurturing giving is that more is

always received than was given, and so it expands the

capacity of giving.  This deepens the heart, and eventually

anyone who is always giving Love is gong to arrive at the

unified field.  This is a culmination of bliss which is almost

always experienced at first with the eyes closed . . . an

ecstatic feeling, in a spontaneous sitting meditation.

Thus, one can come to meditation through Love,

which is the feminine way; or one can come to Love

through meditation, which is the masculine way.  Either

way, the circle is completed, and integration and

Enlightenment are attained.  If both ways are practiced

alternately every day, with the rhythms of nature, then Love

is unfolded most rapidly.  This is the fastest path of

evolution,and those who take this High Way are the most

fortunate.

Thus, the "secret" of Love, freedom, and

sovereignty consciousness, is really no secret at all.  It has

never been "hidden"; it's just that most people have forgotten

how to sense it -- how to live on the plane of experience

where it is an all-time reality, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

This can also be considered in terms of the

chakras, the energy centers of the body.  As Osho has said,

there are not necessarily seven chakras, as many

unenlightened teachers have thought.  There could be three,

five, eight, or otherwise.  It depends on the individual, and

on how one feels and measures the centers.  But for the sake

of illustration, let us here assume that there are seven.  One

can see that the heart is the gateway from the lower three to

the higher three; just as the fourth state of consciousness is

the gateway from the lower three -- sleep, dream, and

waking, to the higher three states of enlightenment --

Cosmic consciousness, God consciousness, and Unity

consciousness.  In the chakras, the infinite is accessed at the

seventh, the crown chakra:
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The lower three centers form a foundation on the

Earth, like the base of a pyramid.

On the other hand, as one deepens in Love

through the heart, towards the unified field, an expansion is

experienced towards infinity.  Therefore the lines could also

be drawn the opposite way, expanding outwards:

And if we put the two together, we have the

six-pointed star of harmony:

Together in concert we are bringing the Creation

of Heaven on Earth in this generation, by the spreading of

Enlightenment and "EnLovenment".  We abide always in

the nonchanging oneness of the Self, and remain friends

forever in the everchanging evolutions of Enlovenment --

the essential quality of sovereignty consciousness.

v
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8
TO TAX OR NOT TO TAX

If you turn on the light in a dark room, the

darkness disappears.  This is because darkness and light

cannot coexist.  Similarly, sovereignty consciousness and

paying taxes don't go together.

Nonetheless, the human world has been set up in

such a way that most taxes cannot always be easily or

conveniently avoided, such as sales taxes, customs duties,

excise taxes, property taxes, and so on.  That is changing,

however, as more and more people develop sovereignty

consciousness.

Property taxes can be avoided in many countries

by registering the property as a religion, a scientific institute,

a college, or some other kind of tax exempt foundation.

They can also be successfully avoided in some cases through

acquisition of the original land patent, also known as allodial

title.

Estate taxes can be avoided through the right

kinds of pure trusts.

Customs duties can be avoided by importing or

exporting through "duty free zones", such as Fargo, North

Dakota; or the Dominican Republic.  The Dominican

Republic claims to be the largest free zone in the world.

Sales taxes can be avoided by purchasing one's

merchandise from a free-market vendor.

Unfortunately, not all of these methods have been

convenient or easy of access to everyone.

However, it is both possible and easy, with the

right knowledge, for anyone anywhere in the world to stop

filing income tax returns and paying income tax, both on

one's personal income and on one's business income.  If you

have followed the reasoning of this book so far, you

understand perfectly well why it is both desirable and

possible.  One can be FREE from filing and paying income

taxes now, with:

♦ NO need for illegal actions

♦ NO need for going to court

♦ NO need for long tedious study

♦ NO going to jail

♦ NO confiscation of property

♦ NO extreme lifestyle changes

♦ NO inconveniences

♦ NO hassles

♦ NO big expense

♦ NO fear *

* ( the definition of FEAR is:

F alse E vidence A ppearing R eal )

Your Obligation to the Social Good:  Avoid Taxes

Some people ask, well if no one paid taxes, how

would the necessary functions of government get funded?

First of all, let it be remembered that governments have been

funded through many other forms of taxes besides income

taxes.

Secondly, as the human species matures and

grows up, governments will be less and less needed.  Their

so-called "necessary functions" will either become

unnecessary, or they will be replaced by private businesses in

the free market.  When that happens, the cost of the goods

and services thus provided will go down, and the quality of

the goods and services will go up.

For anyone who asks how the schools will get

funded, let them be reminded that it is not desirable to have

governments funding the schools.  This is because, as

already reviewed, the government is the public sector, which

has the lowest level of human evolution, the lowest level of

consciousness, and thus the lowest level of intelligence of

any sector of human society.  Therefore they are the least

qualified to be teaching our children.  Government schooling

produces the lowest, most retarded, most backward

education in the world.  It is far preferable to have schooling

provided by the free enterprise, free market sector of society,

which is the most highly evolved, the most qualified, and the

most intelligent.

If one asks how will the roads get paved, how will

the bridges be built, and how will all the other multifarious

benefits of society be funded, if no one paid taxes, the
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answer should be obtained from reading the masterpiece

book, The Market for Liberty, by Morris and Linda Tannehill

(Laissez Faire Books, San Francisco).  It is one of the most

powerful books ever written, in showing how human society

would be elevated to a far higher condition of well-being if

government disappeared altogether.

Douglas Casey, the famous free-market billionaire

and author of Crisis Investing, credited The Market for

Liberty as being one of the few most powerful and impactful

books he ever read in his entire life.  Many others would

agree with him.  The logical and practical left-brain analysis

of economics given in the book display a beautiful example

of highly developed sovereignty consciousness.

Once sovereignty consciousness is established,

then one is in the proper frame of mind to deal with the tax

man and all the other poor souls who work for the public

sector.  The tendency to want to tax other people is

characteristic of one of the lowest levels of human evolution.

A tax is defined as money taken from large numbers of

people without regard to whether they wanted to give it.  It is

required; it is mandatory.  If someone doesn't voluntarily

give it, then force is used to collect it.  Therefore a tax is

theft, pure and simple.  It violates the other man's right of

free choice.

A purchase, by contrast, is a transaction where

one voluntarily pays money out of one's freedom of choice,

and usually a product or service corresponding to the

amount paid is delivered to the purchaser.  This is a

phenomenon characterizing a higher level of evolution.

Imagine if there were no taxes in the world, but all the things

which taxes were meant to pay for were financed through

voluntary purchases.

The government that collects taxes is nothing but

the largest organized crime racket in the world, which has

institutionalized theft on the grandest scales.  Imagine what

would happen if tomorrow morning, all five billion people

on the planet, except those working for the various

governments, were to wake up with the beginning of

sovereignty consciousness?  If all non-government citizens

of the world were to suddenly have a slightly higher level of

awareness, they would think more intelligently.  All of a

sudden the retarded, backward practices of coercion and

theft would evaporate.

People would stop financing the grand extortion

machines and within a few months, even weeks, the entire

monstrosity of so-called government would collapse.  Then

millions of government-paid workers would have to go out

and get real jobs, doing something that really contributes

valuable goods and services to society.  Weapons

manufacturers would go out of business.  Armies and

militaries would dissolve, and war would become obsolete.

Suddenly billions, even trillions of dollars would be liberated

for more productive life-supporting uses.

Billions of people would suddenly have decent

food, clothing, and shelter, or the means to organize it.  A far

higher percentage of people would be completely financially

independent.  We know the Neo-Tech people talk about the

producers and the non-producers, and they call the priests of

the non-producers the "mystics", who are considered to be

evil influences.  Well, there are three kinds of mystics in the

world.  The pessi-mystics, the opti-mystics, and the  real-

istics.  The pessimist complains about the wind.  The

optimist believes it's going to change.  The realist adjusts the

sails.

And here's one more.  An optimist is a man who

goes to the window every morning and says, "Good

morning, God!"  The pessimist goes to the window every

morning and says, "Good God, morning!"

The notion of there not being enough to go

around is simply an unfounded myth; a falsity.  The fears of

shortages are based on ignorance and on deliberate

disinformation campaigns by certain vested interests.  It is

not a problem of supply.  The problems are of distribution,

of vast amounts of waste, and of massive investments in

destruction, caused by sheer stupidity.  Consequently, most

of the world's currencies are no longer backed by gold, or

anything of value.

For example.  You know most people don't even

know what money is?  Most people call a U.S. Federal

Reserve Note "money", but it's not really federal, because it's

a private bank.  Look it up in the phone book.  The Federal

Reserve is found in the business listings under Federal

Express -- not in the government listings.  There's no

reserve, because it's not gold backed, and it's not a note,

because there's no due date, and it's not redeemable to the

maker.  But, still, they call them "Federal Reserve Notes".

I had some fun one day.  I was in a department

store making a purchase, and there was a young girl at the

cash register.  She said "cash or charge?"  I said, "Do you

accept Federal Reserve Notes?"  And she said, "Well, I don't
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know, I'll have to check with my manager."

Ha ha ha.  After laughing to myself a little, I had

to wonder, maybe she's right -- maybe they're not accepting

so-called "dollars" any more.  It's already hard to exchange

them in Switzerland.  Since the turn of the century, a dollar

has gone down from 100% to perhaps 5% of its original

value.  Soon it may be zero.  Maybe that's why if all the

financial experts in the world were laid end to end, they

would still point in all directions.

WHY shouldn't  one pay income tax?

Besides saving money, there are many reasons for

why we don't participate in income tax.  The most important

reason is that the money thus taken does not go to build

roads, build health centers, or help society in any way.  What

most people believe is done with it is not the same as what is

actually done with it.

This is the case all over the world, in all countries.

Some of the following information talks about the USA.

However, if you're from another country, you should read it

anyway, because the principles are more or less universal.

What is being discussed here affects all countries.

For example, most Americans think the federal

income tax goes to the U.S. Treasury to pay the expenses of

the U.S. Government.  This is not so.  Have you ever looked

on the back of your cancelled check to the I.R.S.?  It says

something like "pay to the Federal Reserve".  Have you ever

looked up the Federal Reserve in the telephone book?  It's

not under the government listings.  Why not?  You will find

it in the white pages, along with all the other private business

listings, several lines down from Federal Express.

The Federal Reserve is a private bank, and always

has been.  The stock in the Federal Reserve is owned by

about ten individuals and companies, eight or nine of whom

are European.  Therefore 100% of the income tax goes to an

international cartel of bankers, to pay the "interest" on the

so-called "debt owed by the U.S. Government", which is

phony, since its "bankruptcy" in 1933.   In the words of

former President Ronald Reagan, spoken while in office:

"One hundred percent of what is collected is

absorbed solely by interest on the Federal Debt and by

Federal transfer payments.  In other words, all individual

income tax revenues are gone before one nickel is spent on

the services taxpayers expect from government."    --

President Ronald Reagan,

 1984, Grace Commission Report

"Our federal tax system is, in short, utterly

impossible, utterly unjust, and completely counter-

productive.  It has earned a rebellion.  And it's time we

rebelled." -- President Ronald Reagan, while in office,

quoted in the Albuquerque Journal, May 31, 1985, page

A12

Albeit admittedly some of that international

banking money makes its way back into the world economy

in productive and life-supporting enterprises, far too much of

it is wasted or misspent supporting coercive regimes and

institutions, financing wars and weapons trade, and all kinds

monopolistic world domination campaigns that mainly serve

small groups at the expense of the majority.  The very fact

that it was collected via force and coercion in the first place

should indicate to you what moral and ethical level it comes

from.

Thus, the other equally important reason we don't

support it, is that it is a violation of natural law.  To take

someone's property when they haven't voluntarily offered it,

using coercion and deceit, against their consent, is a violation

of natural law.   We do support natural law!

The moral, ethical, spiritual, social, financial,

business, and personal reasons for the "why" of not paying

income taxes fill volumes.  Order the catalog of Laissez Faire

Books, of San Francisco, and order some of their books, all

of which will give you practical, scientific, factual, realistic,

actual, economic, proven, ideological, social, ethical, and

philosophical reasons for not paying the income tax.  Suffice

it to say here that the sooner the entire world population

stops paying taxes of any kind, the better for the welfare of

everyone in the world.

Americans might ask, "If the money to the IRS

does not go to the U.S. Treasury, why does it say

'Department of the Treasury' on IRS forms?"  The answer is

that it is a clever deception.  Nowhere on the IRS forms does

it say "U.S. Department of the Treasury".  It says "Internal

Revenue Service", and then just "Department of the

Treasury", but no "U.S.".  They are getting paid billions of

dollars to keep you thinking that it is part of the government,

so they do a good job of cleverly deceiving.  It is the IRS's

"Department of the Treasury"; not the U.S. Government's.
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The IRS is the collection agency for the Federal Reserve, a

private bank.

"If We Stop Supporting the Government, Then Who

Will Provide All the Public Services?"

This is the usual question from everyone who is

new to this higher level of intelligence on taxes.  "If we pay

no taxes, then who builds and maintains the highways and

plows them in the winter?"  The question is a very good one.

This is the intelligent question which everyone in the world

should ask, but very few ever do.  Those who ask it are to be

credited with having the wisdom and the love in their hearts

to care enough to even pose the question.

Throughout this book is wisdom which shows

generally the superiority of the laissez faire sector over the

public sector to do virtually everything.  Why on Earth is a

government needed for paying for infrastructures that all of

society shares?  More essentially, when human beings

evolve to just a little more maturity, the retarded interest in

domination, exploitation, subjugation, coercion, and forcing

people to pay taxes against their will, is going to dissolve and

evaporate.

What will take its place will be far superior free

market organizations and companies that will do everything

good that government ever did, but at far lower cost, and

with far higher quality.  Human society will be infinitely

happier, more prosperous, and more free.

Whether it be roads, the oceans and sea ways,

environmental concerns, air traffic control, or outer space . .

. whatever is considered to be the common interest of all,

can all be administered with far greater skill, quality,

efficiency, and cost effectiveness by the free market, the

laissez faire sector, than the so-called "public" sector, which

is government.

To prove this in detail, it is highly recommended

to read three other books, all available from Laissez Faire

Books in San Francisco -- phone 415-541-9780; fax 415-

541-0597; e-mail: orders@laissezfaire.org.  Within the USA,

call toll free: 1-800-326-0996.

1) The Machinery of Freedom, by David

Friedman, Ph.D. (son of Milton Friedman, the famous

University of Chicago professor who champions the free

market).  Price $14.95.  In particular, refer to Part II,

Chapter 15: "A Libertarian Grab Bag: How to Sell the State

in Small Pieces".  This chapter includes discussions that

specifically address this question about funding

infrastructures.

2) For A New Liberty, by Murray

Rothbard.  Price $12.95.  Refer to Chapter 11, which

specifically discusses "who would build and maintain the

highways", etc.  This book is especially highly

recommended, for its target to these questions and its

wisdom in general.

3) The Market for Liberty, by Morris and

Linda Tannehill.  Price $12.95.  Douglas Casey, the famous

free market billionaire and author of Crisis Investing, said

The Market for Liberty was the most powerful and life-

changing book he had ever read in his entire life, other than

Atlas Shrugged, by Ayn Rand.  The Market for Liberty may

not specifically mention roads and highways, but otherwise

it is a masterpiece for showing how much better everything

else about the world would function with no government.

There are many other excellent books that could

be recommended as well, as is evident from the Laissez Faire

catalog, but these should suffice for now.  In addition, other

organizations promoting high wisdoms in the libertarian,

objectivist, and laissez faire directions, include:

       Investors International:  805-965-4895

       The Ludwig von Mises Institute : 334-844-2500

       Institute for Objectivist Studies: 914-471-6100

       Future of Freedom Foundation : 703-934-6101

       Truth Seeker Company :  800-551-5328

Should the Income Tax Be Replaced with a

National Sales Tax?

This is a question currently being entertained in

the USA, however, people from countries all over the world

should consider it as well, and get  clear about it.

Some organizations are enthusiastically promoting

the idea that the income tax should be abolished, and that it

should be replaced with a new national sales tax.  Sales tax

already exists locally in states, and nationally in subtle ways.

But their idea is to add a new federal tax on all purchases,

enough to replace the income tax.

They think that it will satisfy some kind of

legitimate need that really exists, for some kind of legitimate

government that they fantasize actually exists.  What they

fail to realize, however, is that all taxes, of all kinds, are a

violation of natural law.

Advocates of the federal or "national" sales tax
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also fail to recognize that the nation state itself will soon be

an extinct dinosaur.  More and moreso,  a few human beings

can no longer control the main channels of activity in their

artificially chosen geographic areas.  Read the powerful book

The Sovereign Individual, by James Dale Davidson; and

What Went Wrong in the 20th Century, by Jim Bennett.

Both books chronicle the impending end of nations as statist

institutions.  Therefore, any "national" or "federal" taxes

they impose, will wither, dissolve, and evaporate along with

them.

National sales taxes presently exist in European

countries like England and France, in addition to income

tax.  In England it is called the Value Added Tax (VAT), and

it is one of the most hated taxes in Europe.  It is ballooning

prices of goods and services all out of proportion, stifling

creativity, draining productivity, killing incentive, and slowly

destroying the wealth of society from within, like a cancer.

Thus once again, it is doing the same thing other taxes do . .

. it is coercively  transfering the property of the producers to

the non-producers, the parasitic bureaucrats -- the so-called

public sector.

National sales tax advocates in America claim that

their proposal is very different from the European VAT.  But

it is not, in essence, any different.  The main characteristics,

and end result, are the same.

The moral reasons for avoiding taxes of any kind

have already been recited in the preceding pages.  If you are

still not in agreement with this, then your mind isn't clear on

it.  Read those pages again.  If and when the income tax gets

abolished for the whole society, it should be replaced with . .

. . . nothing!

Just How Large Is This

Non-tax-paying Population?

The Free Market, that segment of mankind that

pays no income taxes, is a lot larger than most people realize!

This is because the only organizations usually engaged in

statistics, polls, census, and the like, who track such things,

are government agencies, and naturally there is no way

governments are going to tell the truth about the size of the

Free Market.

In 1988, when the IRS Commissioner resigned,

she did so saying that one of the reasons was her frustration

at the rapidly increasing number of non-filers, which the IRS

estimated at that time to number around 20 million

Americans.  We know, however, that the IRS far

underreported the number.  Free Market experts put the

number back in 1988 at more like 30 or 40 million.  Now in

1997, it is more like 60 million or more!  And also in 1997,

the subsequent IRS Commissioner also resigned!

There are many ways we arrive at these figures.

For example, in 1993, Devvy Kidd, a wife of a retired Air

Force officer in Colorado, collected 2 million signatures on a

petition demanding the abolishment of the IRS and the

Federal Reserve, and the petitions were hand-delivered to

Congress in DC.  We know for a fact that at least ten times

that 2 million would have signed it if they had known about

it in time.

In Europe, it is known that there are millions of

"PTs", which stands for "Prior Taxpayer", "Permanent

Tourist", "Perpetual Traveler", "Prepared Thoroughly", and

so on.  There are many other ways free people are counted,

around the world.  The point is that the Free Market is large,

wealthy, and well educated, and we observe that it is

presently in the process of rapidly going from being the

smallest proportion of the world's population to being the

largest.  We predict that it will be the largest within about ten

or twenty years.

Most people fit into one or the other of the

following  different categories:

1 Slaves:   Once they receive a

government demand letter ("give me your money, slave!"),

they will send a check regardless of whether they owe the

money or not.

2 Whiners:   Upon receiving a demand,

they'll complain, "I don't believe I owe," but their trembling

voices will show they have no substance.  So when the agent

says LOUDLY, "Are you refusing to pay?!", the Whiners

will send the check.  Whiners are also Slaves, but they have

read a book or two about Men and Women.

3 Evaders:   Those who simply refuse the

green cards, ignore the demand letters, etc.  They are weak,

without substance, and will not resist in court.  The agent

knows he'll get a default judgment, garnish their wages,

seize their car, and collect readily.  Evaders are Slaves with

bad attitudes.

4 Rednecks:   These bluster or threaten,

and may even file an answer or complaint to some agency,

but they are ignorant and therefore easily beaten.  Rednecks

are also subject to garnishment or seizure, but government
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agents must first listen to them to determine their level of

knowledge, since they may actually fight and occasionally

get lucky.  Government agents routinely crush Rednecks,

just as if they were Slaves.  However, Rednecks are not

Slaves, but are simply so ill-raised and poorly educated that

they cannot properly defend themselves.

5 Men and Women:   These people

respond, if at all, to a government demand by asking the

right questions.  They don't merely complain, evade,

threaten, or even deny.  They ask questions, which implies

the presence of intelligence, understanding, and sufficient

courage to challenge and perhaps defeat the agents.

As soon as a government agent hears a sensible

question, all summary process stops, since agents know that

those who ask questions may be Men or Women and, as

such, can be genuinely dangerous.  As soon as an agent is

asked a sensible question, he will re-examine his demand to

make sure his position is sound, go back to his superior to

ask if there is any reason that the targeted individual may not

owe, or if the amount demanded may be in error.  The

superior usually senses the agent's concern, and cautiously

re-examines the demand he put forth for collection.

He may or may not continue to proceed with

collection efforts, but the presence of the right key questions

from the individual will greatly reduce his enthusiasm to

continue, and perhaps eliminate it altogether.

Using Tax Exempt Business Entities

Even if you don't own a business, you will still

want to use legal business vehicles that are tax exempt.  Pure

common law trusts, sole corporations, business corporations

in tax havens around the world, and trusts in tax havens,

have been used successfully for centuries for protection from

all kinds of things, including income taxes.  Regardless of

where one lives and works, one can and should make use of

these entities right away, without delay.

The most important thing to remember about tax

exempt business entities, is that they work together in

concert with one's personal freedom from income tax.  In

fact, if one is currently paying personal income taxes, and

wishes to get out of doing so, it is very wise to set up one's

business tax exempt vehicle(s) first, and transfer all or most

of one's valuable assets into them, before exiting the personal

income tax.

That way, one becomes "comfortably

impoverished" on the personal level.  This makes one

"uncollectible" on the personal level.  The advantage to this

is that, after one legally exits the personal income tax system,

one need not worry that the tax collector may break the law

and come after one's assets.  One no longer has any assets to

come after.  When the tax collector sees that, then s/he may

have no incentive to break the law.  S/he will go after "easier

pickings".

Pure trusts, tax haven corporations, sole

corporations, unincorporated business organizations, pure

common law trust organizations, asset protection trusts,

secret trusts, COLATOS, business trust organizations,

sovereign trusts . . . what are they?  What do they all have in

common?  What are their benefits?  How do they compare?

All this education and more is available through seminars in

the free market.  Suffice it to say here, that millions and

millions of businesses are already operating totally legally

with absolutely no tax liability whatsoever.

The tax collectors sometimes say that pure

common law trusts must file and pay, and it is true that some

actually do make the mistake of filing and paying, as their

reason for being set up was for protection from other things

besides taxes.  However, they have the legal right not to file

and pay, if they so choose to, and if they are set up and

operated properly.  There are volumes of court decisions and

other evidence to prove this.  We have a letter from the tax

agency itself admitting this.

Wealthy families and businesses have been using

these trusts for tax exemption as well as protection from

lawsuits, probate, and all kinds of other things for centuries.

No new changes in the laws in recent years have changed

this, and it is extremely unlikely to change in the future

either, because the elite who ultimately influence the

lawmaking use these very same entities themselves.  They

won't "shoot themselves in the foot".

Sovereign trusts are not "offshore" trusts in the

usual sense of the word, although they can be operated

anywhere in the world.  The one thing defining them is that

they are not "statutory" entities (like so-called "living" trusts)

deriving their legitimacy and permission to exist from some

government.  They are sovereign, deriving their authority

from the universal and unlimited private right to voluntarily

enter into contract.  Is this status being honored in the

courts?  Not always, but it is in more and more cases.
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Making Oneself Exempt

from Personal Income Tax

Millions of people worldwide legally file no

income tax returns and pay no income tax, either on personal

incomes nor on business activities, and the number is

exponentially multiplying day by day.  Most enjoy this status

"elegantly", which means one has not been in jail or even in

court over it, and one has not had to fight for it or live in fear

over it.  "Elegantly" means the process has been smooth,

with no jail, no court, no fight, no fear, no hiding, no

confiscated assets, no long tedious study, no big expense,

and no hassle.  With the right knowledge, there is no need

for any of these negative things.

If you're from the USA, you should know that the

income tax has always been voluntary.  "Our tax system is

based on individual self-assessment and voluntary

compliance.  The material in this handbook is confidential in

character, and must not, under any circumstances, be made

available to persons outside the Service" -- from the I.R.S.

Handbook for Special Agents.  "Our system of taxation is

based upon voluntary assessment and payment, not upon

distraint" -- U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. v. Flora, 362 US 145.

If you're from other countries, you can use the

USA as a tax haven, or you can discover the freedom laws in

your country, through the international freedom movement.

Individually, you can also become a "PT", and businesswise,

you can use sovereign trusts, and tax haven entities such as

tax exempt corporations and trusts.  Furthermore, you can

transfer funds via the Internet, encrypted with programs like

PGP.  Put the phrase "Pretty Good Privacy" (PGP) in your

search engine on the World Wide Web, and look at the PGP

website.  Also, read the cover story in the September 8, 1997

issue of Forbes Magazine, about "cypher libertarians" using

encryption.   There are thousands of ways to be free from

the income tax all over the world.

While this is wonderful, the reader should not just

act on what is written in this book, without further

education.  If you do, it is at your own risk, and you cannot

hold this author liable for your consequences.  There are,

obviously, dangers to one's property and safety if the exit

from the tax system isn't done right.  It is neither the intent

nor the function of this book to give you all the

comprehensive "how-to" information necessary to make it

smooth and successful.  It is, however, the intent to inform

everyone that it can done, and should be done.  It can be

done elegantly and safely.  The "how-to" education is

available abundantly.  If you're one of the readers who isn't

in touch with the informational sources of this level of

quality, write to us and we will let you know where to find

them.

In conclusion, the taste of freedom is

incomparable.  Once one has tasted the freedom of living

without reporting one's every penny to the government, and

once one has enjoyed the big increase in available income

after being free from the income tax, one will never go back

to the former slavery.  The joy that freedom brings is too

great to give it up.  It is priceless. v
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9
THE WISDOM OF CLARITY, BOLDNESS,

AND DECISIVENESS

Ever since the free market started becoming well

known, a small number of observers have felt that its

advocates spend too much time talking about the negative

unpleasantries of what we term the "public sector

terrocrats" (government terrorist bureaucrats).  They feel

that their exposés and criticisms of the public sector are

excessive.  The observers holding this view are not

generally saying that the comments of the free market

advocates are inaccurate or untruthful; only that they are

too much focused on what we're against, and not enough

on what we're for.  They are not attracted to promote the

free market because they feel that the education is too

belligerent or antagonistic, and some of them fear that this

will draw unnecessary retaliation upon the free market from

the terrocrats.

Several of us have looked into this question

deeply.  We have observed that the people making these

comments are generally highly sensitive and intuitive.

They are among the more highly evolved in consciousness,

and they are aware of more of the bright side in world

events than most people.  That is partly why they feel it is

undesirable to focus so much on the dark side.  They are

highly intelligent, loving, caring, stable, sane, balanced,

positive, and happy people.  Thus we felt there might be

some truth in what they are saying.  We honor them for

having raised the issue, because it has given all of us some

reasons to put the negative approach to a healthy test.

In examining this, we asked the question, "Are

the negative comments coming from fear or anger?"  There

is a saying, "He who angers you, conquers you."  It is also

true that he who scares you, subjugates you.  Thus it is

obvious why terrocrats actually like angering and scaring

people.  But what happens if you refuse to be scared or

angered?  What if, in calm, smiling confidence, you simply

take back your power from them?  Then they collapse.

That is exactly what is happening more and moreso around

the world, because all their so-called "power" is bogus.  It is

all begged, borrowed, or stolen.  They have no real power

of their own.  If you want evidence for that, read the book

Power Versus Force, by David Hawkins, MD.  (Veritas

Publishing -- 520-282-8722).

In having had the pleasure of getting to know a

large number of free market advocates, it is our observation

that they are generally and basically neither afraid nor

angry.  Rather, they have become highly aware of the

urgent need to help people simply distinguish between

virtue and vice in social affairs.  One of the most successful

tactics the terrocrats have used against the world is

confusion.  By keeping people confused about virtue and

vice, their vice has been able to continue unchecked.

Therefore all the advocates are doing is helping people see

the virtue and the vice clearly, so they can then wake up, as

it were, and determine for themselves if they want to

remove their support from the purveyors of vice.

For this reason, we are totally in support of  the

free market advocate's direct and blunt decisiveness about

educating the masses to stop giving their power away to

politicians and terrocrats.  We are with them all the way,

because most of them are not coming from fear or anger,

which are weaknesses, but rather from an invincible

resoluteness about what we favor, what we're for.

There is the humorous comment by one

comedian that a USA Today Poll was conducted in which it

was estimated that 65% of all Americans admit to being

confused, and the rest weren't sure.  But seriously, we all

know that in the dim light of confusion, all kinds of evils

can flourish.  By contrast, in the bright light of exposés and

clarity, the evils dissolve and evaporate.

Speakers at the the free market seminars

generally feel that a thug needs to actually be called "a

thug".  There are some who say that being so blunt and

tactless about it alienates some of the good people who

happen to still be in bureaucratic jobs, and unnecessarily

antagonizes the abusers of office who might have otherwise

been won over to our side, had they been treated more

respectfully.  Experience has shown, however, that the few

good people of conscience in the public sector who can be

persuaded to realize that their jobs are damaging innocent
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people, and that they should find another line of work, are

so misinformed, that refraining from blunt language to

avoid offending them does more harm than good.

Recently an IRS agent quit his job and joined the

free market, to serve in our mission, on our side.  When he

was still working for the IRS, a prominent wayshower of

the free market told the agent to his face, that he was a

thief, that he was stealing from people without justification,

and that he should quit doing it.  Fortunately, he saw the

light, was in complete agreement, admitted the fact, and

indeed decided to quit.  He was one of the few virtuous

people in the IRS, with a conscience, and he was not

offended.  On the contrary, he was grateful to have finally

seen clearly the other side of the story, and once seeing it,

immediately switched sides.  He joined us at the seminar.

This illustrates that "the cold shower of truth" should not be

avoided just for fear of offending a terrocrat.

There is a saying, "he who keeps his face

towards the sun finds that the shadows fall behind him".

Another one says "whatever you put your attention on,

grows in your life".  This means that one should dwell on

the positive, on what one is for; rather than on the negative,

what one is against.  That is not to say, however, that one

should be blindly ignorant of the existence of the negative,

and be incapable of distinguishing the negative from the

positive.  Indeed, how in fact could one even focus on the

positive, if one is unable to distinguish it from the negative?

Whether positive or negative, the truth needs to be known

by everyone.  Whatever the truth is, even if it is unpleasant,

knowing it and facing it is infinitely more beneficial to

everyone than ignoring it.

While some of the free market spokesmen's

language about how to respond to the terrocrats in the

world seems harsh to some who are not clear on this issue,

the real question is, are they perceiving him correctly?  For

example, one observer said, "the free market spokesmen

may produce short term results for 'our side', but since he is

using the same techniques as those whom he opposes, in

the long run will he be any different?"  The observer said

this because of the old wisdom that if you fight evil with

any of its own weapons, you lower yourself to its level.  He

felt that by the free market spokesmen criticizing the dark

side, and calling it names, he is using some of the dark

side's "techniques", and therefore will lower himself to that

level, becoming indistinguishable from it.

 However, in our view, the "techniques" of the

terrocrats and the "techniques" of the free market

spokesmen are as different as night and day.  Terrocrats lie,

cheat, steal, deceive, enslave, torture, dominate, exploit,

murder, and do many other extremely destructive things on

a massive scale.  Most free market advocates, by contrast,

tell the truth, play fairly, live by ethics, give generously,

give people freedom, treat people lovingly and respectfully,

avoid violence completely, keep their  agreements, are life-

supporting, help countless people, and have completely

devoted their lives to bringing to prominence an aspect of

Heaven on Earth -- the laissez-faire free enterprise

civilization worldwide.  Thus are their techniques "the

same"?  If that's not distorted perception, what is?

If we don't tell the masses who the enslavers are,

and how they are enslaving, we will fail to assist them in

making the proper determinations as to removing their

confidence and support from the dark side and transferring

it to the light side.  The free market advocate's practice of

identifying the wrong while displaying the right is

extremely important.

It is true that not many people have been able to

successfully do it, in history.  Most people who did it got

assassinated.  The free market advocate is fully aware of

that.  He is also fully aware, however, that the time has

come for someone to take this message all the way into

victory, with his life intact.  It is time for all of us to finally

share in the joy of experiencing the happiness of the new

world that is to follow.

Another argument that was raised is that some

other scholars in the freedom movement seem to be having

some success in reducing corruption by using the friendly

bridge-building approach with certain abusive people in

government.  They make heavy use of volumes of highly

intellectual debate and philosophical eloquence in the

courts.  The argument is that this is better way to go, in the

long run, because it creates harmony and understanding,

and avoids making those involved in corruption further

inflamed.  In some celebrated instances, it transforms them

into powerful allies through mutual understanding.

Our response to that is Bravo!  If bridges can be

built rather than burned, all the better.  What needs to be

understood, though, is that the scholars working in those

circles are mainly communicating with very small numbers

of people -- certain specific single men and women in the

public sector, on specific issues.  That is not on the same

level as what the most effective free market advocate is

doing.  He is addressing the public itself -- the masses -- the

citizens, the free people, the whole world.  His audience is

broad, sweeping, large; whereas the audience of these

scholars is small, specific, focused.  Therefore, two entirely
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different styles of communication are needed.

  The best that we can hope for these scholars is

that they might succeed in changing the minds,

philosophically, of some of the abusers of power in the top

of the pyramid.  Through their scholarly debates and

intellectual reasoning, they may be able to convince some

of the hierarchy in the councils of the New World Order to

change their motives.  That would be a miracle, but, their

words are persuasive enough that it certainly is possible.  It

has been done.

Even so, even if that were to happen, if 90% of

the rest of the world were to still continue blindly giving

their confidence, loyalty, and money to the system as it is,

you can bet that it will be difficult, if not impossible, for the

scions in bogus power, whose minds have changed, to stem

the tide of misdirected energy, and stop accepting its ill-

gotten rewards.  Only a mass change in public opinion -- a

reversal in confidence on a massive scale worldwide -- such

as what the teachers of laissez-faire capitalism and the free

market are bringing about -- can stem that tide.

And you know what?  When that reversal

happens on the mass scale, and those who are abusing their

positions fall from power, they won't need any great legal

scholar to convince them that what they were doing was

wrong.  They will have already been deluged with an

avalanche of more humane philosophical ideas coming

from the millions of participants in the reversal.

Some of these scholars might succeed in

transforming a few elitists through the court system, which

we appreciate.  The teachers of laissez-faire capitalism, on

the other hand, are in the early stages of a major planetary

tidal wave of success.  Their education has transformed the

lives of millions of intelligent people, and it is only just now

starting to explode.  The free market will soon have

hundreds of millions of members.  It is a movement, and it

is not just American; it is worldwide.  The promoters of the

free market are accomplishing this by graphically showing

the crimes of the public sector, along with the blessings of

the free market, in black and white.  Therefore, it is

important to clearly show people both sides.

It is necessary to assist the masses in

distinguishing the truth, so they can have their confusion

removed, and start making more intelligent decisions.  The

longer the parasites of the world can keep people confused

about who is really draining society, and how it is being

done, the longer they can continue secretly squandering the

productivity of others.  The one thing they fear most,

though, is being discovered by too many people -- and the

mobilization of mass public opinion against them.  Once

enough people get awake and aware, perceptive and clear,

insightful  and decisive . . . then their game is over.  That's

the power of education . . . which is exactly what we are

doing with the free market.  We will succeed in this -- we

already are.  Celebration!

For thousands of years, terrocratic politicians and

their enslaved servants have found clever ways to siphon

off the productivity of societies all over the world, and have

given only problems, debts, and death back in return.

Countless millions of lives have been lost due to them, and

countless millions more have suffered unnecessarily

because of them.  Countless revolutions have temporarily

gotten rid of them in one region, only to find that they show

up elsewhere in a different region at the same time, or they

return to the same region at a different time.  And the same

problems started all over again.

Now they are gathering resources and forces at a

level unprecedented in history.  Never have governments

been so big, nor have they appeared to be so powerful.

Every day they are making advances towards watching,

controlling, and exploiting every aspect of every person's

life on the planet.  They are indistinguishable from the

organized crime families of the world.  The Mafia is said to

have taken over Walt Disney.  Big business, big banking,

big militaries, big media, and big governments are all

conspiring to increasingly monopolize the fruits of the

Earth.  Now, tens of thousands of years of history are all

coming to a head.

At the same time, collective awareness has never

been so high, and so rapidly growing.  The rate of progress

in rising world consciousness is accelerating exponentially.

Simultaneously, the technologies for communicating this

awareness, such as the internet and satellites, are

accelerating exponentially as well.  The teachers of laissez-

faire capitalism speak to audiences everywhere about the

cancerous growth of parasitic terrocrats, and the mistake

that mankind made in moving in a socialist direction.  The

audiences are welcoming the message, because it is the

truth.

They are giving people the cold shower of truth,

about the corruption and abuses of "the system".  However,

they are also educating them about the alternatives . . .

about the beautiful lifestyles of freedom being lived today

by more and more people.  Freedom from the monster of

the state, and freedom for a new life of liberty, happiness,

sovereignty, and prosperity . . . these freedoms are being

actually lived -- today -- by a rapidly increasing laissez faire
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civilization around the world.  People everywhere are

responding to them saying, "What you are saying I have

been thinking already for so long, but I never heard anyone

have the courage to get up and say so eloquently in public.

Awesome!  I'm with you all the way!"

How can the cancerous growth of parasitic

terrocrats worldwide be stopped?  It cannot be stopped by

force, guns, violence, revolutions, wars, court battles,

police, or jails.  The use of force -- fighting fire with fire --

only results in more of the same.  Nor can it be stopped by

ignoring it, hoping it will go away, submission, or by

cooperative acquiescence to it.  That also results in more of

the same.  The only way that has ever worked, and that is

presently working, is bold, outspoken, fearless, truthful,

accurate, complete education . . . in which both sides of the

truth are shown . . . the facts of the poisonous fruits of

terrocratism, and the facts of the life-giving, nourishing,

delicious, and strengthening fruits of freedom . . . of

sovereignty consciousness.  Once clearly discerning both

sides, then most people quickly and voluntarily choose the

path of freedom, provided by the transference of resources

from the public and private sectors over to the free market,

the laissez faire society of free enterprise and anarcho-

capitalism.

This proves, once again, that "a thug" needs to be

called "a thug", so as to clearly distinguish in people's

minds, what sector of society away from which they should

move their confidence and resources.  This is just as

important as identifying clearly the sector of society

towards which they should be moving their confidence and

resources, if they want to survive and flourish.  People need

to clearly discern the difference between barbaric and

evolved; between retarded and advanced; between stupidity

and intelligence; pain and pleasure; loss and gain; failure

and success; illusion and reality; slavery and freedom; hell

and heaven.

The beauty of the truth, as opposed to the false

"education" that the monopolists are trying to foist on

students through the public school systems, is that the truth

is self-evident.  No one can accuse the free market, for

example, of purveying a slanted worldview because of a

hidden agenda.  The truths espoused by the free market are

so self-evident as to be reasonably argued against by no

one.

Some may say that the free market talks about

the corruption too much.  However, we say, how

refreshing!  Here is a society fearless enough to lay it all

out, and clear enough to bring into crystal focus the factual

truth for everyone.  On the one side, you see all the mud

and cancer of socialism, with its ugly growing police state,

and on the other, you see the dazzling brilliance of the

glorious alternative laissez faire civilization forming around

the world, with all its life-supporting abundance, power,

sanity, and wisdom.  When the alternatives are laid out so

clearly to see, most people will choose the laissez faire

society with little or no hesitation.

Our mandate to move the world away from

support of the politicians and terrocrats is fully justified,

even moreso, because we are providing the most powerful

solutions and viable alternatives probably ever offered to

the modern world.  That is another reason why the free

market's mission is our mission.

We're not just complaining about corruption and

demanding that people in government do something about

it.  Subject slaves have been doing that for centuries.  We're

not just hoping for some new force to get into the same

machinery of power.  Rather, we're showing how the whole

machinery itself is heading towards a meltdown, because it

was designed for the wrong purpose in the first place.  It is

beginning to crumble, like a house of cards.  And along

with it, we're showing a fantastic alternative -- the laissez

faire free market -- the anarcho-capitalist society -- which

albeit small, is invincibly successful, philosophically

elegant, spiritually virtuous, and rapidly expanding . . . at

exponentially accelerated rates of speed!

To honor the nurturing approach to life and its

challenges is indisputably good.  But when a large segment

of mankind begins sucking the lifeblood from the rest of

society through deceit, coercion, and death, then how does

one continue to be nurturing, without supporting their

undesirable actions?  One may wish to nurture their good

side, but certainly not their bad side.  To act only nurturing

to everyone all the time, regardless of how they use the

energy thus given to them, is to act one-sided.

Suppose a mother could only say "yes" to her

child.  If the child does 99 things, all of which are good,

then saying "yes" is fine.  But when the child does one

thing harmful, then saying "yes" will not be helpful.  The

very same "yes" will only further the harm. On the other

hand, too many mothers say "no" far too often.  It is their

power trip.  They actually should say "yes" much more

often.  There needs to be a balance.

Life is not one-sided.  Life is a complex network

of all the opposites, all the extremes.  Those who are truly

transcendental are able to go beyond, embrace all extremes,

and make constructive use of each energy, each in its own
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balanced proportion, each in its own proper dimension.

Some people don't think the free market

advocate's tendency to use so many exposés is good,

because they focus on the negative.  But that's like saying

the light isn't good, because it illuminates the ugly as well as

the beautiful.  The light illuminates everything.  It is not

biased!  Granted, you will not find this author, or associates,

specializing in publishing exposés.  That is not our interest.

However, we certainly do applaud the good they are doing

in the world.  The people of higher consciousness

worldwide are bringing the light.  The light is getting

brighter and brighter and brighter with each day that passes.

As the light brightens, it is inevitable that, among other

things, the ugly actions of those lowest in consciousness

will be exposed.  As that happens, whole sections of society

abandon their loyalty to the perpetrators, and transfer it to

better ideals.

The free market advocate is including a certain

amount of exposé in his talks because that is a valuable

service, out of his compassion, to responsibly report to the

millions who honestly didn't know what was going on.  For

whatever reasons, millions of people are busy going about

their lives, completely and innocently unaware of the

actions of the destroyers of life.  Most of them are

intelligent people, though, and once it is brought to their

attention, they will steer their loyalties and resources

accordingly.  That is the service that exposés provide.

The emphasis on the friendly approach is, in fact,

a beautiful expression of our own approach, but we are not

limited to that.  Our own communications to the destructive

people in the world has almost always been friendly and

respectful.  The same is the case with our statements about

them to others, in general.   We are known for our

sweetness, mildness, and joy.  However, we also expand

and embrace other dimensions, other bandwidths on the

spectrum of frequencies.  We are not just stuck on one

station or one channel.  We recognize the usefulness of

different levels of signals for different levels of

consciousness.

People into various religious views may think it is

more saintly to avoid saying or doing things to hurt the

terrocrats.  If that were true, then why did Jesus go into the

temples with a whip and beat the money changers?  Why

did Krishna finally resort to the physical murder of the

Kauravas?  Why did Osho Rajneesh sprinkle powerfully

negative statements about the priests and politicians

throughout his 600+ masterpiece books?  Why are the

Vedas replete with stories about the destruction of demons

and humans who are themselves destructive?  What

significance is there in the records of the destructive actions

of Lord Shiva?

There is a prophecy in some of the ancient

scriptures about an "apostasy" coming around the times in

which we are now living.  The dictionary says the word

"apostasy" means the "mass abandonment of a former

loyalty".  That is exactly what is coming, and the free

market is helping to bring it about.  Even though the free

market has nothing to do with religion, and the predictions

of the apostasy come from religious sources, the free

market is nevertheless one of the forces in the vanguard of

the fulfillment of that prophecy.

Certain masters from the Far East such as His

Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and Osho Rajneesh, with

whom we have studied and practiced, teach the same thing.

Some people are surprised to learn how likeminded these

masters are with what the teachers of laissez-faire

capitalism teach.  Especially Osho, who said that all the evil

in the world can be traced to two categories of people:  the

priests and the politicians.  He condemned the thoughts and

actions of both of those classes of people.  Maharishi has

been a bit more mild in his comments about the ignorance

of the priests and politicians, but his disdain for their

retarded misdeeds is nevertheless the same.  Both of them

have criticized the existence of taxes, for example.  The

resoluteness of both of them is absolute: they both

condemn the past history of mankind, with its stupidity and

violence, its abuses of power; and they are among the

vanguard of co-creators of a new humanity, discontinuous

with the past; not even comparable to it.  One of

Maharishi's books is entitled Enlightenment and

Invincibility.  Invincibility is a genuine statement of one of

Maharishi's many achievements.

Some observers, who have also studied with

Maharishi, have criticized the free market advocate's

adversarial posturing, endorsing instead a favoring of the

emphasis being on what we're for -- the alternative

institutions of the Free Market, the Laissez Faire

Civilization -- and a minimization of attention put on what

we're against; because they have seen abundant evidence of

success using the more positive approach, such as with

Maharishi.  They have also seen numerous failures among

other people, other advocates who are too outspoken

against the enemy.

Others of us perceive the best of the free market

advocates, however, as an exception.  That's why it is our

pleasure and celebration to be associated with them.  It is
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unlikely they will be counted among the failures, for many

reasons.  Most important is that they have evolved a high

enough level of consciousness to successfully and

increasingly withstand the pressures resulting from  moving

head-on against the enemy.  They can afford to help destroy

the old while creating the new.  The true laissez-faire

wayshower's awareness is evolved and sufficiently

accelerating enough to serve as a buffer to burn off the

effects of counterattacks coming from those still identifying

with the old, which is being destroyed.  They have

displayed "a cool head and a warm heart", which is their

saving grace.

Like a blazing torch which incinerates all the

moths and insects which fly within its field, this awareness

they have developed is the center and source of all of their

protection, safety, security, sanity, stability, strength,

happiness, success, abundance, and expansion.  And

provided they go deeper and deeper into the source of that

awareness, which is pure bliss, rather than drawing their

inspiration from solely opposing what we're against, their

interdimensional investment of attention will multiply their

strength exponentially and result in victory after victory --

the highest returns imaginable.

In accordance with that, therefore, they have

many things in their periphery going for them.  They have

developed many personality virtues flowing from their

essential awareness which make them friendly and

magnetic to all those who support the mission.

Consequently they have attracted around them many of the

most brilliant and devoted allies for assisting them in being

successful.  Likewise, having used their intelligence in ways

harmonious to the universe, their genius has flowered.

Various planes of mental mastery are being displayed from

them.  Therefore, their timing in the history of the world is

perfect.  They are riding a crestwave of social change

exactly at the most auspicious time to bring about a turning

point in history.

Equally so, the most influential freedom

wayshowers have accumulated a formidable series of

proficiencies in the fields of freedom philosophy and

freedom technology, both prerequisites to providing a long-

lasting wayshowership for the new worldwide expansion of

the laissez faire civilization.  They have acquired these

proficiencies in the necessary fields of psychology,

advertising, business, high-yield investments, banking,

finance, education, privacy technologies, asset protection,

communications, and others.

These many self-masteries emanating from the

essential awareness all contribute to a stronger and stronger

likelihood that they will survive, succeed, and prevail.  This

affords him the ability to succeed where others have failed.

Thousands of would-be reformers of society in the past

failed because their light was dimmer, and their skills

weaker.  By contrast, those associated with the free market

are fortunate to be riding a crest wave of destiny, due to

being in the right place at the right time, with the right

guidance.  This is the proverbial "idea whose time has

come". v
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10
TRANSFORMING THE WORLD WITH

TECHNOLOGIES OF UNIVERSAL FREE ENERGY

Sovereignty consciousness has its foundation and

its immortality within the subjective awareness, where

infinite freedom timelessly exists.  It does not depend on

external circumstances for its existence or its enjoyment.

However, life is meant to be lived at 200% of

value -- 100% inner fullness and 100% outer fullness.

Therefore it is only normal and natural for sovereignty

consciousness to be manifested in outer sovereignty, even

though such outer expression is not the cause, nor the sole

criteria, of the inner knowingness.

In the outer expression of sovereignty, it follows

logically that if one uses electricity in one's home and

business, and if one uses motor vehicles for transportation,

the dependence on someone else's power company or

someone else's fuel source is undesirable.  Large centralized

power companies providing the electricity for millions of

homes and businesses are the symbol of masters and slaves.

Likewise, large centralized oil companies providing fuel for

the transportation of millions of people are equally symbols

of massive enslavement.

A sovereign, by contrast, would much prefer to

have his own source of electricity, not dependent on anyone

else, and his own source of fuel for transportation.  Herein

lies a very simple idea -- one of energy freedom, energy

independence.  And it is precisely this possibility of freeing

people from the grip of dependence on monopolies, that has

accounted for the intense efforts of the monopolies to

prevent free energy technologies from being known and

used by the masses.

Nevertheless, The Time Has Finally Come for the

worldwide spread of free energy technologies, and the

unprecedented material affluence for all people that they will

bring.   For some years, certain inventions have existed,

unknown to most of the world, worth untold trillions of

dollars in potential.  The greatest breakthrough inventions

for energy and environment in the recent recorded history of

mankind are real and exist now.

These combined  technologies can give totally

unlimited free energy independence to everyone on Earth.

We can completely eliminate all pollution from the planet,

unleash an unprecedented worldwide explosion of

abundance for everyone, and make the Earth a garden

paradise again.   This is no exaggeration.  If anything, this is

an understatement.

       For example, unlimited free electricity can be harmlessly

produced from the air anywhere, in any quantity, in a

practical manner.  "Practical" means this technology has a

very high power output as compared to its low cost of set-up,

and its operating cost is zero.  This was proven in a court of

law in California in 1988.

A few years ago His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh

Yogi predicted, "The time will come soon when scientists

will discover how to harness unlimited free electricity from

the air."  Many of the fulfillments of that prediction have

already occurred.

We can transform all power companies

worldwide, and/or unplug from them. The smallest and least

significant benefit will be no more electric or heating bills.

More significant will be no more pollution,  anywhere.  Far

more sweeping than those benefits, though, will be the

tremendous prosperity that will be unleashed for everyone in

the world.  Prices will fall and productivity will soar.  And

most significant of all, the ultimate benefit will be the

freedom that it will afford people, to live without depending

on anyone else for their energy survival.  This freedom is an

essential quality in creating the most conducive conditions

for sovereignty consciousness.

Various versions of high-output free energy

technologies are proven and are preparing to come to

market.  Among them are cold fusion cells, "hydrinos" from
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hydrogen, Tesla crystal sets, magnetic devices, Tachyon

energy items, low temperature phase change inventions, and

many more.

Further, your car can be outfitted with a new

closed-loop engine that runs with NO gasoline, NO

combustion, NO consumption, NO exhaust, and NO

batteries -- so it's not electric -- and with four times more

power than the typical internal combustion engine of the

same size.  It doesn't need sunshine, either, because it isn't

solar.  It is powered by heat drawn from the air (even in

sub-zero weather) by "low temperature phase change"

technology.  And it runs so quietly, they can't even hear you

coming.  Another invention allows a car to drive from Los

Angeles to New York fueled only by a pint of water.  Actual

working models of these creations have been demonstrated

and proven.

Unlimited ocean water can be desalinated and

channeled to irrigate the deserts, turning them into garden

paradises.  It can also be purified into unlimited fresh

drinking water at no operating cost, all powered by free

energy.  All garbage and sewage can be disintegrated "on

site" with no smoke, pollution, or negative effects.  The

technology exists for "flying saucers" -- magnetic air

vehicles, or "hovercraft".  We can eliminate all acid rain, the

need for fission nuclear power, hydroelectric power, toxic

waste, and all forms of pollution worldwide.  And this is just

a small sampling of the discoveries available . . . this is just

the "tip of the iceberg"!

      As you will see, these and many more actual working

technologies have been around for a while, but the

individuals intending to bring them on the market and

benefit society with them, were stopped in ruthless and

merciless ways by so-called powerful, but ignorant, people

with vested interests in the old order.  Cruel, stupid, and

ultimately self-defeating extremes have been used against

some of America's greatest and most creative inventors.  As

a result, We the People, including You the Reader, have

been lied to, defrauded, and robbed of the blessings to which

we are all entitled, by the public-sector government puppets

and their sponsors behind the scenes.

      Now all that is changing.  The domination, bondage, and

exploitation of mankind by the pollution-creating and

environment-ruining investors in oil, fossil fuels, and fission

nuclear power are coming to an end.  A new generation of

technologies can no longer be ignored or stopped.  World

peace and Heaven on Earth have arrived, and an irreversible

grassroots groundswell of information about it is spreading.

World consciousness is irreversibly rising, and it will soon

mushroom to encompass and transform the whole world.

      The food you buy had to be planted with machines

powered by gasoline or similar fossil fuels, harvested with

fossil fuels, transported with fossil fuels, and so on.  The

house you live in, the car you drive, the clothes you wear,

the electricity you depend on from your local "power"

company, the transportation and communication you use . . .

everything is costly because of the expense of the power and

fuel needed to create and operate it.  ENERGY is at the very

heart of the economy.  Whether it be oil products, nuclear

power, or other non-renewable and polluting origins,

everything is costly because of limited energy sources.

      Did you know that for the last ninety years or so,

statistics show that the American gross national product

(GNP) has gone up and down exactly as the consumption of

electricity nationwide has gone up and down?  The two are

in an amazingly precise synchrony.  Since electricity always

precedes production, you can plainly see that the more

abundant electricity is, the more abundant productivity will

be.  As electricity becomes less expensive, and it becomes

more easily available, creative industries will make

increasing use of it, production will expand, and the whole

world will be increasingly prosperous.  Poverty could be

eliminated everywhere.

      The same is true of whatever powers all transportation

worldwide.  If the power for all transportation becomes

inexpensive or free, not to mention non-polluting, imagine

the wealth that would be unleashed for all people

everywhere as a result.      How can we create a healthy and

affluent world where everyone is a winner?  The only way,

on the material plane, is for access to ENERGY to be

released from the shackles of limitation and become endless.

As long as limited and non-renewable energy sources are

depended upon, prices will be high, poverty and suffering

will continue, pollution will increase, and bondage remains.

But as soon as universal free energy is harnessed, then the

whole world economy explodes.  Income for all people will

skyrocket and prices will fall.  Opulence will proliferate.
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This is because everything in the economy depends on

ENERGY, and when ENERGY is free and unlimited, then

abundance can spread everywhere and pollution can be

eliminated.

      Nikola Tesla, who lived in America at the turn of the

century, invented many great breakthroughs in harnessing

universal free energy, only to have them suppressed by

selfish and narrow-minded businessmen, including the

Morgan bank.  Today, a group in Japan called the Tachyon

Energy Institute claim to have found ways to harness

unlimited free energy.  Famous physicists such as Princeton's

Dr. Wheeler have said that "there is enough tachyon energy

in the space of a common light bulb to boil all the seas."  An

inventor in Southern California named John Bedini came

out with a free electricity device in 1984.  Hundreds of

inventors in all countries have created various technologies

that can transform the world, only to encounter

insurmountable obstacles from vested interests in the old

order, who stopped these inventions from coming on the

market.  They have effectively stopped even information

about them from reaching society.   Did you know that the

man who invented the modern refrigerator in the 1800s was

jailed and died penniless in New York City?

      To solve this problem, a man from Washington State,

Dennis Lee, has organized a consortium of some of the

greatest inventors, and a nationwide public awareness

campaign.  In addition to being one of the most determined

inventors himself, he has also emerged as a natural organizer

of any and all inventors everywhere who can contribute to

his one-pointed mission:  totally transforming the global

environment.  Anyone who can help him completely

eliminate all pollution and its sources on the planet, liberate

individuals everywhere to be totally energy self-sufficient,

and thereby unleash unprecedented global prosperity, he

absolutely welcomes.

Likewise, Dr. Eugene Mallove, who has his Ph.D.

from Harvard, is another eloquent and influential spokesman

for free energy.  Author of Fire from Ice, the Starflight

Handbook, and other books, plus Editor of Infinite Energy

magazine, he is a very unbiased researcher with a sincere

interest in honoring any and all genuine contributions to the

field of energy liberation.  In particular, he has confirmed

beyond any shadow of a doubt that cold fusion inventions

actually do work, and really have been proven to have high

levels of power production.

      This mission is part of the divine plan of universal

intelligence which is awakening gradually in human

consciousness.  The old ways of obtaining energy, such as

oil wells, which are like ugly mosquitos sucking the blood of

the Earth, are symbolic of the violations of natural law born

of ignorance.  They struggle for limited sources "below" us,

and reap severe consequences.  Fission nuclear power is

crude, barbaric, violent, and stupid.  Atoms are smashed at

high speeds to split them and get the energy inside them.

This splitting is called "fission", which is symbolic of the

splitting, the separation, the division of man from his own

inner Source in the Unified Field.  The Unified Field is our

own universal Self, experienced as unbounded bliss

consciousness.  Our separation is not real, only apparent, due

to an ancient "mistake of the intellect".  But however unreal,

our loss of conscious awareness of our Center of Self has

divided us, separated us into the illusion of countless

"personal identities".

       The byproducts of this delusion are mistakes and

countless forms of sorrow.  Similarly, the byproduct of

fission nuclear power is radioactive plutonium, which

remains lethal for 50,000 years, and one pound of plutonium

can wipe out every man, woman, and child on this planet.

Only one fission nuclear power plant typically puts out

60,000 pounds of plutonium every year!  How many fission

nuclear plants are there worldwide? . . .

Similarly, hydroelectric power, generating

electricity by damming waterfalls and rivers, also causes

gross imbalances in nature, meaning death to many forms of

life, which boomerangs back to human beings.  All these

efforts to get energy from "below" us, by forcing and

wrenching it out of nature, can only backfire on us big-time.

      By contrast, infinitely renewable sources from "above",

such as the sun, wind, air, and subtle energy fields, are

symbolic of man's inner awakening to his own unbounded

source of energy, intelligence, and happiness from "above" --

pure universal consciousness, which enters through the head

and heart, and which -- or whom -- many like to call God.

Also by contrast, the opposite of fission, which is division, is

fusion, which is union.  "Yoga" means union with one's

Source in Center.  Division creates, and is perpetuated by,
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fear; union creates, and is caused by, the opposite, Love.

Love unifies and brings together.

      So energy through extracting it from below us, or

through fission, is retarded.  It is limited, it allows a few

people to dominate and exploit, it produces poisons, it

violates natural law, and ruins the planet.  On the other

hand, energy from above us, or through fusion and subtle

energy fields, is advanced, evolved, futuristic, intelligent,

wise, and virtuous.  It is safe, clean, unlimited, infinitely

renewable, with no toxic side effects.  It is beautiful, fast,

inexhaustible, efficient, in harmony with natural law,

universally available to all people, does not allow exploitation

or domination, and is completely harmless to all life.

       And yet, as any lovers know, Love, if it is real, cannot be

forced.  Scientists working on "hot fusion" are misguided,

because they are trying to get energy by forcing fusion.  It

will never work.  Cold or cool or room temperature fusion is

the only way, because it is natural.  It is not forced; it is

simply facilitated.  This is what the cold fusion scientists

have developed, as well as those working on "low

temperature phase change technology".  And these are not

the only ways to create fusion energy . . . there are many

valid ways, but at least there are several ways which have

been sufficiently developed.  They are fully operating,

functioning, demonstrated, proven, and commercially viable.

      Tyrants of the "establishment" in America, and their

agents of the Old (falsely called "New") Order who are in

the pollution business, tried to kill Dennis Lee several times.

They succeeded in killing his secretary in Seattle.  In

California they put Dennis in jail, claiming he was a fraud,

but he was released and the fraud charges were dropped

when he proved his technology in court. The court

documents are available and prove that this is true.  It makes

it appear as if the rich old-paradigm vested interests have an

absolute iron-grip control on preventing progress.  However,

there is one very great power that they fear.  That is mass

public opinion.  That is why they hold such tight control

over the media.  What would happen if all of a sudden 200

million people were to wake up tomorrow morning and

think entirely differently?  If we think differently, we will

spend our money differently too.  That is what they fear, and

that is the key to changing the world.

      The same story exists in every industry.  In medicine,

doctors exploit the masses through harmful and useless

drugs.  They encourage toxic diets which deliberately cause

disease, to make more business for "symptom fix-its".  In

dentistry, dentists deceive people from finding out that they

could prevent all cavities, and have natural cures for any

problems that do develop, and never need "drilling and

filling".  In religion, priests don't want you to become ecstatic

and blissful and experience the Divine on your own.  You're

supposed to go through the priest, and support his temple, of

course.  In  politics, fooling the people has become a fine art.

In energy, which is the heart of the economy, the vested

interests don't want you to find out that free energy is

available.  What will happen to their business?

       For this reason, before attempting in any way to market

the actual technologies again, now the first priority is to

educate the public that these beautiful technologies and

answers exist.

      An educated and interested customer database is

building.  Then we will be large enough to bring out the

technologies on the market again without being stopped.

Tens of millions of us will be invincible.  Right now, raising

world public awareness is at least as high a priority as the

further development of the technologies themselves.

     The names mentioned herein are some of the spokesmen

who are not promoters of just one thing, but are organizers

of anything and everything that can harness universal free

energy, liberate mankind from centralized power sources,

empower all individuals everywhere to be totally energy

self-sufficient, and eliminate all pollution and environmental

imbalances from the Earth . . .

Because this is the all-encompassing role and

purpose of these advocates and their organizations, it is an

open invitation to inventors of any great technologies

anywhere that can fulfill this mission to collaborate.  It is

also an invitation to wise investors who would like to

participate.  By cooperating as allies rather than competing

separately, we can more quickly, easily, and effectively

overcome the massive media freeze and the ignorance of the

opposition.

 We can also show any vested interest in the old

order that there is no need to lose anything.  There is

a poem:

"He drew a circle that shut me out;
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 Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout.

But Love and I had the wit to win;

We drew a circle that took him in."

 -- Edwin Markham

There is no need to have losers or for anyone to be

defeated.  Existing investments can smoothly be converted

over.  Many of the most prominent free energy scientists

have devised plans for everyone to benefit.  People who

might be put out of work in old industries can be put to new

employment building the new industries.  And utility

companies can be gracefully converted over to the new

technologies without any losses in stock and bond values.

There is a way.  All that is necessary is open-mindedness,

communication, and cooperation.  Any potential problem

can be solved.  And it goes without saying that there is very

little time left, for the Earth.  There really is no other

intelligent choice.  The change has to be made, one way or

another.

      We can create a problem-free, pollution-free,

disease-free, poverty-free world.  The technologies are real.

They exist now and more are on the way.  There is no

reason for the old insanities to continue.  We have taken this

information to you, the People.  Join us in a Declaration of

Energy Independence.

Energy independence is a form of sovereignty.

Those rising higher in sovereignty consciousness will

naturally become providers of their own electricity, and their

own power for transportation, in ways that are clean,

healthy, harmonious, and infinitely renewable.

Just as unlimited air is available for all to breathe,

and nobody can charge you for it, so universal free energy

can also be harnessed for all to enjoy.  No one has any

monopoly on it, and never will.  By uniting together with

this knowledge, nothing is impossible.  We can bring the

long-awaited descent of Heaven on Earth, in this, the Dawn

of the Age of Enlightenment. v

11
THE DAWN OF GOLDEN AGE PROSPERITY

Another knowing foresight has been that vast

material wealth, exponentially greater than ever before in

history, will accompany this Dawn of the Enlightened

Sovereignty Consciousness Metamorphosis.  Literally

unlimited resources have always been available to mankind,

but in low states of consciousness, their existence and means

of access have not been visible to humanity.  As the

worldwide transformation of consciousness brings the dawn

of the Age of Enlightenment and the descent of Heaven on

Earth, the scientific harnessing of universal free energy, in

harmony with the laws of nature, is being re-introduced in a

peaceful and harmonious atmosphere.  Prosperity will start

becoming universally available for every person on Earth.

Money will also evolve into higher forms.

The distortion called greed will disappear just as

thirst disappears when satisfied.

"There is a tale told of old that Wisdom and

Wealth once quarreled loud and long about their relative

importance.  Wealth argued that without Wealth, the body

would be weak, the brain hazy and Wisdom a

will-o-the-wisp.  Wisdom responded that without Wisdom,

man could not even distinguish Wealth from non-wealth or

know how to earn or use it.

"Are you doing good with Wealth?  Are you

benefitting others by means of Wisdom?  That is the test.

"The Soul intervened and told them they were

both equally important, but only when properly used.

Wealth without Wisdom becomes an instrument of

exploitation and tyranny.  Wisdom without Wealth becomes

mere fantasy, a bundle of blueprints.
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"Use makes both worthwhile; misuse makes them

disastrous.  It is like the knife.  In the hands of a maniac, it

becomes an instrument for murder.  In the hands of a

surgeon, it becomes an instrument which saves a life."

-- Sri Satya Sai Baba

Enlightenment and abundance belong together.

Abundance and variety are the nature of Life.  Whether you

are only interested in a little extra income or a vast fortune,

you can add greatly to the world's spiritual blossoming by

enriching yourself in a way that is harmonious with the laws

of nature,  using it wisely, and helping others to do the same.

It has never been the way of the Wise to teach that earning

wealth is against spirituality.

William Penn Patrick once said, "Those who

condemn wealth are those who have none and see no

chance of getting it".  And let's add, those who have been

condemning wealth in the dark ages are also most of the

priests and politicians who praise it and horde it privately,

but who condemn it publicly so that they can keep people in

as much misery as possible -- the better to keep them

dominated and subjugated.

A loving heart open to the receiving and sharing

of greater wealth equally for oneself and everyone else . . .

has always been the enlightened way.  An old proverb is that

"The wise do not struggle for money; neither do they make

poverty a virtue".  By simply connecting in with the

unlimited supply that is available, you will be opening great

new channels through which Love may flow into the world

and bring blessing, peace, healing, comfort, and joy.  You

may say, unlimited supply?  Where is this unlimited supply?

This question will be answered a little later as this unfolds,

when mention some knowledge from Dr. Buckminster

Fuller is shared.  For now, let's look at an overview of world

history.

In ancient Golden Ages, money as a medium of

exchange was not used.  Each individual retained his or her

ability to materialize all supply directly from universal free

energy.  This ability will return to mankind in the present

Golden Age dawning, with the awakening of higher

consciousness.  There is an old story about the gods, who

took back man's supernatural powers due to his having

misused them.  The story says that the gods were discussing

up in heaven where they should hide the powers until man

learned how to use them rightly.  One god suggested that

they hide the powers way up on top of a mountain . . .

people will never find them there.  But another one said no,

man is very ambitious -- he will climb mountains and find

them there.  Then another god suggested that they hide the

powers at the bottom of the ocean.  But others said no, man

is very ambitious -- he will also dive to the bottoms of the

oceans.  Finally, one god said let's hide the powers within

man himself . . . he'll never look there.  And they all agreed.

So from that day, that is where they have been.  A cute story

-- with great symbolic truth and meaning.

So, the need to measure and count arose only

when tapping the unlimited was lost.  When one can tap the

unlimited, one has no need to require payment for that

which one gives . . . one simply gives freely, and the more

one gives, the more one receives.  This was, and still is, the

intended way for human beings to live.  Then you not only

don't charge for your goods and services, but you are also

grateful for someone to receive from you as well, because it

increases what you can receive.

One of the many talents of this lost ability to

manifest was the power to attune the consciousness to the

nature spirits, known down through the ages by many

names, including fairies, devas, angels, and so on.  These

Friends of Man brought forth the manifestation of much

wealth in a way far more gentle and harmonious -- and

therefore more effective and abundant -- than the means

dominating the dark age now coming to an end, such as

forceful mining, dynamiting, oil rigs, atom smashers, nuclear

plants, chemical farming, military force, hired labor, and

such.

When this ability was first lost collectively by

humanity, we were still far more advanced than our present

level.  Before falling entirely into amnesia and

unconsciousness, we had an enlightened government who

was sincerely trusted by the entire population to evaluate

fairly the abundance due to each citizen.  At the peaks of

some ancient civilizations, this government consisted of an

Enlightened Council who were genuinely deserving of such

trust, and they were unanimously loved and revered by

everyone.

Although the power to materialize from universal

free energy had diminished, it was still present to some

extent.  The means of creating goods was still highly

evolved, and the medium of exchange was still more ideal
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than that used in the presently ending dark ages.  People

were paid in a credit system according to their contributions

of knowledge, services, or goods to the welfare of society.

Even the least affluent of people would be comparable to our

millionaires of today, and everyone's standard of living was

so high that amassing wealth was not necessarily a sign of

status or an aim of most people.

Money came into use only later when there was

no longer an authority considered trustworthy enough to

distribute the wealth fairly.  Money is a last resort . . . it is by

no means an ideal system, for as everyone knows, it has had

numerous problems down through history.  Sayings such as

"money is the root of all evil" have resulted from its

susceptibility to crime and its inadequacies in making people

economically happy.  Lotteries, sweepstakes, and gambling

are some of its many signs of ignorance, rewarding people

by accident and chance, due to the loss of the ability to

reward according to the intuition of natural law and the

cosmic deservingness of people.  Everyone should have all

that they need, and no one should be denied, and the extra

resources should go to the geniuses who are loving and of

pure intentions.  This is indeed what will happen in the

coming Golden Age.

Yet, despite money's disadvantages, all efforts to

improve upon it in the past have failed.  They will continue

to fail until the transformation of consciousness has gone

worldwide.  Fortunately, now is the time when that is

beginning to happen.  A planetary awakening has begun

which is unprecedented in history, and it will not stop until it

has culminated in the greatest Age of Enlightenment the

Earth has ever known . . . surpassing all the peaks of the

previous Golden Ages.

Thus, not surprisingly, changes in the world

economy have been appearing.  The major means of this

happening before the present monetary system becomes

obsolete, is its mode of distribution.  Improvements in

distribution will ensure a bridge of smooth transition into a

superior arrangement.  There will be no collapse of the

banking industry, as some have wrongly predicted.  But

there will be profound changes sweeping it in the next

decade.  Meanwhile, signs of world evolution and

awakening are beginning to appear in refinements in the

ways wealth is distributed within the remaining monetary

system.

Dr. Buckminster Fuller, before he passed on in the

early 1980s, was considered one of the West's greatest

geniuses.  He had something like 48 Ph.Ds, was a professor,

mathematician, economist, philosopher, author, lecturer,

inventor, and more.  He calculated that if the estimated total

world man-made production already in the marketplace --

basically the "gross world product" -- was evenly divided

amongst an approximate world population of five billion,

every man, woman, and child on Earth would be a

multi-millionaire.  This was not to advocate a contrived or

forced unnatural redistribution such as has existed in

socialist and communist countries, but it does dramatically

illustrate that there is not a problem of shortage.  As you

know, shortage has been the mentality of most people for

centuries.  Everyone has assumed a world of scarcity, that

there isn't enough to go around, so some will have to do

without, and most who get more will have to fight for it.  So

as you can see, Dr. Fuller's calculation blows this myth to

bits.  There is no shortage -- only greedy, ignorant, and

retarded priests and politicians.  It is a question of

distribution, not supply.

However, fortunately now world consciousness is

rising fast. Accordingly, improvements in distribution are

indeed appearing.  On the highest level, more Enlightened

Beings are walking among us than ever before, most of

whom never handle money personally.  They transcend

money in their personal lives because they function from a

higher level, whereby they either use the power of

materialization directly, or magnetize the distribution needed

to fulfill their missions.  More wealth and prominence is

being attributed to Enlightened Masters now than has been

for thousands of years, which in turn results in exponentially

greater opulence for all mankind.  This process will

culminate in a smooth evolutionary transition beyond the

confusion and chaos of the scarcity of the dark ages.

Books such as The Treasure of El Dorado, by

Joseph Whitfield, chronicle the reawakening to the

undeniable facts of our actual vast and awesome inheritance

from past Golden Ages.  And even within the remaining

monetary system, more people are becoming millionaires

than ever before.  It is logical that as world awareness rises
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and we draw nearer to a return to universal free energy and

an enlightened reward system, access to wealth within the

existing monetary system is becoming available to greater

and greater proportions of the masses of people.  This has

been appearing in the form of advancements in the ways

money is distributed.

The first major sign of this was observed in

American business in the mid 1950's as the end of the

"Industrial Age" and the beginning of the "Information

Age".  The evidence for this was in the fact that for the first

time in history, a majority of the jobs in the workplace were

relating to the processing of information, instead of manual

labor.  By the 80's it was estimated that only about 10% of

the workforce were in manual labor, about 10% in

miscellaneous services, and the remaining 80% were in

information processing.  The profound implication of this is

the vast increase in human interaction, greater than ever

before in history; leading inevitably to an increasing rate of

increase in the mutual enrichment of everyone, in both

knowledge and personal wealth.  The international

best-selling book Megatrends by John Naisbitt documents

these and other developments.

So, it is foreseen with invincible definiteness that

all the supportive affluence and creative resources the world

has to offer will be magnetized increasingly more and more

to the highly conscious artisans transmitting the arts

described in the later chapters of this book.  We will then

facilitate the exponential multiplication of manifestive

abundance for everyone, thereby actually creating far more

than we receive.

From the Sanskrit:  "Kriya sidhi sattve bhavati no

prakarne".  Translated:  The means gather around sattva; or,

success of action originates from sattva, not from means.

Sattva is the creative power of Love, purity, goodness, peace,

light, and bliss in the universe.  Around this influence,

resources or "means" are naturally attracted -- and created.

And success comes not because of the resources, but

because of the sattva -- the Divine life-evolutionary power in

the people who animate them.

The Sovereignty Consciousness described herein

represents the summit of the creative vanguard.

Contributions on this level will become immortalized,

because the intelligence and Love they represent descend

from above, and embrace all the highest that humanity has

to offer.  This has just simply been an innocent knowing,

which has allowed those of us in whom it is appearing to live

in a relaxed, happy way. v
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12
THE ARRIVAL OF THE NEW MAN

AND THE CREATION OF HEAVEN ON EARTH

All the people worldwide who have chosen to live

in ways that bring growth and expansion of consciousness

have been pleasantly rewarded, without exception.  These

rewards always involve some kind of higher experiences,

such as spontaneous deep insights, new dimensions of Love

and joy, intuitions, psychic abilities, and endless other

virtues.

Each being is unique and different, and in my case

the power of seeing into the future of the world was among

the gifts that awakened in me.  This visionary gift is

apparently among a certain class of divine seeing or

heavenly clairvoyant abilities.  It has been not just seeing

anything in the future, but specifically the Dawn of the Age

of Enlightenment, the Arrival of the New Man, and the

Descent of Heaven on Earth.

This ability must have been present since before

birth, because it gradually awakened already mature during

my childhood, and was stabilized as an all-time awareness by

adulthood.  Like the other gifts, it has been a 24-hour-a-day

reality, but in the earlier years it climaxed during certain peak

experiences.  An example of one of these was in 1976 in

Interlaken, Switzerland, when I was 22.  A very powerful

intensification of the vision came over me, which for that

time was unusually clear and prolonged.  I stepped

completely out of time, and then back into it at a point

somewhere in the future.  A sense of absolute knowingness

as to the validity of what I saw, was pervasive.  This direct

experience of the future civilization on Earth went far

beyond any words or descriptions.  To say that it was

awesome is to put it mildly.

I hovered over the Earth and saw that something

had happened to the entire population.  An unprecedented

global transformation had taken place.  I tuned into the

collective memory of the human species, and knew that just

prior to the global transformation, evil, suffering, ignorance,

lovelessness -- all the negative characteristics of the dark

ages -- had finally become so pervasive that a point was

reached where it had been deeply understood for the first

time collectively -- and then transcended and transmuted.  It

was all in the past now.

Now there was a certain beautiful, mysterious

"something" that everyone on Earth knew collectively.

Although it is impossible to express in words, it was

something like a universal recognition of the existence of

Enlightenment, of the destiny of everyone awakening to it,

and of the obvious intelligence in living in a tremendously

celebrating, festive, free, and ecstatic way . . . everywhere all

the time.

 After this point of worldwide transformation,

everyone and everything will have a beautiful inner

illumination and music.  Universal affluence and abundance

for everyone will exist.  Basic necessities such as food,

clothing, and shelter will automatically be provided for every

person without having to work for it.  No one will be forced

to work.  Some will indeed not work, but will still contribute

very tangible and valuable vibrations and communications.  

Those who do work will do what they enjoy, and

therefore it will have tremendous skill, talent,

professionalism, and quality.  It will be completely voluntary

at all times for everyone.  Real and complete freedom will

finally exist universally.

Worldwide transportation and communications

will be available to everyone, even children, either free or at

nominal cost.  Vast new scientific insights and inventions,

harmonious with nature, and vast new mental abilities will

be commonplace.  Perfect and superhuman physical health

will be enjoyed by everyone.  People will live in the body as

long as desired and leave the body pleasantly whenever they

wish.

Religious, political, racial, philosophical, and all
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other former reasons for differences will have each attained

a fulfillment in unity.  Differences will no longer dominate.

They will remain as the spice and variety of human

uniqueness, but unity and oneness will be the new

universally accepted standard.  It will not be a rule that

people follow from the outside at all, but rather a heartfelt

insight spontaneously obvious within each person.

Everyone everywhere will naturally and innocently love each

other.  No one will seem like a stranger.  Individual

differences will be greater than before, by far . . . but at the

same time these will be sources of joy and intrigue, and

everyone will feel only friendly brotherhood and sisterhood

with all other beings.  University -- unity in diversity.

The emotional and sensory quality of this vision is

fascinating.  It is as different from dreams or fantasies as day

is from night.  It is so blissful, the light is so bright, the colors

so vivid, and the joy so real.  In the celestial dimension I can

see within and through everyone and everything.  It is a

knowingness.  It is far beyond personal mind.  It is a ray of

universal mind, and it is far beyond intellect or analysis.  It is

innocent, timeless, and invincible.  It is an absolute knowing,

as described in the similar discussion in the former chapter

on  "The Dawn of the Age of Enlightenment".  It is a

definite and awesome Reality hovering around the Earth in

the etheric plane, just waiting for fit human

radio-transceivers -- receivers and transmitters.  I have seen

and heard many thousands of vivid details in this heavenly

reality, and continue to see and hear them.  Their

descriptions, their precipitation, and their condensation are

happily coming into form, through various individuals who

have a similar refined evolution of attunement.

The prophetic definiteness of the vision is due to

the fact that it reveals an already existing reality on the subtle

planes.  Its materialization into physical density may even be

more inevitable than the condensation of rainclouds into

rain, or the sunrise in the morning.  Its Love, its beauty, its

optimism, its inner and outer splendor . . . are greater than

most other descriptions of the future I have heard, from

anywhere in the world.  The total supernormal glory and

global enlightenment of this vision makes most other future

prophecies, and all science fiction, look dull by comparison.

In addition, it will manifest sooner than most

people think.  To hear the vivid details of my vision, most

people might think it will take centuries, if ever, to happen.

However, this is not true.  It is already starting to materialize,

and will increasingly gain speed and momentum.

It will spread everywhere -- to every human being,

to all living and inanimate things, to the entire Earth, the

entire solar system, galaxy, universe, and existence.

Furthermore, the transition into it will be smoother than

most people think.  I feel a mixture of compassion and

amusement when I hear predictions of dire global

catastrophes as being part of the transition.  These calamities

have already been happening and are happening now . . .

because the dark age is still coming to an end. That is

precisely why people project them onto the future.

However, that is not everyone's present reality.

Each individual creates his or her own reality, entirely by

choice, by the way each person freely chooses his or her

thoughts.   There is a very blissful upward wave now rising

in millions of people, and rapidly spreading, from the silent

source deep within.  It is an invincible real power whose

momentum is cosmic . . . and which is the source of the

tremendous pleasant surprises to appear on the world scene

in the coming years.

Although the expressions of certain other

visionaries and Enlightened Masters happen to meet the

same high standard of what I see, such agreement is just

incidental to my knowing.  A few of the highest versions of

this vision have been communicated by Masters of the

highest Enlightenment.  Their articulation of the Age of

Enlightenment, the arrival of the New Man, and Heaven on

Earth are very impressive, amazing, and eloquent.  I am

pleased that they read the same Akasha and see the same

reality as I do -- certainly with far greater comprehension --

but even if they all disagreed with my knowing, it would still

not change my certainty in the least.  I would just feel sorry

for them!  Such is the absoluteness of this knowingness.

However, fortunately they do not disagree in the

least, and I am unfathomably thankful to them for their

priceless contributions to world evolution, without which the

Golden Age would be coming with far greater difficulty.  In

addition, they have communicated the details of this Age in

various beautiful ways that have made intellectual
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recognition of what is happening widely available to the

human species.

The arrival of Heaven on Earth can be called a

descent, or a creation.  Both would be correct.  It is a descent

in the sense that Heaven already exists in celestial

frequencies, and has been growing for eons.  Its arrival on

Earth is simply a matter of a densification -- a "descent".  It

is also a creation, in the sense that the descent takes place

through us -- through human beings.  It is we who attune to

it, like a radio attuning to certain stations, receive its signals,

and energies, and manifest them into the physical world.

    Those of higher consciousness have always known that

Heaven on Earth could have happened globally at any time.

There is no rigid, predestined date on which it is required to

come.  There is no cosmic calendar somewhere saying that

mankind had to wait until a certain time.  It could have

happened any time.  The only reason certain prophecies have

given specific dates is because those making the prophecies

saw the trends, the deep and subtle undercurrents of human

evolution.  They saw that certain things had to happen first.

That is what they call the Divine Sequence.

The way they arrived at their dates is by simply

calculating how long it would take for certain events to

occur if mankind kept going at the speed it was currently

going.  That has sometimes been accurate, sometimes not.  It

depends on how people use their free will.

For example, many doomsday-type predictions

were made in the last two thousand years which never

happened, because fortunately, the underlying trends and

causes that should have created those disasters were

corrected at a later time by evolving individuals.  One case of

this was the predictions of a California earthquake that was

supposed to send much of the coastline into the ocean.  The

famous psychic who accurately predicted many events,

including the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963,

Jeane Dixon, was once asked what ever happened to the

predictions of California falling into the ocean.  Her response

was that California's destiny had apparently been altered, and

the only social development significant enough to have

caused such a wonderful alteration, must have been the large

groups of meditators, such as those practicing Maharishi's

Transcendental Meditation, she said.  Certain others said that

the minor earthquake in 1971 was the one that was

supposed to have been the Big One.

The Divine Sequence is not a schedule in time

that would correspond to a calendar, as we know it.  It is

more a cognition that certain levels of maturity will have to

be experienced by a sufficient number of people in the world

before Heaven can really spread significantly.  Heaven

already exists on the Earth in the lives of those who have

reached such levels of maturity, but obviously before it can

become much of a global phenomenon, substantial numbers

of the world population will have to attain higher levels of

personal evolution.  For that, Heaven has already been

waiting thousands of years. The first, biggest, and most

important prerequisite for Heaven on Earth to spread beyond

small groups of people and go global -- has been for world

peace -- the permanent cessation of war, violence, and

terrorism.  People would have to stop fighting, and world

peace would have to be permanently established for all time.

This could not be accomplished by strategies of outer

manipulation through peace treaties and arms talks which

have been going on for millennia and which have only

failed.  Nor could it be accomplished by inner visualization,

by well-wishing it, or any of the other varieties of "New

Age" peace activities.  Real and genuinely permanent global

peace could only be attained through more people directly

experiencing the universal unified field of unbounded pure

bliss consciousness, no-mind, in deep meditation.  Like sap

in a tree, enlivenment of consciousness nourishes the world

from within, and world peace naturally results.

Extensive scientific research has been conducted

on this, and it is so concrete and repeatedly verifiable that it

has been disproving the skeptics and disbelievers.  Yale

University has a periodical called The Journal of Conflict

Resolution, which studies hard scientific research on social

influences.  Psychology professors from Maharishi

International University in Fairfield, Iowa, submitted

excellently designed research studies showing that whenever

large groups of people practicing the Transcendental

Meditation and advanced TM-Sidhis techniques, collectively

called the Maharishi Technology of the Unified Field

(MTUF), gather in an area of war violence, the violence

automatically decreases as a result of their presence.
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In 1987, the editors of the Journal told the MIU

professors that they didn't believe it, in spite of the

well-controlled study.  They told them that if they wanted

the study published, they would have to re-do it according to

some new rules and parameters.  They predicted that when

done their way, the effect would disappear.  So, the MIU

professors went back and did exactly as the editors had

suggested.  The results remained . . . and not only that, they

were even more impressive.  When the new results were

shown to the editors, it absolutely blew their minds.  How

could a few dozen meditators, or even a few hundred, sitting

doing nothing but closing their eyes in their hotel rooms,

cause war violence in the surrounding area to decrease?

They couldn't understand it, but there was the

proof right in front of their eyes.  They still couldn't believe

it, but they were obligated to publish it, because the quality

of the research was absolutely impeccable.  In the first place,

the MIU researchers sent announcements IN ADVANCE, to

several institutions, predicting their research and the

expected outcome.  Secondly, they used statistics publicly

available to anyone, so no one could think they made them

up.  And third, they used a very sophisticated system for

proving that the decrease in violence was in fact DUE TO

the presence of the meditators, not just coincidental to it.  It

is called Time Series Analysis, and it effectively eliminates

all other possible explanations for the impressive results.

Furthermore, the statistical probability of these outcomes not

being due to the MTUF was virtually nil -- less than 1 X

10-19, or one in ten billion billion.  And in addition, it has

been replicated by many different researchers in different

settings.  The results are always the same.  Wherever the

percentage of people practicing Transcendental Meditation

reaches about 1% or more of the local population, all the

measurable statistics of quality of life in that community

improve.  Crime rates decrease, auto accidents decrease,

hospital admissions decrease, business bankruptcies

decrease, even weather improves.

This one-percent effect fascinated them, because

there seems to be a curious parallel in other sciences.  If 1%

of a bar of iron gets magnetized, the rest of the bar will also

get magnetized.  If 1% of a chemical solution gets

crystallized, the rest of the solution also gets crystalized.

Less than 1% won't do; just as water won't boil below a

certain exact temperature.  In human social science, it has

also been called the "hundredth monkey" phenomenon,

because of the famous discovery in Japan that when the

number of monkeys on one island who began a certain new

activity reached 100, all of a sudden all the other monkeys

on other islands -- seemingly unconnected and far away --

started exactly duplicating the activity.

It was not some seasonal activity or any other type

of behavior which would have been expected or normal.  It

was a completely new custom for them.  There are books on

this and other discoveries in nature which indicated that

there is definitely some kind of psychic field of energy that

connects, affects, and influences life at any distance.  Thus it

has been compared to the scientific principle of critical mass:

when a sufficient number of people reach a new level of

consciousness in the world, all of a sudden it will flash and

spread to the remainder of the population, just like the use of

the wheel, the use of fire, or light bulbs, or any new

development.

    When only the square root of 1% of a given community

practice the more advanced TM-Sidhis techniques together,

the same results appear, every time, like clockwork.  Dozens

of these studies and statistics have been published, and the

phenomenon has gained a fair amount of publicity in recent

years.  The founder of Transcendental Meditation, His

Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, had predicted that this

would happen, as long ago as 1960.  Thus it came to be

called "The Maharishi Effect", and also the "superradiance

effect".

For further reading on this subject, it is highly

recommended to read the book entitled "The Maharishi

Effect: The Astounding Power of Group Mind", by Santa

Cruz psychology professor Dr. Art Aron;  the book

"Creating Heaven on Earth: The Mechanics of the

Impossible", by author Robert Oates; or the Yale study itself,

by MIU psychology professor Dr. David Orme-Johnson,

published in the December 1988 issue of Journal of Conflict

Resolution, Volume 32, #4.  The telephone number of the

Journal's California office is (805) 499-0721.

    Following is a typical chart from one of the studies:
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I also know from my own experience that these

things are true, because I participated in one such group, that

went to Iran in 1978.  Conceived by Maharishi from his

World Government of the Age of Enlightenment

headquarters in Switzerland, and funded by some wealthy

donors, it was called "The World Peace Project", and groups

of practitioners went to five of the most troubled areas of the

world at that time -- Central America, Southern Africa, the

Middle East, Iran, and Southeast Asia.  In every single case,

the violence decreased during their visits, as a result of their

"superradiance".

In our Iran group, about 150 of us flew into

Teheran, Isfahan, and Abadan in late October '78, just when

the Shah of Iran was trying to force progress too fast for the

reactionary Moslem fundamentalists, and violence was

erupting everywhere.  Machine guns were pointed directly at

us through our taxi windows as we drove from the airport.

We checked into some five-star hotels, and were instructed

to stay in -- not to go out and hold peace demonstrations, not

to talk on the radio or TV, not to do any press conferences,

not to try to negotiate peace with the government; not even

to do any sightseeing.  All we did was stay in our hotels,

practice our two daily periods of meditation, had two

vegetarian meals a day, and spent our spare time reading and

socializing with each other.

    Sure enough, statistics showed a measurable decrease in

violence for the six or seven weeks we were there.  And

when we left -- it resumed almost as before.

It is for certain that Maharishi's meditators are not

the only ones emanating globally transforming vibrations.

Individuals and groups everywhere are also experiencing

similar depths in powerful meditative practices.  It's just that

Maharishi's groups are making one of the largest

contributions in this respect, and also seem to be the only

ones sponsoring serious scientific research on it.

Approximately two or three million people in the world have

learned Transcendental Meditation, and somewhere under

one hundred thousand of us have learned the advanced

TM-Sidhis practices, which involve the highly-publicized

yogic flying.

    Comparable numbers of people are also participating in

comparable meditative practices in the Sannyasin

community around Osho Rajneesh, who, though no longer

in the body, is still very much present in the powerful

continuing momentum of his beautiful Sannyasins.

It is obvious to anyone who looks thoroughly

enough into his discourses and the activities in his commune

in Poona, India, that his Sannyasins are also making one of

the largest contributions to the tangible transformation of

human consciousness everywhere.  They are similarly aware

of a very powerful aura of invisible influence emanating

from their gatherings, which they call "the Buddhafield".

       It is very interesting that both Maharishi and Osho have

separately somehow arrived at the number 10,000 as the

minimum number of human catalysts it will take to trigger

the global explosion of consciousness, and the

transformation of the remainder of the world's population.

Osho said in about 1987: "If we can create ten thousand

buddhas (awakened, enlightened people), that is enough to

save the humanity -- ten thousand buddhas reaching to every

nook and corner of the world, simply spreading the love, the

compassion, the awareness.  And if the world has so many

buddhas, I don't think it can be destroyed by criminal

politicians. . .  . This is the only hope for humanity, the only

hope for the universe to have this small planet so alive, so

beautiful, so lovely . . . to create an atmosphere in which a

third world war cannot happen . . ."

    Similarly, Maharishi has also been saying that we need

10,000 "Sidhas" or "Vedic Scientists" in one place, to cancel

the negativity of the world and generate sufficient

superradiance to reverse the trends of time and effect the

global transformation.  Perhaps 10,000 is the magic number
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because it is about the square root of 1% of the world's

population, plus a little extra for safety.  So far, these

numbers exist, but not in one place, and perhaps not of

sufficient proximity to Enlightenment.  But we are well on

our way, and moving fast.

Other Contributors of the First Magnitude include

Mata Amritanandamayi, Sri Satya Sai Baba, Da Avabhasa,

and others.  Around each of these powerhouses of

Enlightenment and others throughout the world are large

numbers of people rising rapidly in higher states of

consciousness, and similarly radiating potent and tangible

vibrations of bliss, happiness, Love, light, peace,

nourishment, and upliftment throughout the planet.

    On the deepest level of world consciousness, those who

are transcending into the no-mind, the unified field of pure

Being, which is always available to anyone and everyone all

the time, and thus emitting Superradiance, are nourishing

the most profound, the most fundamental source of world

peace.  It is true that other types of groups are contributing as

well . . . through peace walks, cultural exchanges, political

and economic negotiations, and so on.  All of these things

have their value, and we certainly encourage them.

Soviet-American citizen diplomacy, student

exchange programs, and artistic and business exchanges are

examples of some of the very powerful contributions

happening that are establishing world peace.  Every level of

worldwide peacemaking has its significance in contributing

to the inevitable end of crime, barbarianism, and war.

But it is also time that more people become

educated about the deepest, most powerful, most essential

source of the success of all levels.  That is the level most

sublime: bringing the attention to the fourth state, by

whatever means, and especially together in large groups of

people.  Large groups who dive into the fourth state together

are creating the Superradiance of the New Man, and this is

the basis of the success of everything good in the world --

everything life-supporting, without exception.

    Highly conscious people were reporting that world peace

was coming closer and closer for a long time, and Maharishi

said in 1987 that it would be here by 1988.  Sure enough,

look at the newspaper and magazine headlines for 1988:

Peace Is Proliferating in Many Trouble Spots from

Mideast to Asia -- Wall Street Journal, 7-29-88; Oh, What a

Peaceful World -- The Economist, London, 7-30-88; Is

Peace Really Breaking Out All Over? -- Newsweek, 8-1-88;

On the Brink of Peace -- Time, 8-1-88;  Winds of War Seem

to Abate Around the World -- Washington Times, 8-2-88;

Global Arms Sales on the Decline -- USA Today, 8-16-88;

Cold War Recedes -- New York Times, 5-29-88; US-Soviet

Tension Is Now Receding -- New York Times, 6-4-88;

Signing for Peace on Earth -- Austin American Statesman,

9-12-87; Less For Defense (US defense budget) -- The

Economist, 7-16-88 . . . and so on and so on and so on.

Such headlines go on for PAGES . . . to this very day.

Of course, everyone knows what happened in

1989 -- the "impossible" happened -- the Berlin Wall came

down, tyrannical dictators in Panama, Romania, and

elsewhere in Eastern Europe lost power, and freedom has

been spreading everywhere.

This is the trend.  It does not mean that tragedies

are already obsolete.  Calamities may still have a ways to go

before completely coming to an end, if they ever do.  But

Heaven on Earth means calamities will be very seldom -- if

at all.  Bad news is still observed occurring -- but in the big

picture, it is lessening.  It is declining.  Most people are not

even aware of how much good news there is, because as

everyone knows, most public media focus as much as they

possibly can only on the bad news.  This is another very

stupid, retarded, and self-destructive practice which will

change as world consciousness rises.  A famous

psychological study called "How Good News Makes Us

Good" was conducted back in the '60's.

Certain members of Maharishi's Ministry of

Information and Inspiration put together a periodic collection

of all the good news in the world, since it isn't found

anywhere else all in one place.  They call it "Age of

Enlightenment News Service".  Anyone who has been

studying the effects on the world of people transcending into

the fourth state, and who reads page after page of

momentous news headlines appearing in the recent years,

can see very clearly a summit-peak view of world events,

painting a picture of fundamental, sweeping, and profound

changes in mass consciousness accelerating.  And it is only

going to continue to accelerate.
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Therefore, now that the multi-thousand-year

history of wars has come to an end, and political and military

crises are less of a concern, we can move on to bigger and

better things.  Now it is more realistic to speak of the real

possibility of the New Man arriving and Heaven descending

on Earth.

Following are some of the details of what the New

Man and Heaven on Earth will be like . . .

Subjectively, the New Man and Heaven on Earth

are endowed with bliss 24 hours a day, and this will be

spreading gradually to everyone. Objectively, it is perfect

health, long life, affluence, and all good conditions for

everyone.  So, besides world peace, another of the obvious

prerequisites for Heaven on Earth to be real, is the removal

of poverty in the world.  Economics is now more of the main

issue than ever before, because the world has so much

poverty.  And removed it will be . . . just watch.  Abundant

prosperity will exponentially multiply everywhere.  Further

advanced technologies from Enlightened sources will be

released, resulting in unprecedented universal providence

and progress.  This will even include the total reconstruction

of all the world's cities, towns, and villages.

The New Man and Heaven on Earth on the

individual level will be privileged with perfect health, long

life in bliss, and the ability to easily fulfill all one's desires.

People will embody the best of Zorba -- symbol of worldly

pleasures of the senses; and the best of Buddha -- symbol of

higher consciousness, spirituality, and Enlightenment.

Zorba the Buddha will be a harmonious synthesis in all

people -- the New Man.

Heaven on Earth on the collective level will be

endowed with an indomitable influence of positivity,

harmony, and peace on all levels of collective life -- family,

community, nation, and the world.

HEALTH: Everyone will enjoy a long life in

perfect health, and prevention of disease will be so effective

that cures will hardly ever even be needed.  It will be a

disease-free world where every individual will enjoy total

well-being on all levels of body, mind, and spirit.

EDUCATION: Everyone will enjoy ease and

simplicity of gaining full Enlightenment without long time or

effort.  Education will readily deliver the fruit of all

knowledge to everyone -- without having to study all

knowledge.

ECONOMY:  Heaven on Earth will be blessed

with the global experience of fulfillment and self-sufficiency,

the lack of craving for wealth, fully enjoying everything, free

and unlimited access to worldwide transportation and

communications, and satisfaction of desires without

struggle.  Wealth will no longer be a symbol of status, since

everyone will have it.  Everyone will have more than enough

of everything and live in bliss 24 hours a day, with the full

support of natural law.

Success will be through doing less and

accomplishing more, and ultimately doing nothing and

accomplishing everything.  Affluence and abundance will

always be available everywhere, and every individual will

have economic freedom.  (See the chapter on "The Dawn of

Golden Age Prosperity").

GOVERNMENT:  All governments will be

substantially reduced in size and force, and will become true

servants of the people.  They will just serve a function,

rather than "rule".  Their domination and exploitation will

have come to an end.  They will instead serve to satisfy,

whether they be communist, capitalist, democratic,

monarchic, or whatever.  Fulfillment will come to every

system.  All governments will function as effortlessly as the

government of Natural Law, which administers the entire

universe with perfect orderliness, and without a noise.

Then, as world consciousness matures and rises

further, outer governments will diminish and dissolve

altogether.  People will be totally in sovereignty

consciousness, governing themselves from within, in

complete freedom.

LAW:  There will be a lack of need for

enforcement.

REHABILITATION:  There will be a lack of need

for rehabilitation.

DEFENSE:  No need.  Those presently employed

in the armed forces will be given their choice of jobs in

creatively improving society.

AGRICULTURE:  There will be perfect balance

in nature.  The seasons will come in time, there will be ideal

weather, maximum productivity of the seed and soil, and
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new, enlightened technologies for food and diet.

Attunement with natural law and the resultant support of

nature will prevail.

RELIGION:  Some organized religions as such

will have totally dissolved, and others will have greatly

softened to become far more fluid, flexible, open, and

universal.  Religion as a collection of separated institutions

will disappear, and be replaced by a global atmosphere of

freedom and for the first time -- genuine religiousness as a

natural quality, as has never before been experienced on a

worldwide basis.

People will enjoy the immediate fulfillment of

their prayers by mere intention, and prayer will evolve into

more of a state of thankfulness all the time, rather than the

petition or begging that people did in the past.  Everyone will

finally know there is no God "up there", other than their own

Divine center of consciousness, other than the godliness that

pervades existence; the Love that unifies existence; the

Intelligence that shines in every being.  Everyone will

spontaneously radiate the grace of this godliness in his or her

daily life.

SCIENCE:  Scientists will no longer work in the

service of death and destruction.  They will be supported to

enjoy inexhaustible creativity, in the service of making life

more pleasant, more enriched for all beings.  They will attain

the supreme fulfillment of the quest for knowledge . . . by

directly living the fruit of all knowledge.  Tremendous

expanses of new horizons will be revealed and discovered,

and all the wonders and treasures will unfold endlessly.  The

whole purpose of gaining knowledge will be fulfilled

without having to go through the old trial-and-error

experimental path of gaining knowledge.

ART:   The fullness of life will spontaneously

blossom in every expression.  Every expression will be

beautiful and blissful.  The arts will be purified to such a

point that they will serve as windows into the highest

experiences in relative existence.

CULTURE:  The whole population will

spontaneously live in tune with the natural laws of the

geographic and climatic conditions where they live, resulting

in cultural uniqueness, harmony, integrity, purity, strength,

friendliness, and fulfillment.  The whole world family will be

a beautiful mosaic of different cultures, and civilization will

be truly global for the first time in history . . . enjoying an

endlessly evolving perfection.

LIFE:  Balance will exist on all levels of life --

spiritual, intellectual, physical, material, environmental, and

cosmic.  Self-sufficiency will unfold in every person, with

the ability to know anything, do anything, and accomplish

anything.  All good will exist everywhere and non-good will

be nowhere.  The field of all possibilities will prevail and the

full sunshine of the Age of Enlightenment will continue

everywhere and always.

Scriptures from every religion and records from

every cultural and philosophical tradition have prophecies of

this Heaven on Earth that is arriving.  Only one of the many

examples is reprinted here from the Judeo-Christian

tradition:

"For behold, I create new heavens and a new

Earth; and the former things shall not be remembered or

come into mind.  But be glad and rejoice forever in that

which I create; for behold, I create a rejoicing, and all people

a joy.  I will rejoice and be glad in all people; no more shall

be heard in them the sound of weeping and the cry of

distress.  No more shall there be in them an infant that lives

but a few days, or an old man who does not fill out his days.

They shall not labor in vain, or bear children for calamity;

for they shall be the offspring of the blessed of the Lord, and

their children with them.  Before they call I shall answer;

while they are yet speaking I will hear.  The wolf and the

lamb will feed together, the lion will eat straw like the ox,

and dust will be the serpent's food.  They shall not hurt or

destroy in all my holy worlds, says the Lord."

-- from the Bible, Isaiah 65:17-25.        v
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13
A   N E W   C L A S S   O F
P R O F E S S I O N A L S

It is open to anyone to become a professional

consultant and wayshower in sovereignty consciousness,

showing the way in the greatest and most exciting mission of

the end of the dark ages and the dawn of the golden age . . .

spreading freedom and sovereignty consciousness to the

entire world population, and making fortunes in the process.

Myriads of the most powerful strategic alliances on the planet

are available for support, allowing this to happen easily and

enjoyably.  A new wave of millionaires has already arrived

among those who have chosen this role, and some will

become billionaires.

Of course, the very definition of a free market

billionaire means he or she is probably not going to reveal the

fact, for privacy reasons, unless fame has been added to the

fortune.  Nevertheless, there are already networks of people

who control billions of dollars in the free market.  Major

money has now more than ever before come together with

freedom philosophy and freedom technology.  Therefore,

fortunate are those who decide to be the laissez faire

education entrepreneurs, as they can become the liberators of

the enslaved masses.

Such wayshowers are riding the crest waves of the

global economic shift into the free market.  The free market is

fast going from being the smallest portion of the world's

population to becoming the largest.  The axis of world power

is shifting.  The public and private sectors of the world, which

support and depend on big centralized governments, give the

illusion to the masses that they are there forever.  The

fortunate and the wise know better.  "He sees farthest who

flies highest".

The real visionaries see clearly that the wealth and

confidence of the world is about to make the most massive

movement in history, from the parasitic, non-producing

public and private sectors, to the creative, life-supporting,

productive free market sector -- those practicing genuine

laissez faire capitalism -- true free enterprise.  Those who

become well established in the dual states of inner

sovereignty consciousness and the outer laissez faire sector

now, can watch as the wealth, honor, and happiness of the

rest of the world will come towards them increasingly for the

rest of their lives, as if by magic.

These wayshowers are assisting others in opening

their minds.    "The mind is like a parachute.  In order to

function, it first has to open."

Those who assume the mind-set of mature

sovereignty consciousness, will find themselves part of a

rapidly expanding global network of sovereigns-without-

subjects with an endless stream of high-yield investments and

methods for eliminating taxes legally, totally, safely, and

elegantly.  This is a growing society of tens of millions of

kings and queens who rule over no one but themselves, and

who know how to easily stop the negative and harmful

bureaucrats from the obsolete public sector dead in their

tracks for fun and profit.

Whether one is a banker or a musician, a

businessman or an artist, a doctor or an astrophysicist --

whatever one's present profession, one can also start

supplementing that specialty with a new expertise as a

successful free market education entrepreneur and consultant.

Starting with just a few minutes a day, this can gradually

integrate into one's life as a natural extension of whatever else

one enjoys doing.  There are many valid ways this can be

approached.  We honor them all, and we honor all choices

that produce unconditional and universal freedom.

The mature wayshower of freedom can help shift

the axis of world power while sipping tea.  There is time

enough for relaxation, for one's family, for playing on the

beach, for spiritual meditation, for music and celebration, and

for whatever creative hobbies one most enjoys.  Transitioning

into being a freedom consultant is not hard work.   Just share

the ideas with people.  Virtuous core ideas, such as:

"In the better world we are creating, all people are

allowed to do whatever they please, so long as they don't

interfere with the freedom or property of anyone else."  Ideas
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like:  "Everyone respects the freedom and property of

everyone else.  In the ideal society now expanding around the

world, no one uses coercion to force anyone else to give up

their property against their will, nor does anyone hire an agent

to do it for them. Agreement with this principle is spreading

exponentially."

"Peace, plenty, happiness, and harmony are

possible for all of mankind.  These virtues are already being

lived by millions of people, and are spreading to the rest of the

population.  Social order and cooperation develop

spontaneously in the absence of coercion.  Leadership by

example and productive effort is more beneficial than

leadership by fear and force."

"An old age is dying, and a new age is being born.

The new age is one of the decentralization of power, and the

spread of power and freedom to individuals planetwide."

 These are the ideas of those to whom the axis of

world power is shifting.  The axis turns on the wheels of

banking and energy, and it is shifting to those with the most

well developed sovereignty consciousness and freedom

understanding.

As the banking and energy industries awaken to

sovereignty consciousness and shift from the control of the

public and private sectors, those in the Free Market with the

clearest libertarian understanding are inheriting this power.

Wealth goes to those with the most integrated multi-

dimensional wisdom, and the human species is now evolving

into a reawakening to the technologies of universal free

energy and universal prosperity through high-yield

investments.  The ultimate libertarian philosophy is that

which makes prosperity and freedom universally available

with no support of government at all, nor any need for it

whatsoever.

Freedom Technology also includes a whole new

dimension of legal knowledge which liberates everyday life

from many of the unnecessary burdens of bureaucracy, red

tape, excessive regulations, need for licenses, permits, etc.

etc., while at the same time building a deeper and stronger

foundation of ethics, morals, honesty, integrity, inner

governance, and spiritual mastery.

Other aspects of freedom technology include

secrets of the credit industry, global business strategies, the

vanguard of international asset protection methodologies, the

knowledge of pure common law sovereign trusts, the

knowledge of liberating law rather than enslaving law,

knowledge of offshore trusts and tax haven companies, all

about offshore banking, new banking systems based 100% in

gold, which  allow worldwide transactions via encrypted

computer communications, where to find the best managed

accounts in commodities futures trading, and much more.

Engaging in this mission is exponentially more

fulfilling and profitable than  most other types of service to

mankind.  Some of the paths to prosperity most commonly

chosen in the old system included  selecting stock

investments, real estate investments, commodities futures

trading, selling professional services,  running wholesale or

retail businesses, dealing in import / export, network

marketing various products, or depending on others, and

hoping.

How many of these occupations is world-

changing?  If it's just perpetuating the status quo, it's boring!

How many are dealing in products that are going to be

obsolete or outdated as the world economy accelerates its

shift into the free market?  And if one is not doubling one's

money every few months, it's also boring.

There are very high-yielding capital enhancement

programs in the $10 million to $100 million ranges and

above, with total absolute guarantee and security of principal,

from rare and authentic sources with no daisy chains, as well

as small ones with minimums all the way down to $10,000.

Back in the 1970s that there was more than enough wealth

already in the world to make every man, woman, and child on

the Earth a multi-millionaire.  The reason for pockets and

regions of scarcity is not lack of supply; it's lack of sane

distribution, which is caused by low human awareness.

Therefore as world consciousness rises, high-yield

investments, which improve sane distribution, will become

more and more widespread and common.

There are consortia of inventors who have the

world's largest and most advanced collection of free energy

technologies.  These are technologies that have far higher

power outputs than photovoltaic solar energy or wind power.

One car engine runs on nothing but temperature differentials

from the air, consumes no fuel and needs no batteries because

it's not electric, needs no gas tank or exhaust system,

produces no noise or pollution, and runs with ten times more

horsepower than a typical internal combustion engine of the

same size and weight.  A system for free electricity for homes

and businesses produces unlimited power from the air and

consumes no fuel of any kind whatsoever.

There are investor conferences where one can

bring an idea that one loves and they will put together a team
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of people who will work together to bring the idea to market

in record speed, being well on its way to producing an income

after only one week of classes and mastermind sessions.

There are trust organizations that can set up one's personal

and business affairs to be totally tax free and to be so

invincible that no lawsuit or probate can ever touch them.

There are all kinds of network marketing programs

that people are going crazy over, selling everything from gold

coins, gold bars, spirulina bars, phone cards, nutrition

products, telecommunications services, and laptop computers

. . . to travel services, legal services, and offshore trusts.  We

could have decided to write this book to you about any one of

these other products, projects, and programs, because they all

have some value and they all are contributing in some way to

the upliftment and enrichment of humanity.  We honor the

people who are involved in them and we respect the choices

of those who dedicate themselves to them.  We see dozens of

new programs every week.

Of them all, however, the single most preferred

involvement is serving as a wayshower of freedom -- a free

market philosophy consultant -- a freedom technology

entrepreneur.  This is because it's like a tree trunk in relation

to all the other branches.  It is central to everything else in the

economy.  It is a gateway to the information on all the other

contributions to the free market, by way of the association

with thousands of like-minded professionals from all over the

world on the telephone, on the internet, at the international

seminars, and at the parties and celebrations.

One who is serving as a freedom consultant can

endow one's clients with the pearls, the diamonds, and the

other precious gems of all knowledge.

It has been estimated that the sum total of

knowledge realized and recorded by all of mankind

approximately doubled between about the year 10,000 B.C.

and 0 A.D.  It then doubled again between 0 A.D. and about

the year 1800.  It then doubled again between 1800 and

1900, between 1900 and 1940, between 1940 and 1960, and

so on.  It is obvious that the time required for all of

humanity's knowledge to double is getting shorter and

shorter.

Therefore, the quantity of knowledge is multiplying

exponentially, but the quality of knowledge is the most

important factor.  The mature wayshower of sovereignty

consciousness, the teacher and consultant of free market

philosophy, and the freedom education entrepreneur are

providing the new mental software in the highest category of

quality.

To make of life of sharing this priceless gift with

society is to engage in an occupation which is invincible.

Possessions and business affairs may come and go, but this

knowledge goes on forever.  Nothing can destroy it.  Some of

its spokesmen have been assassinated or crucified, in the

earlier dark ages, and some of its books have been burned,

but the knowledge itself continued flowing uninterrupted.

Now today, it has millions more channels in which

to flow, and wonderful new technologies to ensure that its

words of wisdom reach everyone ever more quickly.  And it

is being seen and heard by an ever-expanding population with

an ever-deepening awakening of consciousness.  It will not

stop until it has covered the Earth and awakened in every

mind and heart.

It is to be celebrated that more and more people are

abandoning the less beneficial occupations and commencing

whole new careers liberating their fellow neighbors from the

outmoded concepts of the past.  They are offering guidance

towards the most priceless treasure in existence . . . freedom.

To  create an alliance with the worldwide freedom

movement is to align oneself with the victors, the winners,

and the successors.  No matter how bleak the chances for

freedom have appeared in some times and places, the

continuation of the conditions that enslaved is doomed more

and more with every day that passes. The new society of

voluntary freedom, inner governance, open markets,

generous liberty, natural peace, universal prosperity, and

spontaneous harmony, is more and more irreversible with

every year that passes.

It is inevitable that the superficial overlay of

socialist and collectivist ignorance will collapse and dissolve

under its own weight.  Then the pre-existing essence of

existence, the natural state of unbounded pure bliss

consciousness, will be re-cognized as the sublime substratum

of freedom that always was, always is, and always will be.

No power in existence can eliminate its effulgence

or stop its expansion.  The very purpose of existence is the

expansion of happiness, and the multi-dimensional

unfoldment of consciousness in form from the formless will

continue forever, like the blossoming of flowers which yield

more flowers, each producing more flowers, and multiplying

infinitely.

The stupidity of the human dark ages is being

eliminated.  The notion of "governing" through fear and

force, subjugation and jails, is characteristic of a retarded,
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infantile, barbaric, and primitive lack of advancement in

evolution.  The idea of controlling the world through coercive

manipulation, adversarial "us-against-them" politics, armies

and wars, scare tactics, and division, is all sheer self-defeating

idiocy.

As man rises out of this dim and murky slumber,

and wakes up to what always was and always will be, he will

realize that all beings are his brothers and sisters, and all life is

his own self.  He will realize that there is only one self in

existence -- the Self -- which dwells in the hearts of all beings,

and radiates into all faces like the countless rays of light from

the one central sun.

Then one realizes that to attempt rulership over

others through fear is retarded, futile, and self-defeating; and

that on the contrary, to allow natural governance to occur

spontaneously from within all beings, based on love, is

evolved, successful, and victorious.

What keeps the Earth in its orbit so perfectly

around the sun?  What makes it turn so smoothly and

perfectly on its axis, giving sunrises and sunsets over millions

of years timed with such split-second precision?  What makes

the planet revolve around the sun with such amazingly

continuous perfection?

Well, it certainly is not due to some ridiculous

dictator somewhere using force and fear tactics, with

thousands of legislated statutes, police forces and armies,

courts, judges, and jails.

This marvelous harmony in the universe is due to a

single secret of the government of nature.  That secret is

governance through love instead of fear.  In physics or

astronomy, this love principle is translated into bliss, because

planets and stars are, in fact, living beings.  The Earth stays in

its orbit because that is where the highest bliss is felt.  To

deviate from its orbit would immediately decrease its level of

bliss.

This kind of governance operates through the

power of attraction, rather than the weaker and much less

effective principle of repulsion.  Fear operates through

repulsion, whereas love operates through attraction.  The

attraction of ever higher levels of happiness and bliss is the

core principle of nature's government, silently orchestrating

the entire universe in total perfection, effortlessly without a

problem.

When a critical mass of mankind has begun to

realize even just the simplest of these concepts, then the Age

of Enlightenment will have dawned, entirely discontinuous

with any conditions the past dark ages could have ever

dreamed.           v

14
T H E   I S N E S S   O F   P E A C E

The Children of the Garden of Ancient and Future

Royalty in Sovereignty Consciousness are arriving in the

Enlightenment of the Here and Now.  In the Lotus

Kingdom, they are playing in the Fountain of Energy, and all

around is the Eye of Grace.  Above the Valley of Flowers is

the Palace of Crystal, and high above that is the Mountain of

Awareness.

Around the Islands of Angels are the waves of the

Ocean of Love.  The Birds of Paradise are singing in the

diamond trees, and the Breezes of Tenderness bring sweet

fragrances from the eight directions.  I am sitting on the

mossy, rainbow-colored grass, smooth as silk, enjoying the

timeless sunlight.  I look up, and quiet hovercraft are

descending from above.

 I am receiving mental audio-visual

communications from the passengers, and waves of bliss

flow in me.  If the messages were reduced to words, they

would be like cosmic greetings, addressed to the Kings and

Queens of Love.

The signals are omni-dimensional supernormal

telepathic flow-of-consciousness feeling-music-visuals,

deeply heart-felt and moving.  Beautiful and joyful

pulsations ride on these beams of communion, received only

in the abodes of the mature heart capacity.  The signals

contain psychedelic information and deja vu insights like

future-remembered realization-condensations.

Some of the feelings conveyed are like an

invitation, that in the Grandeur of Friendliness, let us meet
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on the Summit of Reverence through the sacred sharing of

special majestic universe-breathing disclosures and unique

world-transforming experiences.  With good fortune arriving

in these messages, those whose mind and senses are graced

with the priceless and timeless music of this charming

wisdom, will enjoy increasing worldly and heavenly

blessings in life.

       Just like peeling a fruit to get to the sweet juice inside,

only those who happen to look behind the names of

knowledges and deep within the forms, will learn of the vast

expanse of unparalleled advantages.

The true magnitude of these treasures is then

discerned, for the unsurpassed divine genius and simplicity

of this supreme wisdom has never been a secret, nor has it

ever been hidden.  It has always been openly available for

everyone . . . yet only some have been awake enough to

cognize it.  The information unfolded here is the heart of all

cosmic scientific education and the essence of all divine

knowledge.  The experience of it gives one the fruit of all

knowledge without having to study all knowledge.

The arrival of these signals to the minds of the

fortunate are among the rewards for all the good vibrations

ever generated.  All the noble desires arising from the

universal intelligence find their fulfillment through the

effortless awakening of this Knowing from within.  The four

ultimate rewards of human existence . . . Virtue,  Wealth,

Pleasure, and Enlightenment . . . come with ease in the

Isness of Peace.

The sun of awareness is rising in the rainbow

twilight, and in the distance is the shimmering beauty of the

Ocean of Compassion.  It is our privilege to freely share the

overabundant happiness of the giving of mutual freedom,

and the unfathomable mystery of the transcendental

innocence of trust.  The passengers of the arriving airship

are also saying in their signals that --

"We were parted many thousands of eons ago,

Yet we have never been separated even for a moment. We

are facing each other all day long,

Yet we have never met."

The gentle radiance of warm sunshine illumines

the day as the orientation of this greeting charms my being.

Its familiar song breathes restful serenity through me as the

cool breezes off the snow-capped mountains pass by with

exhilaration on their way to the Sea of Celebration.  In the

breezes are carried the fragrances of a thousand flowers, as

naturally beautiful as the mystery of how we can be facing

each other all day long without meeting.

Perhaps this very day we have almost met under

the light of the moon and the stars of the night, in the

invisible reunion of our dreams and sleep.  The solar winds

carry the whispers of eternity and the Music of the Spheres

in harmony with the rhythm of our cycles of sleeping,

dreaming, waking, and transcendental states.  The songs and

bells of a million birds and temples float ethereally through

the air and beyond, endlessly past galaxies and the outermost

reaches of infinite space.  All this success . . . shining planes

of loving kindnesses blooming in the eternal now, powerful

rivers of cosmic symphonies and happiness, flowing

cascades of generosity and gentleness, tears of joy and smiles

of intelligence, and understanding raining like jewels and

gems of utopia . . . all this and more we see, we mutually

agree, we inhabit.  In all this we face each other, yet we have

never met.

As the airship is landing, we are communing in

the memory, parted so long ago, long ago and far away, even

before time itself, we have never met in all the majesty of

existence, in all the color of life.  Yet, we are facing each

other all day long and have never been separated.  How can

it be?

In our lovers and friends, family and associates,

we meet an aspect.  In our acquaintances of everyday

business we exchange many ideas and energies, goods and

services, and in all this we meet each other in fractions and

fragments.  Like a kaleidoscope our lives pass countless

experiences between us, and we even look for the full

revelation of each other like children playing hide-and-seek.

How many thousands of years have passed in this

quest for each other?  For we remember the bliss, we

remember the timeless happiness of being together . . . dim,

distant, deep in our remembrance.  We faintly recall that

energy, that strength and contentment, that infinite richness,

that eternal feeling of well-being . . . in the Isness of Peace.

We know each other so well, and our Love is so

deep, that we cannot, could not ever forget the indescribable

joy we shared.  It was so long ago, so many immeasurable

ages ago, that it seems like it was before time itself.  For

even a moment of that Cosmic Reunion, we have searched

and waited since time immeasurable.  Through wealth and

simplicity, youth and maturity, and the diversity of

transmigrational experience, we have wondered and waited,
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looked and contemplated.  Through books and learning,

through religions and philosophies, through ceremonies and

games, through dances and festivities, voyages and

adventures, sciences and arts, and metamorphoses . . .

through all the endless possibilities of space and time we

have lived in devotion to that happiness, that heaven of a

million names, that nameless Something beyond words.

And as they arrive, the passengers of the airship

approach.  With thrills of ecstasy they come nearer, and

behold . . . a Wonder of Wonders appears; for They are none

other than Myself.  I am them, and they are me.  We are one

and the same, eternal, timeless Being.   Realization awakens,

and a surpassing exaltation arises.

This Effulgent Reality is beyond the far-out

visions, the pleasurable sensations, the cosmic sounds, the

Inner Voice of intuition, and the Seven Heavens.  Deeper

and beyond all of these, it is ultimately Unbounded

Restfulness.  It is arrived at with effortlessness, with

innocence, the innocence of little children, through

profoundly letting go, allowing the attention to settle.  In this

sublime calmness, only the bliss of witnessing remains; the

observing of the observer, the Knowing of the Knower.

It is the total enjoyment of Being Still and

Knowing that I Am . . . . . the Isness of Peace.    v

. . . from the forthcoming book Dawn of the
Enlightened World Arts Metamorphosis, by
Taansen Fairmont Sumeru.


